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A CURRICU LUM MODEL FOR COMP UTER LITERACY 
FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 
The purpose of this study was to provide a model 
for computer literacy curricu lum for elementary school 
teachers. Th e educational phi l osophy which guided the 
development of the curriculum was that of John Dewey. 
Subjects in the study were 149 e leme ntary school 
teachers in Stockton Unifi ed School District . Data were 
col l ected using a survey developed by the researcher . The 
following categories of informat ion were obtained: years 
of teaching experience; level of mathematics t raining; pre-
vious computer training and experience; attitudes toward 
computers and their use in education; commitment to learn-
ing about computers; and perceived importance of potential 
computer lite racy topics. 
These hypotheses were tested with Spearman ' s rho: 
1) number of co ll ege mathematics classes taken was corre -
l ated with attitude toward computers and 2) years of teach -
ing was correlated with attitude toward computers . Stati -
stical analysis revealed a significant positive correlation 
between attitude toward computers and number of college 
mathematics courses taken, and a significant negative cor -
relation betwee n attitude toward computers and number of 
years of teaching. The more ma th ematics classes taken in 
college, the mor e positive was the a ttitud e toward compu -
ters. Th e mor e years the individual had taught , the less 
positive was the at titud e toward computers . 
Th ese hyp ot h eses were tested with multiple regres-
sion: 1) attitude toward computers was correlated with 
comp u ter literacy topics perceived to be important and 2) 
commitment to learning . a b out comp u ters was correlated with 
computer literacy topics perceived to be important . Sta-
tistical analys i s indicated teachers with the most positive 
attitudes toward computers and the strongest commitment to 
learning about computers believed the most important com-
puter literacy topics were those focusing on operating and 
programming computers . 
The results of the data analysis and the philosoph¥ 
of John Dewey served to guide the p reparat i on of an intro-
ductory computer literacy curriculum for elementary 
teachers . It was composed of six separate l essons , and 
required the use of a microcomputer . The aims of the cur -
riculum were to : 1) learn to operate a simple computer, 2) 
understand the steps of a simple program and explain what a 
simple program does , 3) find errors in simple programs , 
4) make modifications in simple programs , and 5) ~rite s im -
ple programs to solv e a singl e problem and to solv e several 
simi l ar problems . 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Computers pervade American lives. Not only has 
computer use in government and business increased tremen -
dously over the past decades, but computer u s e is growing in 
education as we ll . Initially the use of computers in educa-
tion was focused mainly on data processing and administra-
tive fun c tions. However, with the advent of relatively 
inexpensive microcomputers, classroom teachers are more 
likely to have computers available for use with students. 
Out of this availability of classroom computers has arisen 
these expectations : 1) teachers will use computers for more 
effective management and instruction in their classes, and 
2) teachers will familiarize students with computers so the 
students will be able to function effectively in a computer 
oriented society. This second expectation has c o me to be 
identified as the need for computer literacy for student s . 
Computer literacy has been described and defined in a vari -
ety of ways. Although there seems to be agreement that 
computer literacy involves fostering positive attitude s 
toward computers and imparting some knowledg e of them, 
there is no consensus regarding what specific skills, atti-
tudes and knowled~ e comprise computer literacy. 
l 
Nor is 
2 
there agreement about the competence needed b y teachers to 
enable them to utilize computers in instruction and to 
familiarize students with computers. 
Computers in Society 
During the decades of the 1 960 ' s and 1970's compu -
t e r use became increasingly common for data processing of 
credi t cards, bank accounts, payrolls , accounting and other 
mundane affairs , while at the same time computer use in gov -
ernment and national defense also increased . The major 
cause of this increase was an approximate 30% decrease in 
computer hardware costs . Continuing cost reductions made 
possible the use of fairly inexpensive microcomputers in a 
wide range of products such as cal c ulators, microwave ovens , 
cars , cash registers, and personal computers.! Th e numb e r 
of computer systems in use also grew rapidly . Estimates 
suggest there were 700,000 computers in the United States in 
1980 and there will be l ,lOO,OOO in 1985. This is an enor -
mous increase from 5 , 500 computers in us e in th e U.S . in the 
mid-196 0 ' s . 2 Decreased cost of computer hardwar e allows 
more computer systems and microcomputers to be utili zed ; 
lMichael L. Dertouzos and Joel Moses , eds., The 
Computer _Age: A Twenty-Year View (Cambridg e : MIT Pr ess , 
1 9 79), p. xi . 
Human 
T . R.G . 
2Hugh T . Smith , "Human-C o mput er Communications ," 
Interaction with Computer s , eds . H.T . Smith and 
Green (New York: Academic Press, 1980) , p . 5. 
3 
this means the individual American invo luntarily but inex-
orably has become a consumer of computer serv i ces . 
A number of researchers pred i ct a revolutionary 
change in computer use during t he 1980 ' s and 1990's.3 
Because of the dramatic drop in computer hardware costs 
and the equally dramatic increase in the power of personal 
mi crocomputers , man y individuals who prev iou s ly had only 
indirect contact will have .direct contact with computers . 4 
Computers will become as common as other present technology . 
Christopher Evans , a leading authority on microprocessors in 
the late 1970 ' s , summari zes this change: 
. We are s hortly moving into the phase wh ere com-
puters wi ll become one of the cheapest pieces of t ech-
no l ogy on earth --cheaper than TV sets (they already 
are) , cheaper than portable typewriters , c h eaper even 
than transistor radios . They will also , for exactly 
the same reasons, become the most common pieces of 
technology in the world , and the most useful . s 
Computers in Education 
Computer use in ed u cation grew during the 1 970 ' s 
and is predicted to continue growing . Thi s trend can be 
seen in th ese s tati s tics and project i ons: 46 , 000 microcom -
puters we re es timated to be in the schools in 1980 , and 
this number is predicted to rise to 1 05 , 000 by 1982 ; ninety 
3sert ram Rafael , Th e Thinking Computer : Mind In s ide 
Matt e r (San Francisco: W. H. Freeman , 1 976), pp . 315 -1 6; 
Christopher Evans , The Mi c ro Mil l ennium (New York: Viking 
Press , 1979) , pp . 9-11; Derto uz os a nd Moses , p . xiii. 
4oertouzos and Moses , p . xi ii. 
5Evan s , p . 59 . 
4 
percen t o f a ll schoo l s used computers for instruction and/or 
admini s t rat ive purposes in 1 98 1; in 1979 half of al l secon-
dary s t uden t s used computers ; and at least 2 , 660 high 
schools and junior high schools taught computer lit e r acy . 6 
A l arge number of researchers and educators be li eve t hat 
thi s increased use of computers could bring about a revo -
l ution and r eform in educat i on . 7 
Computers are often used in admi n i st r ative data 
process ing. As i de from thi s use, there are a variety of 
app lications of computers in edu cation at the c l assroom 
l evel. 
Managemento Computers may be used to keep track of 
paperwork usually done by hand , such as attendance records , 
test admini str ation and scoring, ca l cu l at i on of grades , 
diagnosis o f student sk ill s , and p r escription s of appropri -
a te l earning materials. Th is type of use may be referred 
to as CMI (Computer Managed In s truction ) • 8 
6Timot h y B . Jay , "Why Be a 
Thr us t for Educ ationa l Leadership, 
1 981 ), pp. 1 6 -17. 
Compu t er L.iterate? " 
1 0 (January/February, 
7 Robert J. Seidel, "It' s 1 980 - Do You Know ~.Vh ere 
Your Computer Is?" Phi Delta Kappan, 6 1 (March, 1980), p . 
483; Andrew R. Molnar, "C ompute r Literacy in the Class-
room ," The Educatio n a l Diges t, XLIV (November , 1 978 ), pp . 
31- 32; J oe l Moses, "The Computer in the Home," eds . Der-
touzos and Moses , p . 7; Seymour A. Papert , " Comp ut ers and 
Learn ing," eds . De rt o u zos and Moses , p. 73. 
8Randall So u v iney , 
Your F utur e ," Teacher , 9 7 
"There ' s a Microcomputer 
(February, 1 980 ), p . 53 . 
in 
5 
Drill and practice . Co mp uters are us e d for drill 
a nd practice exercises . Students can practice a skill o r 
l earn specific information and have their accuracy evalu-
ated im~ediate l y. For example , dril l and practice of for-
eign l anguage vocabulary , multiplication tab l es, verb forms , 
or dates in history are readily accomplished with a comp u-
ter . The PLATO system marketed b y Control Data Corporation 
is a well known drill and p r act ic e software system . Drill 
and practice is often c riticized as not fostering a con -
ceptual under s tanding of mater ial, but it i s ef f ective in 
memorization of ma terials . 9 
Tutorials. A third use of computers is in teaching 
co ncepts to students. The most common exampl e in th i s cate -
gory is in high school math and science instruction . 
Graphic displays o f a math or science concept are generated 
on the computer to faci l itate learning. l O Pr o blem solving 
skills c an be developed and logi ca l think i ng e ncouraged . 11 
Simulations . Computer s are u sed t o generate simu -
lati o ns in which particular s itua ti o n s are created with 
which the student interacts . For example , in the histori-
cal s imul at ion, " Oregon ," th e s tudent takes the role of a 
9Moses , p. 7 . 
lOBarbara Br e nts , " Com!'uters: Th e Future is Now," 
School and Commu n ity , L~VII (Nov e mber , l 9 80), p. 17 . 
llsouviney , p . 53. 
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pioneer traveling f rom I ndependence , Missou ri, to the West 
Coast . Faced with cha llenges such a s bad weather, poor 
trai l s , Indian attacks, and o t he r similar prob l ems , the stu -
dent trie s to make de cisions th a t will al l ow him t o survive 
th e journey. S i mulations focus on econom i cs , science , arith-
met ic, med ic in e and other areas . Because of the similarity 
to games , stud e nts ar e of t en very e nthusi ast i c about s iM ula -
tions .l 2 
Computer prog r amm in g . Another u se of compute r s in 
e duca tion focus es o n l ea rnin g simp le prog rammin g languages 
and writing computer programs . Thi s contras t s with the 
other uses of computers in that th e student creates h is ow n 
computer p r og r ams t o meet some goa l or solve some p robl e m 
rather than just interacting with a prog ram wr i tte n by 
someone else. The s tud en t co ntrol s the comput e r . This use 
of the compu t e r i s lik e ly to be common in the fut ure in 
mathemat ic s , scie n ce , and business , as we ll as in o ther 
disciplines. 13 
Need f o r 
Computer Litera cy 
Compu t er us e is already ver y wides p r ead in American 
society , and comp ut ers a r e rapidly becoMing a part of 
12 oavid H. Ahl, " Computer Simul at ion Ga mes ," 
Teacher, 97 (F ebruary , 19 80) , pp. 60~6 1. 
13\'layne Kennedy , "H ow to Plan 
Sc h ool and Co mmu n it y , LXV II (November , 
for Computer Use , " 
1980), .1/ • 20 . 
education. Many educators recognize that computer li teracy 
i s becoming a necessary basic s kil1 . 14 As Molnar points 
out, schoo l s must begin to address thi s problem: 
There i s a national need t o foster computer lit -
e r acy . Further, if we are t o meet this need , we mus t 
i n su re th a t high school g raduates have an understanding 
o f the uses and applications of the computer in society 
and its effec ts on thei r eve r yd a y lives. We must per -
mit students to u se the computer as it would typically 
be us ed in business , science , and g overnment. We must 
increase the q uality of educat i on through the i ntro -
duction of computer related c u rricula in a wide vari -
ety of ac a demi c sub j ects at a ll leve ls of education . 
A nation concerned wi th its social needs and eco -
n o mi c growth canno t be indifferen t to the problems of 
literacy . If we are to reap the benefits of science-
driven industries, we must develop a computer l i terate 
soc i e ty. 1 5 
Th u s , computer literacy is seen as necessary fo r part i c i-
pa ti on i n soc i e t y . If all s tudents are to become computer 
literat e and h ave comp ut ers availab l e to them , the schools 
must t ake the responsibility for computer literacy. For 
7 
this to occur , teachers themselves . must be computer literate . 
Computer Illit e racy 
Although there is much ·agreement th at computer lit-
eracy is de si rable , few teachers are very knowledgeable in 
this area . In a study done by th e Minnesota Educational 
Computing Consortium, 85% of the 1, 300 teachers surveyed 
agree it is necessa r y for high schoo l teachers to have ba s ic 
knowledge of comp ut e r s , but only 39% of those teachers 
14Brents, p. 1 7. 
l SMolnar , p . 33 . 
8 
feel they know enough about computers to u se them for 
instruction. 16 Teac h ers have no t learned how to use compu -
ters for a number of reasons. One cause is that teachers 
are not required to know about computers for certification , 
and in fact very few college or universi ty programs exist 
that train teachers to be familiar with computers . l7 In 
addition , the idea of computers in ed ucation and the neces -
sity for computer literacy is re l ative l y new . Many present 
teachers completed their training before the need was iden-
tified. Thus, one of the major causes of insufficient 
knowledge about computers is lack of opportunity to l earn . 
However, the factor s re l ated to computer illiteracy 
appear to be more complex than thi s . Many teachers seem 
re luctant to learn about computers because the topic is very 
new to them and requi res novel approaches to th inking and 
teaching. 18 As Smith points out , although some computer 
science professiona l s become a lmo st obsessive l y fascinated 
with computers , the emot ional response of the novice is not 
necessarily characterized by such accepta n ce : 
. Th e person just introduced to a computer for 
the first time may e xhibit a marked l y different set of 
e motion s based on fear , awe , and general uncertainty . 
Some times the emotions involved may be more pos it ive : 
they are in any event seldom neutral.l 9 
ter ·s : A 
(April , 
16stuart D. Milner , " Teaching Teachers about Compu -
Nece ss ity for Education ," Phi De lt a Kappan , 61 
1980) , p . 545. 
17Milner , pp . 544 - 45 . 18Milner , p . 545 . 
l9smith , p . 1 3 . 
9 
Also, there is fear that computers will eventually e liminate 
s ome t e aching positions , so faci l itating i ntegration of com-
puters in the curriculum may be se en by some tea che rs as 
fo olhardy and self-destructive . 20 Ther efore , the emotional 
respons e o f teachers t o computers appears to be a fac tor 
conducive to computer illiterac y . 
This r esis tance to chang e s hould not be s urpri sing . 
It is n o t uncommon for profess i ona l s to present innovations 
that appear to b e desirable, only t o have the se innovat ions 
rejected by tho se who apparent l y wou ld p r of it f rom them . 
Foster addresses the factors related to r e j ect i on of inn o -
v ations . He cite s two reasons why this may happe n: 
The innovation, in the total life context of the com-
munity, is not in fact an improvement . It i s better 
called a " pseudo-improveme n t ," sinc e its social and 
other costs outweigh its advantages . 
The innovation may by al l r easonabl e sta ndards be we ll 
planned and r ep re sent a genuin e improvement , but th e 
people for whom it is intended may not perceive th e 
advantages , o r they ma y be reluctant to tr y it because 
of c ultural, social , and psycho logi ca l barriers th a t 
disc o urage innovati o n ••• 2 1 
Although there is an expressed n eed for comput er literate 
teac h ers , in ge n e ral t eac h e rs h ave not acqu ired fac ilit y 
in using computers . A number of factors app e ar related t o 
this. 
20so u viney , p . 56 . 
21George Foster, 
Littl e , Brown , 1 969 ), p . 
Applied Anthropo l ogy 
6 . 
(Bosto n: 
Definitions of 
Computer Literacy 
10 
Computer literacy is described in a number of ways, 
with varying emph asis o n a wide number of computer r e lated 
skills and topics . The National Council of S upervisors of 
Mathematics refers to it as one of ten basic skill areas : 
It is important for all citizens to understand what 
computers can and cannot do . Students should be awa re 
of the many uses of computers in socie ty, such as their 
use in teaching/learning, financial transaction s , and 
information storage and retrieval. The "mystique " 
surrounding computers is disturbin g and can put perso ns 
with no understanding of comput ers at a disadvantage . 
The increasing use of computers by government, industry , 
and business demands an awareness of computer use and 
limitations . 22 
The Committee on Computer Education of th e Confe -
renee Board of the Mathematical Sciences describes computer 
lit e racy as composed of three parts , knowing what computers 
do , how th ey are used , a nd how so lu tions to problems a re 
translated into computer p rograms. Th e Committee s ummarizes 
computer literacy as the following : 
1 . Computer capabilities . As a result of some direct 
us e of a computer , mainly usi n g prep r ogramm ed soft-
war e , the student will be aware of the essential 
capabilities and limit s of computer s . 
2 . Computer app lications . The stude nt will explore a 
wide range of the uses of computers and will be 
able to identify the impact of the se u ses on the 
individual. 
3. Computer a l gorithms. The stude nt will under-
stand the purpose of translating a problem into 
22 National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics , 
" Position Paper on Basic Skills ," Mathematics Teac h er , 71 
(F ebrua ry, 1978), p . 150 . 
11 
an algorithm and how it is represented in a f low 
chart. How the computer executes the program wil l 
be discussed if time and equipment are available .2 3 
Johnson examines a number of position sta t ements 
by business and industry groups , educators , and computer 
professionals and devises a list of topics to be included 
in a computer literacy course . Because h er survey includes 
such a wide range of sources , her list i s extensive. She 
includes these topics: 
1. Technological advances - th at have made pos-
sible data processing as we know it today - histor -
ical perspectives, stages of me chanism. 
2. Nontechnic a l computer vocabulary - to help make 
communication easier with others in our increas-
ingly computer - or ient ed society . 
3 . Computer anatomy - what it is , what it is not, co n-
figuration of equipment . 
4. Computer capabilities and l imitations - nontechnical 
and low-technical aspects of the capabi li ties and 
limitations of computers; system capabilities , 
wh at it can do or cannot do; input/output capacity , 
speed of CPU . 
5 . Uses of computers - recent technology and projec -
ti o n s as to what is to come in comp uting, i . e ., 
teleco mmunicat ions , simul ation of traffic patte rn s , 
CAI , information storage , AIM -ARM, contr o l s atel -
lites , daily directory update, sort subscription 
list s . 
6 . Business a nd scientific applications - be able to 
read an article in a n ewspaper or listen to a news 
report concerning business or scientifi c applica -
t ion s of comput ers and know , in ge n eral , what is 
being disc u ssed . 
23 Thomas F . Carpenter and others, " The Current 
Status of Computer Literacy : NAEP Results for Secondary 
Students ," Mathematics Teacher , 73 (De cember , 1 980 ), 
pp . 669 -73. 
7 . Scientific method of problem so lving-intr o ductory 
skills that enable one to conceptualize problems 
designed to solve problems scientifically. 
12 
8 . Computer programming - represent problems in syntax 
of a l anguage; programming if computer is avail -
able . 
9. Problem-s o lving tool - use computer as a t oo l. to 
solve problems in subject matter of choice, could 
be accounting , mathematics, En g lish . 
10 . Social implications - organizational change , privacy , 
career paths available with additional technical 
training , entry - level jobs ava ilable upon completion 
of high schoo l . 
1 1. Futuristics - innovation , new technology, trends in 
artificial intelligence, and robotics. 24 
Eisele sees computer literacy as a vital par t of 
the curriculum of schools. Hi s approach to computer lit e~ 
racy emphasizes p ractical knowledge of computers and in -
e ludes skills a ll individual s must have to function in 
society. P osi tive attitudes toward computers and the abi -
lity to u se th e m in everyday situations predominate. He 
identifie s the goals of such a curriculum to be: 
l. Develo p ing skills to u se computer applications which 
bear on p e rsistent life situations such a s commun -
ication s , transpo rtation, education , governance , 
consumerism , entertainment , and employment; 
2 . Developing a computing proficiency as a skill f or 
everyday use at home and on the job; 
3. Developing ethical practices in p roviding comput er 
services to others . 
4 . Deve lopi ng ethical practices of consumption of 
24M ildred Fitzgerald Johnson, "Computer Literac y : 
What I s It? " Business Education Forum , 35 (D ecemb er , 1980), 
pp . 19 - 20 . 
of computer se rvice s; 
3 . Developing positive attitudes toward the pervasive 
role of computers in contemporary society . 25 
Th e Minnesota Educational Comp uting Co nsor t ium, 
supported by a grant from the Nati o nal Science Foundation , 
has identified specific content areas and relat ed o bjec -
tives of computer li teracy. This is based on a su r vey of 
the literatur e , including curriculum materials, artic l es , 
and texts, as well as information supplied by individuals 
s urveyed. Six gener a l areas are id en tifi ed : hardware ; 
prog r amming and a lgorithms; s oftware a nd dat a processing; 
applications; impact; and a t titudes, va l ues , and moti va -
tion . 26 Because much time a nd many resources h av e been 
inves t e d in this study , this outlin e of computer literacy 
objectives i s very thorou g h and well defined . (See 
Appendix B for objectives in eac h are a . ) 
Many descriptions of compu ter li teracy can be 
found . Although they all s u ggest the goal of computer 
lit e racy i s to famili a ri ze individu a ls wit h compu ters , 
the means toward th i s end (such as spec i fic top i cs and 
s kills) v a r y co n s id e r ab ly. Alth ough ma n y goals have 
been i den t i fi e d, th e y h a ve not been d eve l oped into a com-
p l ete c urri c ulum. For thi s r eason it i s n ecess ary to 
25James E. Ei se l e , "A Case for Universal Comp uter 
Literacy , " Journ a l of Resea r c h and Development in Educa-
tion, 14 (Fall, 1 980), pp . 84 - 85 . 
2 6 David c . J oh n so n and o th e r s , 
- What I s It?" Ma themati cs Teac h e r, 7 3 
p . 92 
" Comp u ter Literacy 
(Feb ruary , l 980) , 
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consider comput e r lit e ra cy fro m the s tandpoint of currie -
ulum d evelopme nt . 
Curriculum De ve l opment 
Curriculum th eo r y . Theories unde rl ying the fie ld 
of c urriculum and c urri c ulum development are not clear 
c ut and precise . Part of th is is related to th e wid e 
v ariety o f d e finitions of curriculum . Macdonald notes 
that d efinitions va r y f rom ones li ke "the subject matter 
to be l earn ed , " whi ch is quite narr o w t o broad definitions 
like " a ll th e e x pe rience s students hav e in school ." 27 
Macdon a ld a l so attributes part of this lack of precis i o n 
and c ohere nce t o the ex ist e n ce of three maj o r g r o u ps of 
theorists based o n differing views of the p ur pose th eory 
serves . Th e largest g rou p of th eor ist s believes curr i e -
ulum theory provides a framework for d eve l op in g and eva l-
uatin g curriculum. Thi s group sees curriculum theory a s 
a practical , prescriptive g uid e . A second and s ma ll er 
group foll ows th e co nve nti ona l view of scientif i c theory. 
Th e majo r co n cern her e i s with princip l es rather th an 
p r actice of c urri culum development. The theory generated 
by thi s grou p serves as a set of relationsips and p rin -
c i p l es to be test ed empirically . Th e thi rd group of 
theorists rejects the purpose of th e other two groups . 
27James B . Macdonald, "Cu rr iculum Theory, " 
Curriculum Theo rizing: The Reconceptualists, ed. W. Pinar 
(Berke l ey: McCutchen, 1975) , p . 5 . 
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Instead , they provide analysis and develop theory as a 
means to stimulate new views of the curriculum. Th ese 
theorists hope better way s of defining and developing cur -
riculum will be generated as a result of their work.28 
Prescriptive model . The prescriptive mod e l of 
curriculum development is the most prevalent . Its roots 
lie in the production model advocated by Bobbitt in the 
1920's . Bobbitt took a production management view of cur-
riculum development , believing it was necessary to investi-
gate society to identify knowledge , attitudes, and ab ili -
ties needed by the individual . These then became objec -
tives of the curriculum , and exper ience could be designed 
to produce d esired stude nt ou tcomes . 
In his influential book , Basic Principles of Cu r-
riculum, published in 1949 , Tyl er proposed a theory of 
c urriculum that was very much influenced by the Bobbitt 
tradition . 29 Tyler ' s rationale for a nalyzin g and devel-
oping c urriculum is based o n these questions : 
1 . What educational purposes s h ould the school 
seek to attain? 
2 . Ho w can learning experiences be se l ected 
which are likely t o be u sefu l in attaining 
these objectives? 
3 . How can le arn ing expe ri e nces be organized for 
28 Macdonald , pp . 5 - 6. 
29wi lli a m A. Reid , " Th e Changing Curriculum : 
Theory a nd Prac ti ce , " Case Studies in Curric_u lum Change , 
e ds . W. R. Reid and D.~. Walker (London : Routledge and 
Kegan Paul , 1 975 ) , pp . 24 1-4 3 . 
effective instruction? 
4 . How can the ef f ect i venes s of learning exper-
iences be evaluated ?30 
Although Tyl e r noted that this book was no t intended as a 
guide for writing c urriculum because it did no t "describe 
and ou tline in detail th e steps to b e taken. • to build 
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a curriculum, " 31 Tyl e r ' s rationale has become so wide s pread 
and respected th a t 
. th e few cu rriculum p roj ec ts that have set 
their fac es against it have done so wi th a delibe -
ration and a concern to propou nd th eoret ical 
justificat ions which have mark ed ve ry clearly the ir 
consc i ous ness of departing from a n established orth -
odoxy . 32 
Pragmati c approach . However, it is important to 
note ther e h as been a persistent educa ti o nal phi l osophy 
throughou t th e twen ti e th ce ntur y that re jec t s the Bobbitt-
Tyler v i ew of objectives of education . John Dewey exempli -
fied this . Regarding aims of educati o n, he stated : 
. ends arise and function wit h in action. 
They are not, as current theories too of t en imply , 
things l ying beyond ac tivit y at wh ic h t he latte r is 
directed . They are not strict ly speaking ends or 
termini of action at al l. They are terminals of 
d e liberation , an d so turning po int s in activity . 33 
30Ralph w. Ty ler, Basic Principles of Curr icu lum 
a nd Instruction (Chicago: University of Chicago Press , 
1949) , pp . v -vi. 
3 1Tyl er , p. 1 . 
32Reid, p . 2 44. 
33John Dewey , " Th e Nature of Aims, " John Dewey on 
Education, ed . R. D. Archambault (New York; Random House , 
1964)' p. 71. 
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This suggests a very different beginning point in curriculum 
dev e l opment than was identified by Tyler. For Tyler the 
statement of objectives was the beginning of a curriculum , 
but for Dewey the l earning activity itsel f was the begin-
ning , with objectives arising from the activity to give it 
additional dimension . 34 
Dewey represented a movement in the philosophy of 
education based on science and scientific method. This 
movement was known by various names: "pragmatism ," " instru-
men ta lism," " experimentalism," " progressive education ." 
Thi s phi l osophical movement was concerned largely with th e 
nature of knowledge and its role in ed uc ation. 35 Dewey 
viewed thought as essentially an instrument used to solve 
problems . When a n individual has a prob l e m that is person-
ally signif i cant , he applies the process of re f lective 
thought t o solve th e probl em . The steps of refl ec tiv e 
thought include : 
1. Awarenes s of a need for a solution . 
2 . Clarifi cation of the problem. The general 
awareness of and irritation with the prob~em is 
focused to examine the actual conditions and 
state the prob l em in terms that reflect i t i s 
capabl e of being solved . 
3 . Deve lopment of hypotheses . A number of tenta -
tive solutions are deve l oped . 
34Herbert M. Kliebard, " Rea pp raisal: The Tyler 
Rationale ," ed . W. Pinar , p . 79 . 
35John S . Brubacher , A History of the Problems of 
Education (New York: McGraw-Hill , 1 96 6) , p . 131 . 
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4. Projection of co n seque n ces . Each hypothesis is 
consider e d , th e poss i ble result s are cons i de r ed 
as fully as poss i b l e , a n d the best hypothesis is 
se lec ted . 
Dewey . 
5. Tes ting of hypothesis . The se l ected hypothesis 
i s imp l ement ed and examined to determine i f it 
i s a sa ti sfac t ory so luti on . 36 
The source of curriculum cont e nt was examined by 
He believed th e two major schools of thought re-
garding curr i cu l um co nt en t p itt e d s tudent against curricu-
l um . Th e disciplines schoo l of thought iden tified the sub-
ject matter as more important ; the student was me r e ly the 
pass i ve receptor o f knowledge . From this viewpoint , the 
content a nd its organiz a ti o n determined cu rri c ul um . The 
c hild - ce ntered school of t ho u ght saw the student and his 
d e velopment as the major . focus of the c u rriculum ; subjec t 
matter wa s importa nt only in its abi li ty to further the 
s tudent ' s growth . Se lf-real i zat i o n was perceived to be 
the aim of curriculum, and content wa s selected on that 
basis . 37 
De wey felt bot h schools of t h ought operated on the 
fallacy that the curriculum had to be determined entirely 
by discipline or e ntirely by student interest . Rather, 
he saw th e two sources as inte racting . From the viewpoint 
of the stude nt as source , he f e l t it was a matter of discov -
e ring th e information , interests , a t t i t udes and insights 
36Archambau l t , pp . xvi -svi i . 
37John Dewey, Th e Chil d a n d the Curriculum (Chicago : 
University of Chicago Pr ess , 1 956) , pp . 4 -1 0. 
; 
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gained in previous experience which were relevant to the 
s ubj ect matter at hand . From the viewpoint of discipline as 
source , it was a matter of viewing the discipline as a con -
tinuation of th e student ' s previous experience and seeking 
means to build upon that experience to enrich understanding 
of the s u bject matt er . Dewey c larif ied this interaction by 
describing how a teacher views subject matter: 
.He is concerned with the subjec t-matter of the 
science as represent ing a given stage and phase of 
the development of experience . His problem is that 
of inducting a vi t al and personal experiencing. 
Hence, what concerns him as teacher , is the ways in 
which that subject may become a part of experience; 
what t h ere is in the c hild' s present that is usable 
with reference to it; how such elements are to be 
used; how his own know ledge of the subject-matter 
may assist in interpreting the child ' s needs and 
doings, and determin e the medium in which the child 
should be placed in order t h at his growth may be 
properly directed . He is concerned , not with the 
subject-matter as such , but with the subject-matter 
as a related facto r in a total and growing exper-
ience . 38 
Thu s , learning occurs as a result o f interaction 
between s tud en t and content. Dewey's description of the con-
ditions under which learning takes p l ace is summarized by 
Frankena as fo llows: 
l. The pupi l s must be engaged in activities or oc c u -
pations . 
2. These activities must involve physical action 
and be somewhat pro l onged . 
3. Each activity must involve a problem to be 
so l ved by thinking . 
38Dewey, The Child and the Curriculum , p . 23. 
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4. Activity must be carried out in cooperation with 
other pupi l s and th e teacher. 
5. Activities must be related to the normal inte-
rests of the pupi l s and within their capacities, 
though cha llenging them. 
6 . Th e a tmosphere in the group must be free and as 
democratic as possible. 
7. The whole experience of the activity must be 
"worthwhi le in its own immediate having," but 
not just in the sense of be ing enjoyed , but in 
the sense of being good , not just good for some-
thing, but "good of itself." It must, however, 
also " promote having desirable future experi -
ences, " else it is not e ducative . 39 
Although Dewey did not devise a rationale as specific and 
concrete as that of Tyler, his philosophy provides an al ter-
native framework for c urric u lum development. 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
Computers touch American lives in ~any ways , not 
only in society in general , but in th e educat i ona l system . 
The need for schools to help students understand and use 
computers has been identified and referred to as a need for 
computer lit e racy. Although computers are used increas-
ingl y in education , ~any teachers do not know how to uti -
li ze them, and in some cases may be unwi ll ing to use them . 
This prob l em is compounded b y th e lack of a clear defini -
tion of computer literacy for students . Thus, the skills 
needed by teachers are not easily identified. Howe ve r, 
39william K. 
sophies of Education 
p. 170 . 
Frankena , 
(Chi cago : 
Three Historical Philo -
Scott , Foresman, 1965), 
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there still remains the mandate to prepare teachers suffic -
i ently so they can work to ensure that students become com-
puter literate. 
STATE MENT OF OBJECTIVES 
Purpose of Study 
The central purpose of this study is to create a 
model for a curricul um in comp uter literacy for elementary 
s c hool teachers. To this end , the various def i nitions of 
computer literacy for the f i ve - year period of 1977 - 19 8 1 ar e 
examined. Elementary school teachers ' views of computer 
literacy , their attitudes toward computers in education, 
and their commitment to learning about computers are inves -
tigated. These research questions are considered : 
l. Which of the topics a n d skills identi f ied in 
the literature as components of computer lite-
racy do teachers believe teachers need to 
know? 
2. What are the teachers ' att i tudes toward com? u-
ters in education? 
3 . How committed are teachers to increas i ng t~eir 
knowledge of computers? 
These questions are considered as means of determining 
guidelines for development of the curriculum . 
SIGNIFICANCE 
Rationale 
Although mo st of contemporary curriculum has roots 
in the prescriptive model which was put forth by Tyler and 
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others, it is appropriate to explore other rationale for 
curriculum develop ment. Dewey believed the purpose of edu -
cation is to prepare the student for the life he wi ll lead 
in the world . Therefore, his phi l osophy is a fitting guide 
for a computer literacy curriculum since much of the impe -
tus for the curriculum arises from concerns that ci tiz e ns 
must be familiar with computers to fu ncti on in the moder n 
world. Just as De wey was concerned with the need for tran-
sition to an industrial society in his time, so are present 
educators concerned with the need for transition to a tech -
nological society. Thus Dewey' s philosophy of education is 
applicable to the modern situation . 
Relevance to Teachers 
Because teachers are expected to assist s tude nts in 
the process of famili a rization with comp uter s , it is im -
portant t o identify what teachers b e liev e they th emse lves 
need to know about computers so the comrut er l iteracy cur-
riculum for teachers is pe rceived as me a ningful and useful. 
It is also vital to consider exis t ing teacher attitudes 
toward technology and computers so that specific strategies 
can be developed which address these attitudes. 
Curriculum Model 
Although need for computer literacy is evident , a 
survey of the literature suggests that a curriculum model 
for elementary school teachers which utilize s microcom-
p u ters is n ot avai l able. A wid e range of activities and 
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objectives has been identified and some materials suggested , 
but a coherent curricu l um for teachers has not been de-
ve l oped . 
PROCEDURE 
This study was accomplished in the following steps . 
The initial phase included a review of the literature regar -
ding computers in education and an investigation of the 
writings of John Dewey to provide a p hi loso phical rationale 
for curr i culum development. Following the review of the 
literature, a survey was devised to measure attitudes 
toward computers , commitm ent to learning about computers, 
and computer related topics perceived to be important for 
teachers to know . This survey was administered to elemen-
tary school teachers during regularly scheduled faculty 
meetings in nine schools. Data from the survey were ana -
lyzed using the Statistica l Package for the Social Scienc e s . 
Interpretation of the data served to guide the development 
of a computer literacy curriculum for elementary school 
teachers in the participating school district . Produ c ts of 
the study are 1) a computer literacy curriculum congruent 
with Dewey ' s philosophy and 2) a model by which other di3-
tricts can develop similar curricula which would be respon-
s ive to the t eachers in those districts. 
Rationale 
With Dewey's philosophy as a guide 1 it is clear 
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that the interests and attitudes of the student must be con -
sidered when attempting to devise a curriculum . For this 
reason, a survey of elementary schoo l teachers was made to 
obtain these data . It is important to note that th e data 
and their interpretation serve as means to an end . They 
allow the researcher to develop in formed views about curri -
culum activities , content, and methods which are appropri -
ate to the intended students , in this case elementary 
school teachers. 
Population 
The population was all elementary school teachers 
in Stockton Unified School District in Stockton, California. 
Measuring Instrument 
The instrument used was a survey with these cate -
gor ies of items : previous expe ri e nce with compu ters; pre -
vious training in c omputer u se ; the computer li teracy 
ski lls and topics identified in the review of the litera-
ture ; attitudes toward computers and technology; and com-
mitment t o increasing knowledge of comput ers . A fixed 
alternative format was us ed to measure experience with com-
puters , with an open-ended format for those with some ex -
perience to describe it. Likert - type scales were used for 
measuring attitudes and computer sk ill s . A cumu lative 
sca l e was used for measuring commitmen t to increasing know-
ledge . 
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Survey Procedures 
The study included al l elementary teachers in nine 
Stockton Unified Schoo l Distri c t schools. T he total number 
of teachers at these schools was 196. 
teachers completed the survey . 
Of those, 14 6 
The survey required approximately ten minutes to 
complete. Time was made available during faculty meetings 
for teachers to fill out th e surveys . 
f idential. 
Re s pons es wer e con -
Data collection and interpretation was an i mpor -
tant step in developing the curriculum model . With this 
information , curriculum aims based on local teacher atti -
tudes and inte rests could be developed . Thi s is vital to a 
c urri cu lum based on Dewey ' s philosophy , since he beli eve d 
c urriculum aims mu s t arise from variables uni q ue t o each 
s ituation . Th ere fore, interpretation of th e da ta from a 
Deweyan per s pective serve s a s a mean s for creating a c urri -
c ulum that is uni que and fl e xible . 
SUMMARY 
Comp uter s hav e b ec ome pervasive in Am erican soci -
ety . Because of this , there has arisen th e c o n cer n t hat 
individuals will not be prepar e d t o c o pe with mo de r n soc i-
ety unles s they h a ve some understanding of computers . 
Thu s , the public sc h ools face the growing expec tat ion that 
th e y will provide students with some type of orientation 
to computers . On the whole , teachers are not prepared to 
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do this . Before the quest i on of providing computer - related 
i nstruct i on for students can be addressed , teachers must 
b ecome mo r e knowledgeab l e . This study was unde rt aken to 
devise means of increasing teachers ' know l edge of computers . 
Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Chapter 2 i s organ iz ed in th e following way . Th e 
f ir s t section addresses the t op i c of computers in educa -
tion , examining admini strative and instructional uses o f 
c omput ers and the computer literacy needs of teachers . Th e 
second section examin es theoretical perspectives of i nno-
vation adop t ion. Th e final section dev elops a ph ilosophi -
ca l perspective for designing a computer li teracy c urric u -
lum fo r teachers based on th e philosophy of John Dewey . 
Uses of Computers 
in Education 
Two ma jor areas of computer us e in e leme ntary edu -
cation a re found, administrative and inst ru c tional. Admin-
i strative use g enerally invo l ves repe titive manipulati o n 
of large amoun t s of information rel a ted to personne l, 
materials, budget, students , curriculum, and facilities . 1 
Instructio n a l applications ut i l iz e the compu t er as a teach -
ing tool or as the topic of s tudy . 2 
l James L. Po irot, 
S t er ling Swift , 1 980) , p . 
Computers and Education 
31. 
( Au stin , 
2seymour A. Papert , " Computers and Learn ing ," The 
Computer Age : A Tw e nt y - Year View, eds . Mi chae l L . De r tou-
zos and J oe l Moses (Cambridge: MIT Press , 197 9) , p . 74. 
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Administrative uses. A wide variety of non - student 
rela t ed administrative uses of co mp u ters are cited, all foe -
using on rapid and efficient processing of data . Computers 
are noted to be particularly useful in maintaining employee 
records and payro ll s . Information about employees , inc l ud-
ing their rate of pay , hours worked , pay pe r iod , salary 
withholding , social security , retirement payments , and 
other items can be stored in a computer file and updated as 
necessary . Each pay period e mployees • salaries can be ca l-
culated and checks can be printed with both operations con -
trolled by the computer . Other accounting and bookkeeping 
tasks such as inven t ories of fixed assets and· expendable 
materials ca n be managed effectively with the aid of a com-
puter , as can purchasing and expenditures . 3 The ability of 
a computer to retain accurate l y and recall rapidly large 
a mounts of information has led to many business oriented 
uses in education . 
I n addition , many student-related administrative 
applications are available . Poirot poin t s out the feasi -
bility of maintaining a student master file which holds data 
for every student. This could include all the basic infor -
mation a district wou l d wish to have , such as student name , 
address , telephone number , grade level , birth date, parent 
name and parent occupation . Rosters of students, bus s c he -
dules , and student directories can be generated from this 
3poirot, pp . 39 - 41 . 
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data . 4 Attendance re c ords and grades can be stored , with 
report cards printed by the computer for each grading 
pe riod . Scheduling of students is a ls o facilitated gr ea tly , 
since course requirements , class size , student course 
choices , and o th er fa c tor s can be c o nsider ed rapidly and 
possib l e conflict s identified immediately . S These st ud e nt -
re l ated administrative applications are generally cha ra c -
teriz e d by use of a computer to streamli ne and mak e more 
rapid tedious procedures former ly done on paper by hand . 
Instructional uses . Computers are used in the ele -
mentary schoo l l ea rning p roces s in two diff e r en t ways , both 
as a learning tool and as a topic o f instru c tion . As a 
learning too l, co mput e r s are used for two p ur poses , compu -
ter-assisted inst ruction (CAI) and computer-managed i nst ru c -
tion (CMI) . Wh e n students are t a ught a bout computers ra the r 
than with th e m, the re s ult is ge n era lly referred to as com-
p ut e r literacy . 
Th e most common form o f CAI i s drill and pract i ce 
lessons , whi c h are aimed a t accomplishing specif i c l ea rnin g 
a s qu i c kly and e ffici ently as possible . 6 These prog ram s 
4poir o t , p . 32 . 
5Norman Watt s , " A Do ze n Uses for th e Computer in 
Education ," Educational Techno l ogy , XX I (Apr i l , 1 98 1 ) , 
p . 1 8 . 
6 Rog e r:. Ha r tl ey ., " Computer Assi s t ed Le a rnin g , " Human 
Interacti o n with Comp ut e r s , e ds. H. T . Smith a nd T . R.G . 
Green (New York: Academic Press, 1 980 ) , p . 1 33. 
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t ak e the stud en t through repetitious exerc i ses in wh i ch he 
practices a previously acqu ired skill. I t is assumed that 
the studen t has a lready received instruction in the skill 
but requires practic e to become proficient in i ts use . ? 
Drill and pract ic e programs ca n be e x tended to include some 
instructional mater i a l that i s presented whe n t he exercises 
are a nswe red incorrectly , a ll owi n g the student to improve 
his understanding of th e concept an d s kill imm ediately . 8 
A computer is p arti cu larly us efu l in this application 
because it can give feedback repeatedly wi t h out becoming 
bo r ed o r tir ed , a s mi ght a hum an i ns tructor . It can gene -
rate numerous app r opriate practice problems. It can mon i-
t or the student's pe rformanc e to determine when a sk ill is 
mastered , or if the skill is not ma stered , it can sugges t 
r esources the s tud en t ca n use to acqui re the skil l. 9 
A second common use of CAI is in tutorial l essons . 
Tutorial s present mat eria l th at h as not bee n taught pre -
viously, with a primary purpose being stu dent acqu i sition 
of new concep t s . A simp l e tut o ri al generally consis t s of 
four s teps: 1) i dentify the co nc ep t that is to be taught , 
?Joh n F ra li ck Rockart a nd Michael S. Sco tt Morton , 
Computers and the Learning Process i n Higher Education 
(N ew York: McGraw-Hill, 1975), p . 85. 
8 Alf red Bork and Stephen D. F rank l in , " The Role 
o f Pe rsona l Computer Sys tems i n Education," Learning with 
Computers , ed. Alfr ed Bork (Bedford, Mass .: Digital Press , 
1 98 1)' p . 1 6 . 
9sork and Franklin , pp. l 5-l 6 . 
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2) clarify and develop the concept th rough a series of 
statements, 3) increase comprehension by having the student 
restate the concept by working a n examp l e , f illi ng in 
blanks in a statement , or demonstrating knowledge of the 
concept i n some other way, and 4) make a logical transition 
to the n ex t concept to be taugh t . As with d rill and prac-
tice programs , tutorials can respond to student e rrors by 
branching to additio n a l materials that give more help in 
mastering the concept . Unlike drill and prac ti ce , which 
mere ly re inforce a previously learned ski ll, t utoria l s are 
designed to take the p la ce of th e teacher in p resentin g 
materia1 . 10 
Beca use a tutorial l ess on is int end ed to take on 
the t eac hin g role , these programs are mor e difficult to 
design than d ri ll and prac ti ce . One basic p r emise of th e 
tutoria l is that the prog r ammer can predict the s tudent ' s 
responses and create app r opriate material within the pro -
gram for a ll possible responses . Thus, if a student ' s 
answer indicates t h e need for remedi a tion , the prog ram 
should be ab l e to branch to the necessary ma t erial . How-
ever , this i s an unrealisti c expectation , so tuto r ials gen -
erally limit students to fo ll owing the l ogic of th e prog r am 
designer. Bec a use of th i s , t u torial instruction is most 
likely to be successful if the subject matter is fairly 
simp l e , we l l str u ctured , and we ll understood by the prog r am 
lORockart ·a nd Morton , pp . 84 - 85 . 
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designer . 11 Although tutorials aim at creating teacher-
student dialogue, in practice the program designer controls 
the interaction. Relatively little flexibility is allowed 
on the part of the student, since the student responds to 
q u estions with one of a limited number of al t ernative 
answers .1 2 Although tutorials encourage interaction, they 
must limit the role of the student because of the complex-
ity of programming required. 
A third instructional use of computers is simula -
tions . Computer simulations create environments that are 
models of some part of the world. The student controls the 
model and can observe the impact of various factors on it. 
Simulations are used in a wide range of subject areas inclu-
ding social studies, economics , science and math ematics . 
Th ey are of t en used to duplicate scientific experiments . 
Th e student manipul ates a range of variables , including 
some that would actually exist in a laboratory as well as 
others that would be very difficult to make available in a 
laboratory . Thi s allows students to experi ment and attempt 
to generalize on the basis of what occurs in the con t rolled 
world.l3 Social studies simulations explore the interac -
tion of factors such as tourism, industrial devel o pment, 
pollution , population, and food supply with society . 
llRockart and Morton , pp. 84 - 85 . 
12Rockart and Morton , p . ~03 . 
13sork and Frankl i n , p. 1 8 . 
On a 
3 
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smaller economic scale , one simulation called "Lemonade 
Stand" involves students in the business of making and 
selling lemonad e . Decisions about price, quantity of l e m-
onade produced, and advertising are made by students while 
various other factors like weather are randomly deter -
mined. 14 Simulations are valuable learning tools since 
changes that occur too slowly or too rapidly to be seen 
easily can be reproduced at a different speed. 15 
A fourth major instructional use of computers is 
as a problem solvi ng tool . Two general approaches are pos -
sib l e; teaching a programming language or teaching the use 
of a preprogrammed software package.l6 Both problem solv -
ing approaches use the computer in a markedly different way 
than do the other instructional applications . In utilizing 
the computer ' s prob l e m so l ving capacity, the student directs 
the operation of the computer. This contrasts with the 
other CAI app lications in which the programmer determines 
what the comput er will do long before the student 
approaches the computer. 
The most common programming language t aught to stu -
dents is BASIC, a simple language with relatively few con -
cepts . Although some educators feel that BASIC has too 
14oavid H. Ahl, " Computer Simulation Games," 
Teacher, 97 (February , 1980) , pp . 60-61. 
15Poirot, p . 11. 
16Rockart and Morton, p. 11. 
limited a vocabulary and is unwieldy f o r programming c o m-
plex ideas, its popularity continues. Papert hypothesizes 
that this continued us e of BASIC is explained by the sim-
plicity of the language. He points out these probably 
causes of the continued use of BASIC: . 
BASIC is very unsophisticated and appears to be 
simple to learn and use. 
Teachers are content with the limited success they 
attain when teaching BASIC . 
BASIC is a we ll established language in the educa-
tional , publishing and computer manufacturing 
worlds , and so ther e is natural resistance to 
change. 17 
An alternative to BASIC , the LOGO language , was 
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developed by Papert at the MIT Children's Lab. LOGO all o ws 
students to formulate solutions to problems in the form o f 
computer p r og rams . l8 Children often begin with a turtle, 
either a small r obotic device that moves along pieces of 
p aper on the floor or a triangular li g ht that moves on a 
display screen. Through LOGO commands the student direct s 
the movement of the turtle as it draws lines. LO GO is par-
ticularly u se ful in teaching mathematics an d geometric 
relationships, although applications in other content areas 
hav e been deve loped.l9 Although LOGO was proposed as a n 
17Papert, pp. 77-79 . l8Hartley, pp . 146-47 . 
l 9Papert, pp . 81-84; John D'Angelo , "LOGO: a Com-
puter application for Elementary Childre n , " Microcomputers 
in Education : Getting Started , Proceed ings of the Ninth 
Annual Math/Science Conference (Tempe , Arizona: Ariz ona 
State Uni v ersity, 1981), p . 1.121. 
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alternative to BASIC, both lang uages ar e alike in that they 
can be used by the student to design computer programs to 
solve problems. 
In addition to all of the above me ntional u ses o f 
the computer as a classroom in s tructi o nal tool , the compu-
ter can also serve as a classroom manag e me nt to o l. In 
this computer-managed instru c tion capacity the computer 
helps the teacher cope with classes of students with var y -
ing achievement and a bility levels whil e taking over s ome 
of the related pape rwork burden.20 In addition to the 
computer hardware and software needed , CMI require s a 
curriculum with well defined spec ifi c objectives, a number 
of test it e ms t o meas u re each ob j ec tive , and in s truc t ional 
mat e ri a l s which are c ro ss-referenced t o the objectives . 2 l 
Based on diagnostic test informat ion for each st ud e nt, 
group and ind ividua l learning p l a ns a r e ge n era ted . Stu-
dents with s imilar n eeds can b e ide ntifi ed as a s mall gro up 
a nd in s truc ti o n a l activities recommended for the gro u p . 
Follow up t es ting i s sco r e d a nd r ecorded th r o ugh th e com-
p ute r with each stud e n t ' s achievement monitor e d, new l earn -
in g p lan s generat ed , a nd in div idual and gro u p progress 
2 0colin Leeson and John J a worski , "Th e He rtf ord -
s hir e Computer -M a nag ed Math e mat i cs Project," Co mput ers in 
Educ a tion : Proceedings of th e IFIP Second World Confere nce , 
e ds . o . Leca r ne a nd R . Lewi s (New York: American Elsevier , 
1975), p . 31. 
2 1 Aly Grundlach, "Managin g In s truc tion with a 
Micro - The First Step, " in Microcomp uters in Educ a tion: 
Ge tting Started, p . 1.51 . 
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reported . 22 Through the ma na gement of instruction and 
paperwork, CM I is intended to free the teacher to do more 
work directly with students. 
When the computer is used as a curriculum topic 
rather than as an instructional tool, the r esu lt is generally 
a course of instruction aimed at making students computer 
literate . Topics covered in these courses vary widely, but 
generally aim to teach the applications, limitations , and 
implications of computer use . Practice using a computer is 
usually included, with the computer often presented as a prob -
l em so l ving tool . The se topics may be included: 
The history of computers 
Computer vocabu l ary 
The components of a computer system 
Problem solving with the computer 
Programming 
The limitations of the computer 
The potential threat of computers to society 
Computer re l a t ed careers 
Computers and the future23 
A wide range of activities are included in computer 
literacy curricula for children . Some may be undertaken 
without a computer. For examp l e , students can read about 
computers , learn to convert decimal numbers to binary numbers, 
and devise flowcharts for everyday activities . 24 Others 
22watts , p . 20 
23poirot , p . 1 9 - 21; Patricia A. Walkington, " Curric -
ulum Guide for Beginning Computer Literacy and Programmin g 
in BASIC," in Microcomputers in Education : Getting Started , 
pp . 1.20-1.31. 
24sandra Markle, Computer Tutor (The Learning Wo rks, 
1981), pp . s , 21 - 23 , 26 - 29 . 
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require access to a computer, such as learning how to ope -
rate a computer, running programs written by others, and 
writing simple programs.25 
Although the re are a number of different ways to 
approach computer literacy for elementary school chi ldr en , 
al l a re alike in their concern for providing an orientation 
to a society that increasingly uses computers. The Tri-
County Goal Developmen t Project devised an extensive del in-
eation of the goals of computer literacy in the public 
schools. This project concludes that the general aim of 
computer literacy for s tud e nt s is th e following . 
Students will know and be able t o apply computers in 
a fashion appropriate to their p re sent and future 
personal , career , or educational level . 26 
This statement underscore s th e growing convict i on that com-
puter literacy for stud ents should become an integral par t 
of the curricu lum. Mo l nar represents this viewpoi nt rather 
dramatically by suggesting a parallel between computer lite-
racy and reading literacy: 
Computer literac y is a prerequisite to effective 
participation in an in format io n socie t y and as mu ch 
a social obligation as reading literacy . 27 
Computer literacy for inservice teachers. The sk ill s 
and knowledge te achers need to use computers effectively are 
2 5wa lkington, pp . 1.26 -1. 30. 
26course Goa ls in Computer Edu cat i on , K- 12 (Portland, 
Oregon: Tri-C ounty Development Project, 1979), p . iii . 
27 And rew R. Molnar, "Computer Literacy in the Class -
room ," Th e Education Digest , XL IV (November , 1978) , p . 32. 
1 
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describ e d as computer literacy . However , this term is used 
to describe a broad range af topics a nd objectives , an d it 
should be noted that there i s n o t c o n sen s us regarding the 
specific s kills n eeded by t eac hers. Thi s lack of agreemen t 
probably reflect s the fact that comput er u se in ed uc a t ion is 
rel a tive ly new and so the r ole of th e tea c her in this use is 
still unclarified . In additi o n , it appears to r ef l ec t the 
hierarchi ca l nature of what is ca ll ed comput e r lit e r acy . 
Siedel iden tified three l eve l s of comp ut e r literacy : 
1) awareness of the impact of comp uter s on present and f utur e 
society , 2 ) knowledge of spec ifi c uses of computers in var i -
ous disciplines , and 3) ability to writ e computer programs 
r e l ated to o ne ' s di scip l ine . 28 Most descr i ptio n s of compu ter 
literacy for inservice teach ers in c lud e at l east two of these 
l evels . 
The litera ture on comput e r literacy for teache r s 
yields a number of s uggest ed topic s for in s ervice ed u cat i on . 
Th e Association f or Computin g Machinery id ent ifi es teacher 
competencies n eeded to al l ow the integration of c omputers in 
sch oo l s . Their 19 80 report li sts the follow ing a s necessary 
for a ll teachers a n d administrators: 
Be a bl e t o read a nd writ e simpl e programs that work 
cor r ect ly and to u nderstand how prog r ams and subpro -
grams fi t together into sys t ems ; 
Have experience usi n g education a l app licatio n 
28 Rob e rt J . Seidel , " It ' s · 1 980 - Do You Know Where 
Your Computer Is? " Phi De lt a Kappan, 61 (March , 1 980 ), 
p . 4 82 . 
software and documentation; 
Have a working knowledge of computer terminooogy, 
particularly as it relates to hardware; 
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Know by example , particularly in using comp uters in 
educat i on , some types of problems that are and some 
general types of problems that are not currently 
amenable to compu t er solution; 
Be able to identify and use alternate sources of 
current information on computing as it relates to 
education; 
Be able to discuss at the level of an intelligent lay -
person some of the history of computing , particularly 
as it relates t o education ; 
Be able to discuss moral or human-impact i ssues of 
computing as they relate to societal use of computers 
generally, and educational use particularly; 
Be able to use and evaluate the general capab ilities 
of t he computer as a tool for pursuing various disci -
pline- or level- spec ific educational tasks; 
Be able to use and eval uate alternative hardware and 
software systems designed to function as tutors or 
teach e r aids; 
Be familiar with alternative hardwar e and software 
systems designed to perform school adm~nistration; 
Be familiar with information a nd quantitative tech-
ni ques of studying one ' s subj ec t. 29 
Another approach to comput er literacy was deve l oped by 
Northwes t Regional Educational Laboratory . Their cou r se i s 
designed to introduce teachers and adm inistrators to compu-
ter s . The topics inc luded in th i s course are: 
Overview of hardware , software , and systems applica-
ti ons 
Flowchart s and algorithms 
29poirot, pp. 17-19. 
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Programming languages 
Interaction with a computer 
Social impact of computers 
Programming in BASIC 
Instructional uses of computers 
Administrative uses of computers 
Computer uses in guidance, testing and libraries 30 
This course is intended to briefly touch upon a wide range of 
topics . 
Dennis approaches the question of inservice teacher 
training by devising three stages of training . The first, 
Initial Literacy Stage, is aimed at providing information 
about how computers facilitate instruction and how computer 
use can be integrated with other types of instruction . 
Dennis notes that actual experience using a computer and 
seeing instructional computer programs is vital at this 
phase. The second Implementing Stage involves having exten-
sive experience using instructional programs prepared by 
others as well as learning how to write instructional pro-
grams . At the same time the teacher begins to use a computer 
in the classroom; application very quickly follows acquisi -
tion of computer expertise . The final and ongoing Mainte-
nance of Growth Stage moves th~ teacher from tentative and 
incidental instruction with computers to commitment to 
30Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory , 
Computers in Education: A Survey: Course 1 (San Carlos, 
Calif . : Tecnics Education Corp . , 1971), p. 11. 
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establishing the computer as a vital part of the c lassroom. 
Also part of this last stage is a continual exp loring of new 
information about computer use s in education so teachers can 
avoid expending energy and time devising programs and systems 
already availabl e . 31 Thi s approach to compu ter literacy is 
unique in its suggestion to introduce computers in the c l a ss-
room while the teacher i s in th e early stages of l earn ing 
about computer uses. 
The Minnes o ta Educational Computing Consortium (MECC) 
developed an extensive li s t of c omput e r literacy object i ves . 
These objectives were devised i n con junction with a resea r c h 
project investigating the instructional uses of computers in 
Minne s ota schools, a nd reflect an att e mpt to operationalize 
the concept of computer literac y . Although these objec tives 
are not specifically defined as those needed by elemen tar y 
school t eachers, they are valuabl e becau se th ey are very 
complete and precise . For th e complete list ing of the objec -
tives, see Appendix B. The major to p ics included are 
1) hardware, 2) programming and a lgorithms , 3) s oftware and 
data p roce ssin g , 4) applications, 5) impact , and 6) affective 
components . 32 
Several textbooks aimed at teachers are available . 
JlRichard Dennis, Teacher Educa ti o n ~n Us e of Com-
puters , Educationa Resources I nforma tion Center , ERIC 
Document ED 1 83 181 , 1979 , p . 18-22. 
3 2oavid c . Johnson a nd others , "Compute r Li te r acy -
What Is It? " Mathematics Tea cher, 7 3 (February, ~980) , pp . 
93 - 96 . 
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In their textbook, Computer Science for the Teacher, Poirot 
and Groves include these topics : 
History of computers 
Hardware 
Binary mathematics , logic, and Boolean a l geb ra 
Flowcharts and BASIC programming 
Instructional uses of c omputers 
Administrative uses of computers33 
The authors of this text designed it to be use d with pre-
service or inservice teachers with no previous experience 
with computers . A second textbook by Moursand is intended 
for elementary and middle school teachers . It focuses on 
information about hardware , software , and the impact of com-
puters on education . The author does not include computer 
prog r amming, although he not e s that it would be desirab le fo r 
teachers to learn some programming as well . 3 4 He approaches 
his topic s through study o f : 
Computer te c hno l ogy and hardware 
Computer a s sisted instruction 
Educational games 
Data storage and manageme nt 
Probl e m so lving 
33James L. Poirot and David N. Groves , Comput er 
Science f o r the Teacher (Man c haca , Texa s : Ster l ing Swift , 
1976) . 
34 David Moursand , Introduction to Computers in Educ a -
ti on for E l ementary and Middle School Teachers (Eugene , 
Oregon: ICCE , 1 981), p . 1 . 
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Simulations 
Artificial intelligence and futuristics 35 
In summary , there is general agreement that teachers 
must be fami l iar with computers : this is described as a need 
for teacher compute r literacy . However, an examination of 
the various topics inc luded in suggested comput e r literacy 
courses indicates a lack of agreement on what information and 
skills teachers need . Th e ent ire range o f possible topics 
may be summarized in the following c a tegorie s : 
HARDWARE 
Termino logy 
Analog and dig i tal computers 
Components of a computer syste m 
Criteria for hardwar e selection 
Operation of hardware 
SOFTWARE 
Use of prepared s oftware 
Alternative software systems 
Eval uation of software 
PROGRAMMING 
F lowcharts 
Algorithms 
Programming language s 
Structured p rogrammin g 
BAS IC 
Read simple programs 
Write s imple pro grams 
Correct program errors 
Modify ex i sti ng program s 
35Moursand , Introduction to Comp uters , pp . 3-7 7 . 
DATA PROCESSING 
Data st ructur es 
Organizing data for us e 
Information processing theory 
MATHEMATICS AND LOGIC 
Binary system 
Boolean algebra 
Logic and truth tables 
HISTORY 
Overview of calculation history 
Pre - computer calculation 
Twentieth century developments 
Development o f computer te chnology 
History of computers in education 
EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 
Computer assis ted instruction 
-Computer managed instruction 
Probl e m solving 
Limitations of computer use 
Individualized learning wi th compu ters 
Integra tion in th e existing c u rr i culum 
Applications in various disciplines 
SOCIAL IMPACT 
Ro l e of computers in society 
Moral issues r elated to computers 
Impact of comput ers o n the individual 
Computer related careers 
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Thus , the range of poss i ble inservice topics for teacher com -
p ut er li teracy i s very broad. However, making the transi t ion 
from ident i fying possible topics t o actually impleme nting a 
curriculum involves examinati on of other factors . It is 
important to cons ider factors that impede the curriculum . 
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Factors impeding computer literacy. In th e early 
1960's, predictions were made th at computers would revolu-
tionize ed u cat i o n. In the twenty years s in ce then , compu-
ters have become increasingly less expensive , more compact , 
more powerful , and more accessible. However, the computer 
revolution did not take place as predicted . This i s believed 
re l ated to educators ' lack of knowledge of how t o u se comp u-
ters for instructional p urposes.3 6 Thi s l ac k of computer 
knowledge can be examined from t wo standpoints . The first 
approach is to identify specific factors tha t impede teach -
ers ' k nowl edge of comp uters . Th e second approach is to exa-
miae the theory of adoption of innovations to develop a 
broade r perspective of the current situ at i o n of computers in 
ed u cation . Th e next sec tion invest i gates specific fac tor s 
contr i buting to a lack of computer lite racy a mong teachers . 
Two general categories of factors have been identi-
f ied as impeding acquisition of computer lite racy . These ar e 
1) teachers ' attitudes toward and beliefs about c omputers 
and 2 ) l ack o f opportunit y f or teachers to learn . 
Many attitudes and bel i efs are cited as causes for 
inadequate knowledge of computers . Molnar suggests that the 
major source of this resistance i s fear . Since many people 
are afraid of technology, some te achers are afraid of 
36Li za Loop and P au l Christensen, Exploring the 
Microcompu t er Learning Environment, Educational Resources 
Information Center, ER I C Document ED 20 1 307 , November 1 980 , 
pp. 14-1 5 . 
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computers . 37 Thi s fear may be manifested as a relu ctance to 
think o r t alk about computers , or as anxiety, hostility and 
aggress ions. Jay identifies these as i ndicative of th is fear 
of computers: 
Relu c tanc e to touch a computer. 
Concern that con t act with it could damage th e com-
puter . 
Denial of computers by avoiding r eading or talking 
about them. 
Belief that students or others who know about com-
puters are a threat. 
Feelings of d e humaniz at ion. 
De s ire to damage or thwart the computer. 
Be li ef that the individual is contro l led by the 
computer rather than controlling the computer . 38 
Another teacher att itude ident ified as an imp ediment to 
lear ning is a reluctance to embark upon an entirely new 
area of st udy, part icularly if the teacher q u estions the 
relevance of compu t ers in the curriculum. Even if the 
teacher believes computers are appropriate educational 
tools, he may hesitate to p lunge into the new discipline.39 
Thus feelings of fear and reluctan ce are linked to teache r s ' 
lack of computer know l edge . 
3 7 Andrew R . H o l n a r , ''The C hall eng e of the l 9 8 0 ' s , " 
in Microcomputer i n Education, p . 1 . 5 . 
38Timothy B . Jay , PC o mputerphobia : What to Do About 
it ," Educational Technology , XXI (January, 1981), p . 47 . 
39stuart D. Milner, "Teaching Tea c hers About 
Computers: A Necessity for Educa tion ," Phi Delta Kappan , 
61 (April, 1 980) , p . 545. 
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Knowledge of comput e rs is often identified with 
knowledge of mathematics . This i s evident from the inclu-
sion of computer literacy as a goal in the National Council 
of Supervisors of Mathematics position paper on essential 
mathematical skills . 40 Results of several research projects 
indicate that those teachers who know about computers and 
are amo n g the first to use them are almost always involved 
in the areas of mathematics and science . 41 Be ca use computer 
literacy is often considered a part of the mathematic s cur-
riculum, use of computers is seen as related to skill in 
mathematics . As a result , teachers who lack training in 
mathematics might anticipate having difficulty learning to 
use computers . 
In addition , many t eachers express concer n s about 
the impact of computers on education . They anticipate that 
computers will bring about changes and question th e results 
of their use. Th e y focus on th ese q uestions: 
Will computers take over the teacher ' s job or 
radically change the role of the teacher? 
Will computers create a depersonalized lea rnin g 
environment? 
Will students become too dependent on computers by 
allowing th e computer to do their thinking? 
Are computers just a fad , much l ike educational 
t e l evision? 
40Johnson and others , p . 91 . 
41Edwards , p . 20 ; Loop a nd Christensen, p . l7 . 
Will e duc a t io n become too standardized if sch ools 
rely heavily o n computers? 
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Wi ll compu t ers mak e c l ass r ooms h arde r to di scipline 
and control? 
Will compu t ers waste time by requiring exc e ssive 
pr e parat i o n time? 
Aren ' t compu t ers mainly useful only fo r i ncreasing 
recall? 42 
These quest i ons probably reflect two type s of at t itudes: 
that o f teach e rs who do no t want to le a rn about compute rs 
and justify their r e lucta n ce with th ese concerns , and that 
of tea c hers who are cautious abou t educational changes and 
would lik e reas s urance about the effects of computers before 
t hey commit themselves t o le a rning. I n ei ther ca se , att i-
t udes and belie fs appear related t o lack of computer know -
l edge . 
In addition , t eacher s have very few opportuniti e s to 
l ear n about comp uters. At jo int h earings in 1980 before sub -
commi t tees of the Committee on Science and Technology a nd t he 
Committ ee o n Educa tion an d Labo r , Littman pointed out tha t 
many teachers comp let ed th ei r tra ining befor e compu t ers were 
42 p o i rot , p. 15; Mi c hael R . Cohen , " Imp roving 
Teachers ' Conceptions of Comp u ter As s i s t e d Instruction ," 
Educational Technol ogy , XI X (July, 1 979) , p . 32; Helena C . 
Martellaro , "Wh at ' s Keeping Computers Ou t of the Classrooms? " 
Education Dige s t , XLV I (Janu a ry, 1 981 ), p . 27 ; Mo l nar , 1981 , 
p . 1. 5 ; Randall Souviney, "There's a Microcompute r in Your 
Future ," Tea cher, 97 (February , 1980) , p . 56; Co li n F . 
MacKinnon , " Computer Literacy and the F u ture ," Educationa l 
Tec h no l ogy , XX (December, 1980 ), p . 34 ; Loop and Chr i stensen , 
p . 10; Robert Bogdan and Steven J. Tay l or , I ntroduction t o 
Qu a litative Research Met hod s ( New Yor k; Wil ey , 197 5) , pp . 
1 89-94 . 
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readily available in education . He told the House of Repre -
sentatives: 
. how are we to provide the necessary training 
and retraining of teachers of elementary and sec -
ondary schools to permit them to understand and 
use the new available technologies? This sudden 
explosion of learning technology has left the major-
ity of teachers in the schools with litt l e knowledge 
and/or experience with the new technologies . During 
the formal learning periods of the majority of 
teachers these modern information technologies did 
not exist and no effort has been made to bring this 
knowledge to them . 4 3 
Very few universities and colleges offer courses in 
computer science for teachers and prospective teachers. 
This situation is changing , but at present many schools of 
education have not yet implemented courses of study focusing 
on computers in education. Among those that currently have 
such courses of study are Teachers College , Columbia, the 
University of Illinois , Stanford University, and the Univer -
sity of Oregon. However , the majority of teachers do not 
have access to courses that are integrated into a program 
and that are concerned with the use of computers in particu-
lar disciplines or teaching areas. 44 
Thus , two major factors that impede computer know-
ledge have been identified. Teachers may have attitudes 
and beliefs that discourage them from learning about compu -
ters . This situation is compounded by a lack of 
4 3Information Technology in Education, Educational 
Resources Information Center , ERIC Document ED 198 816 , 
April 1980, p . 174 . 
44Milner , p. 545 . 
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opportunity to receive instruction about computers. While 
an understanding of these factors is useful in gaining a 
perspective on the immediate situation of computers in edu-
cations, a broader view of innovations is desirable . This 
broader view is found by examining theoretical perspectives 
of innovation and change . The next section addresses this 
topic. 
Adoption of Innovations 
Many theories have been formulated to explain and 
describe change in systems , organizations and individuals . 
The theories may be viewed as falling into two categories, 
1) internal change models , those that view change as arising 
mainly from within organizations or individuals and 2) exter-
nal change models, those that suggest change originates in 
the environment or in social conditions. 45 
Internal change models . Internal change models iden-
tify the source of change as being within the organization. 
Impetus for change lies in dissatisfaction with an existing 
procedure and the resulting desire for a new procedure . 
This awareness of a gap between the actual and the desirable 
prompts investigation of new means of accomplishing goals. 46 
45Gerald Zaltman and others , Dynamic Educational 
Change (New York: Free Press, 1977), pp . 51-54. 
46Richard L. Daft and Selwyn w. Becker, Innovations 
in Organizations (New York: Elsevier, 1978), p. 9. 
These new means a re innovation s : 
An innovation is an idea, practice, or object 
perceived as n e w by an individual . • An i nnova-
tion might b e known by an individual for some time 
(that is, he is aware of the idea), but he has not 
yet d e veloped a favorable or unfavorab le attitude 
tow a rd it, nor has he adop te d or rej ec te d i t . The 
"newness '' a spect o f an innov a ti o n may be expressed 
in knowledge, in a ttitude, or regarding a decision 
t o us e it . 47 
It i s important to note than a n innovation is not necessa -
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rily a newly c r eate d concept o r object , but that it is new to 
th e individual in some sense. 
It is often s ugges t e d that awareness of a problem i s 
the incentive for adoption of innovati ve ideas. Wh ile it is 
true that a probl em does lead to a search for solutions , it 
is n o t on ly under t his condition that innovative ideas arise . 
Th e s tr eam of innovative ideas into and 
through th e organization e xi s t s ind epende n t of prob-
lems . Ideas ma y b e broug ht into th e organ izati o n by 
n e w pe r sonnel. • Organization members may be 
at trac t ed to certain id eas and p u sh th ese i deas for 
adoption . Attraction to a n idea may cause the me m-
b er t o l oo k for a prob l e m to which the innovation can 
b e attached as a solution , o r the parti cipant may 
present th e idea as an opportunity for improved 
orga n i zation a l performance . 48 
According t o the internal c hang e mo d e l, then , innovative 
ideas ma y b e a d opted under on e of these co n d i t i ons : a prob -
l e m i s i de n t ifi ed and so lut ions a r e sough t, or an innovat i on 
i s known an d considered at tr active , so app l icat i ons of it 
are s u ggested . 
47Everett M. Roge r s and F . Floyd Shoemaker , Communi-
cat i o n s of Innovation (N e w York: Free P r ess , 1971) , p . 19 . 
4 8oaft and Becker, p . 10. 
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Daft and Becker ide ntify two major s teps in the pro-
cess of deciding to innovate . The first step occ ur s wh en a 
participant suggests an innovative idea or perceives how the 
idea may be relat e d to a problem, a nd then re ques t s approval 
for the innovatio n . The second step invol ves the for~al 
c hoic e opportunity i n which a se l ec tio n is ma de f r om among 
se veral opportunities. Daft and Beck e r emph asize tha t it is 
nece ssa ry to have a n innovat i ve i dea and th e expectation 
that a de ci sion will be made , b ut it is not ne cessary to 
have identifi e d an urg e nt problem . 49 They p r ese nt a schema 
of their view of the basic sequence of innovat ion s . Figure 1 
illu s trates t h is schema . It is cl ear from t he schema that 
th i s inte rnal change model does not deny influenc e of the 
external e nvironme nt on th e change process . However , the 
maj or force in adopting innovation i s seen as with in t he 
organizat i o n it se lf rather than outside it . 
Rogers and Shoema k e r h ave devised an extens iv e inter -
n a l c han ge mo d e l of th e innovat io n p r ocess . They identify 
the ma j o r facto r s of i t as : 
( 1 ) the innovation (2 ) which is communicated 
through certain c hann e l s ( 3 ) ove r time (4) among the 
me mbers of a soc i a l sys tem . SO 
Each of the four major factors is important in the adopt i o n 
of innovations . Each o f the fac t ors i s examin ed in the 
fo ll owing pa r ag r aphs . 
4 9oa f t and Becker , p . 1 0 . 
SOoaf t and Bec k er , p . 160. 
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* Daft and Becker, pp. 132-33. 
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There are a number of characteristics of innovations 
that affect the rate of adoption . Rogers and Shoemaker 
identify these characteristics as the fo l lowing . 
Re l ative advarrtage . The more advantageous an inno -
vation appears , the more rapidly it will be adopted . 
. There are several ways in which an innovation may be 
seen as advantageous; it may seem to be mor e econom -
ical , convenient , prestigious, or satisfying . This 
does not mean the innovation actually is more advan -
tageous, but it is perceived to be so. 
Compatibility . The more compatible with the values, 
needs and past experiences of the user , th e faster 
an innovation will be adopted . 
Complexity . The easier an innovation is to under -
stand , the more readily it will be adopted . If an 
innovation requires learning new skills and ideas to 
use it , it will be more slowly adopted than one 
requiring l ittle additional l earning . 
Trialability . If a n innovat i on can be tried on an 
experimental basi s , it is more lik e ly t o be adopted. 
An innovation that can be tested on a trial basis is 
less risky to the user . 
Observability. The more easily the re s ult s of a n 
innovation can be seen , th e more li ke l y it is to be 
adopted . Sl 
Thus, some characteristics of the innovat ion, as perceived by 
the potential us e r , may increase the c han ces that an innova -
tion will be a dopted and influeDce the rate at wh i ch it is 
a dopted . 
The second major factor considered is communicat io n 
channel s . Communication is the transmi ssion of ideas from 
some source to another with the purpose of c h anging the 
behavior of the receiver . Means by which the message is 
communicated i s the channel. Two kinds of channels are 
SlRogers and Shoemaker , pp. 22-23 . 
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available, mass media and interpersonal. Mass media is an 
effective way to communicate information about a new idea. 
However , if the p urpose of the communication is to persuade 
the receiver to have a favorable attitude toward innovation, 
interpersonal communication is more effective . The communi -
cation channel selected is determined by the receiver ' s 
stage in the innovation-decision process.52 This process is 
exp lained in the next paragraph . 
Time is the third major factor. Various time fac -
tors may affect change in a number of ways. Rogers and 
Shoemaker identify three separate time dimensions involved , 
1) the innovation-decision process, 2) the degree of innova -
tion of the individual and 3) the inn ovation 's rate of adop-
tion in the social system . To elaborate , the innovation -
decision process is the mental process an individual g oes 
through from first learning about an innovation to finally 
deciding to reject or adopt it . Th ere are four major st eps 
in the process: 
1. Knowledge. Th e individual gets some in forma -
tion about the innovation a nd how it works . 
2. Persuasion. The individual develops a favorable 
or unfavorable att i tude toward the innovation . 
3 . Decision. The individual engages in behavior 
that leads to a decision to adopt o r reject t he 
innovat ion. 
4. Confirmation. The individual searches f or rein-
forcement of his decision. Th e decision may be 
changed if new, conflicting information is 
52 Rogers and Shoemaker, p . 18. 
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received.53 
The second t ime factor found by Rogers and Shoemaker 
is the innovat iveness of the indiv idual , since people adopt 
new ideas at varying speeds. Five general categories have 
been identified : 
l. Innovato rs. I ndividuals in this category are 
venturesome and prepared to try o ut new ideas. 
Innovators have a cosmopo litan viewpoint rather 
than a local viewpoint . 
2. Early adopters . Individuals in this category 
have many of th e same characteristics as the 
innovators, but are a part of a local sys t e m. 
Th ey are opinion leaders in their o wn socia l s y s -
tems. 
3 . Early majority . Individuals in this c ategory are 
just a littl e faster than average at adopting 
innovations . The y tend to spend a longer time 
making the innovation decision and are willing to 
follow another ' s lead in adopting new ideas. 
4. Late majority . These indi v iduals tend to adopt 
an innovation a li ttle later than average . Th ey 
tend to be cautious and skeptical, and do not 
adopt innovations until most o f their peers 
already have . 
5. Laggards. The se individuals are suspicious of 
c h ange and of those who attempt to innov a t e . 
Th e y tend to be traditional and look to past 
experience for guidance . The innovation - decision 
process is v e ry long, with the decisi o n step 
fol l owing lon g after the knowledge st ep . 54 
These ca tegories of individuals are not di screte , but s hould 
be viewed as on a continuum. Individua ls ma y not fit p reci-
se ly in any one of them . 
The thir d and f inal time fa cto r is identified as the 
53Rogers and Shoemaker , pp . 27 - 28 . 
54Rogers and Shoemaker , pp . 18 3 - 85. 
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rate of adoption by the social system, the group in which 
the individual funct i ons . The social system is: 
a collectivity of units which are f u nctional l y 
differentiated and engaged in joint prob l em so l ving 
with respect to a common goal . The members or units 
of a social system may be individuals, informal 
groups , comp l ex organizations , or subsystems . 5 5 
Soc ial systems adop t innovations a t varying rates, due to 
effects of the system t h at facilitate o r impede innovation 
adopt i on . These system effects are the influence the social 
system has on the individual. I n genera l social systems 
categorized as modern adopt innovations more rapidly than 
those c l assified as traditional . 56 
Rogers an d Shoemaker devised a description of modern 
and traditiona l soc i al systems. These two types of socia l 
systems may be viewed as the extreme ends of a continuum , 
with many social systems falling somewhere between. This 
description i s important because modern and trad i tiona l 
social systems r eact different l y to innovation . Traditional 
socia l systems exhibi t these c h aracteristics: 
Lack of favorab l e orientation to change. 
A l ess developed or " s impler " technology . 
A re l atively low level of literacy, education , and 
understanding of the scientific method. 
A social enforcemen t of the sta t us quo in th~ social 
relationships , s u ch as friendliness and hospitality , 
which are highly valued as ends in themselves . 
Little communication by members of the social system 
55Rogers and Shoemaker, pp . 28-29 . 
56Rogers and Shoemaker , pp . 27 - 29 . 
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with outsiders . Lack of transporation facilities 
and communication with the larger society reinforces 
the tendency of individuals in a traditional s ystem 
to remain relatively isolated . 
Lack of ability to e mpathize or to see oneself in 
others ' roles, particular l y the roles of outsiders 
to the system . An individual member in a system with 
traditional norms is not l ikely to recognize or learn 
new social relationsips involving himse l f ; he usu-
ally plays only one role and never learns others . 57 
In contrast , the modern social system is characterized by th e 
following: 
A generally positive attitude toward change. 
A well developed technology with a complex division 
of ·labor . 
A high value on education and science . 
Rational and businesslike social relationships rather 
than emotional and affective . 
Cosmopolite perspectives, in that me mbers of the 
system often ~nteract with outsiders, facilitating 
the entrance of new ideas into the social system. 
Empathic ability on the part of the system ' s members, 
who are able t o see themselves in role s q uite dif-
ferent fro m their own.58 
In general socia l systems that have modern characteristics 
are more l i kely to accept change while tradition al social 
systems are less likely to accept it . However , it should be 
noted that most social systems fall somewhere between the two 
extremes of modern and traditional. 
The internal change model focuses attention on the 
social system and the individuals within it. Proponents of 
57Rogers and Shoemaker , pp . 31-32 . 
58Rogers and Shoemaker , pp . 27 - 29. 
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this model hypothesize that the most important factors deter-
mining whether an innovation is adopted are 1) the existence 
of innovative ideas that could be implemented, 2) some incen-
tives to innovate and 3) a social system that is amenable to 
change and implementation of innovations . 59 
External change mod~ls. External change models iden-
tify innovations as originating in changes in the environ ment 
or social conditions . It is assumed that individual or 
organizational change must be preceded by changes in the 
larger social conditions. Levin ' s polity model exemplifies 
the external change models.60 
Levin identifies the polity , or organized society , as 
the most important factor in educational change. He states 
this very strongly, saying: 
the educational system corresponds to the 
social, economic , and political institutions of our 
society and . the only way we can obtain signifi -
cant changes in educational functions and relations 
is to forge changes in the overall social , economic, 
and political relationships that characterize the 
polity.6l 
He points out that the purpose of schoo l s is to prepare 
children for roles they will fill as adults in society~ 
Thus, the actual purpose of schools is best judged by how 
59oaft and Becker , p . 15 . 
60zaltman and others , pp. 52 ~ 54. 
6 1Henry M. Levin, 
The Limits of Educational 
Henry M. Levin (New York: 
"Educational 
Reform, eds . 
David McKay, 
Reform: Its Meaning? " 
Martin Carnoy and 
1976), p . 23 . 
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this task i s accomplished and what the outcome of schooling 
is, rather than by th e rhetoric surrounding th e educati on al 
process . For example, the stated purpose of education may 
be to provide equal opportunities for all stud e nts . However 
if an examination of the procedures and outcomes of the 
school system indicates that c hildren of differe n t ec onomic 
class es receive different opportunities , then the actual 
purpose of sc h ooli ng is not co ngruent with the sta t ed pur -
pose . In this way , schools are socially functiona 1. 62 
Levin presen t s a schema t o illustrate th e rel a ti o n-
ship between the educational sys tem , external influences of 
educa tion, and e ducational reform . Hi s schema is illustr at ed 
in Figu r e 2 . It is discussed below. 
Th e focus of Levin ' s theory i s th e polity . He 
defines this as organized soci e ty , including it s government 
and political ideology . Th e po li ty expects citizens to go 
through some sort o f soc ializ at ion so that the e~ i sting c ul-
tur e and soc ial, po l itical and economic order will ·be v alued 
and maintained . The se e xpectat i ons a re expressed in laws 
that govern the schools. In additi o n , th e po lity affects 
e du ca ti o n t hrough the e xpe cta tions t hat individual citizens 
hav e for their role in soc ie t y a nd the ed uc a ti on they need 
t o fulfill these roles . Th us , th e po lity a ff ects e ducat ion 
in two wa y s ; through formal gove rnm e nt policies a nd thro ugh 
the value s , a t titudes , and expec tati ons of the indiv i duals 
62 Lev in, p p . 26 - 29 . 
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who are citizens of the polity . 63 
The polity exerts i nfluence on the educational sec-
t or by determin ing goals and budgets . Goals are expressed 
in l aws that require school attendance, set the licensing 
requirements for school personnel , mandatre curricu lum and 
the like. Budgets allocate the amount of money the polity 
wishes to be spent on ed u cat i on . Generally the budget allo-
cations are determined by factors o ut side the schools in 
which the mon ey will be spent . 64 The expectat i ons society 
has for the schools are enforced through regulations and 
through contro l of monies. 
Most of the decisions abou t what educational 
resources will be financed by the budget are determined by 
the polity. One major ed u cational resource i s the personnel . 
Levin states that , in genera l, educat i o nal personnel are 
hired l ess for their skills than for their values . The sys -
tern of certification , training, and hiring g uarantees e duca-
tional personnel who are socialized in the best interests of 
the polity.65 
Levin also identifies ways the po li ty i nf lue nces the 
e ducational process . The educational sett i ng and the means 
of education are set in a fairly inflexible pattern . That 
is, the hierarchy of personnel, content of curriculum , accep-
table learning activities, definitions of academic success 
63Levin , pp . 30 - 33. 
65Levin , pp. 34 - 35. 
64Levin , pp . 33~34 . 
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and failure, and the like are all determined fo r a ny given 
child lon g before the child himself is presented for educa-
ting . Although individual instruction is i de ntified as a 
means for adapting the e ducational p r ocess to the i n di v i -
dual, very little effort i s made to imp l ement it. 66 By ma in-
taining a fairl y rigid st ruc tu r e , the ma i n purpose of educa-
tion, whi c h Levin ide nti f ies as soc iali zat i on of th e indivi-
dual , is not l os t or subverted . 
Although cogn itive goals ar e most easil y identified, 
th e educational system also has as goa l s th e va lues and pe r-
sonality characteristics that are necessary for individuals 
t o fulfill th e ir roles in soc i e ty . Thus , th e e du c ational 
sys t e m see k s to incul ca te politi ca l attitudes , mora l values 
a nd a ttitudes towa rd work that are perceived b y the po lity as 
nece ssary for a stable soci e ty.67 
sets the goals fo r education . 
In this wa y the po l ity 
Le vin po ints out that schools are also involved in 
social, political, and economic o ut come s . Schools s erve to 
p rod uc e adults who will be able t o take on ne cessa r y r o l es 
that sustain the po lity . Thus t he schools transmit values · 
and acc ultur a t e th e individual, ensu ri ng the cont inui ng a nd 
future existence of the society . The end prod u ct of the 
sc h oo ls can be seen as t h e effect th e ind ividual s have on 
ma inta ini ng society , the political system , and the eco n omy . 68 
66Levin , pp . 3 5-36. 
68 Lev in, pp. 3 7 - 38 . 
6 7Levi n, pp . 36-37. 
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Because of this, the po lity cannot afford to allow the e duc a -
tional sys t em to f un ction unmo nit ored and undir ec ted . 
Even though the purpose of the schools is to maintain 
the exist ing socia l order , Levin emphasizes t hat change 
occurs only und e r certain condi ti ons . Thus , change is not a 
result of educ a tional policy but rath e r o f a cha n ge in the 
polity . Levin cites two major way s in which the po li ty ma y 
change. Th e fir s t i s c h ange induced by factors ou t side th e 
c o ntrol of the pol ity, such as natu ra l di sas t ers , importatio n 
of technol ogy , e mi g rati o n or immigr a tion, wars , a nd similar 
factors tha t come from e xt erna l forces . These may hav e a 
significant i mpac t on t h e o r ga niz a ti o n , va lue s , and struc tur e 
of a social system. The second majo r source of chang e comes 
f r o m intern a l co ntradi c tion s i n th e po lity . Th ese cont r a -
dictions a ris e from un a nticipa ted consequ e n ces . For e x ample , 
Levin po ints o ut: 
c hanges in t ec hn o lo gy that a r e created for one 
p urpo se may h ave unant icipated consequences which 
affec t p ro fo undly th e society and forc e it to comply 
with a n e w set of conditions . 69 
Th e co ntr a dicti on s which arise mu s t b e elimin ated in orde r 
to ma intain th e social order , s o the polity adapts to t hem. 
I n h is e xt e rn al c h ange model , Levin contends that 
' th e ed u cat ional sys tem c h a n ges only whe n a con tr ad i c tion h as 
arisen and the socia l system has ad justed t o it . Only then 
does the ed u cat i o nal system c h a ng e to fit this a d justme nt . 
69 Levin, p . 39 . 
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Thus change in the society requires the educational system to 
make para llel change in order to remain functiona l . Attempts 
to reform educationa l process without the ex i stence of soc-
ial, economi c or po litical contrad i ctions are , i n Levin ' s 
view , unsuccessful . Changes in education do not precede, but 
rather fo ll ow , changes in society. 70 
The po li ty mode l has some specific implications for 
education . Zaltman and others identify these : 
Innovations must be p r ese nt ed in a way that appears 
consistent with the goals and va l ues of the larger 
society . 
Innovations should be introduced when the larger 
socie ty is experiencing sig ni fica n t changes . 
Innovations that change the product of the educa -
tional process have to ref l ect some change in ne eds 
o f the l arger society .7 1 
Summary of t h eoretica l peEspec ti ves . There a r e two 
major theoretical perspectives on change and innovation in 
education. The firs t, the i nternal change model , identifies 
change as aris ing from within the education al sys t em . The 
source of change is the perception of a gap between what is 
being accomplished and what is wished to be acc omplished . 
Thus a so l ution is sought and change is effected . The second 
perspective , the ex t erna l change model , is based on the pre -
mise that th e educationa l system exi sts for the purpose of 
main t aining soc i a l order . The only condition under which 
70Levin , pp . 38 - 42 . 
71 zaltman and oth ers , pp . 54 - 55 . 
education can change is if the society it se lf changes and 
requires that the educational system make a corresponding 
change . Whi l e these two perspectives are not diametrical l y 
opposed , they do p rovide alternative views on adoption of 
i nnovations , sources of change , and conditions necessary to 
allow c h ange . Tak ing both perspectives together, they sug -
gest tha t to have change in education , one of these condi -
tions must exist: 
Perception and acknow l edgement of a problem and a 
subsequent search for the best solution . 
66 
Awareness and knowledge of an innovation, desire to 
use it, effo rts to identify possible uses of it, and 
efforts to convince others to adopt it. 
Redefinition by society of necessary adult competen -
cies and a corresponding change in the educational 
system to provide these competencies . 
However , even if one of th ese conditions does exist , change 
will not necessarily occur rapidly. As pointed out in the 
discussion above , a numb er of other factors inf lu ence the 
rate of adoption of innovation. 
Factors impeding adoption of innovation . A tremen-
dous ly wide range o f factors that impede educational innova -
tions have been identified . Many authors have categorized 
these factors in a variety of ways . For examp l e, cultural 
bar ri ers , social barriers, organizational barriers, p sycho-
logical barriers , personal attitudes , and attributes of the 
innovation have a ll been proposed as categories of factors 
that impede innova ti on. While these h eadings are useful and 
va lid, these same factors ca n also be viewed as reflecting 
67 
the absence of one o f the three conditi ons necessary for ed u-
ca ti o n a l innovation not ed above . Th a t is, fac t ors whic h 
impede innovati o n c an be viewed as reflecting one of these 
negative cond itio ns: 
No p r oblem has been identified or acknowledged . The 
innovation is rejected because it is not perceiv ed as 
needed. 
A problem ha s bee n a cknowledg ed , and solutions 
sought . However , t he in nova tion i s not perce ived to 
be the best so lutio n. 
There is little or no knowledge of the innovation , so 
uses of it are n ot so u ght . 
Some individuals have know l edge of the innovation, 
pe rcei ve uses of it, but have n ot convinced others to 
a d opt the innovation. 
Th e expectations of society of what the ed u cational 
system s h o uld p r o du ce have not changed to requir e the 
innovation. There i s no n ee d for the innovation, so 
e ducati ona l resources have n o t been a llocated to 
implement it. 
The first q u es tion to consider is whether a p r oblem 
has bee n ide n tifie d that dema nd s the us e of c ompu t ers i n edu -
ca tion . It i s c l ea r that there are many pote nti a l uses of 
compute rs in educa ti o n, but of the use s c it ed in the first 
sect i on of this chapter (management appl·icat io ns and in struc -
tiona l appl i ca ti ons , including CA I , CM I, and computer lit e -
racy) a l l bu t comp ut er li teracy ins truc tion involve using the 
computer to comp l et e tasks which are c urr ently perfor~ed . in 
the normal n o n-c o mputer sc h oo l se tting. Although use of the 
compu t er would facilitate th ese tasks, a computer is no t 
n ecessary . Computer literacy would r equire computer u se , but 
as r esearchers poi nt out in a MECC report : 
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While universal agreement on the need to educate 
all students about computers and compu ter uses has 
not been reached, a growing number of educators 
believe that a ll students should be provided with 
educational opportunities which will al low them to 
become compu t er literate.72 
This makes it c l ear that at present there i s no general iden-
tification of computer literac y as a pressing need , so l ac k 
of computers i n educat ion is not seen as a problem in 
itself. 
The second question is whether a problem ha s been 
identifi ed and th e us e of comput ers rejected as the best 
soluti on . This does not appear to be true . I n fact , 
revi ew of the literatur e indicates th at the question of 
so lving a particular educational problem with comp uters is 
not th e app~oach take n . Rather , numerous possible uses of 
computers in schoo ls are identified and described . 73 These 
uses are intended to streamline existing prac ti ces which 
pe rhaps are time co nsuming and cumbersone, but are not 
perceived as actual problems. 
Th e thir d and fourth questions examined together a re 
related to whether an innovation has not been adopted b ecause 
individua ls in the system do not know about it. I t does 
appear that relatively few teachers are familiar enoug h with 
computers to use them . Th e majority of teac h ers seems unable 
to make decisions about using computers because they know 
72A Study of Computer Use and Literacy (St . Paul : 
MECC, 2980) I p. 1. 
73watts , p . 18 - 2 1 . 
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very little about them . 74 
The final question is related to whether the societal 
expectations for adult competencies have changed to require 
computer knowledge . As noted in a MECC study, ther e is at 
present no general agreement that all indi viduals need to 
know about computers and their use. 7 5 Although there have 
been strong calls for universal computer literacy , 76 it 
appears that at presen t there is no societal expectation that 
all students will learn about computers . 
A Philosophical Approach 
John Dewey addressed much of his writing to the edu -
cation of children rather than adults . In spite of this, 
many aspects of his educational p hilosophy ca n be used to 
develop a computer l iteracy curriculum for teachers. The 
continuing re levance of Dewey ' s p hilosophy to current educa -
tion is suggested in this q uote: 
Just as the use of laboratories was an important 
innovation in American education in the times of John 
Dewey, the use of the computer in schools will be the 
laboratory innovation of the future -- if not of the 
present . 77 
74Ear l L . Keyse r, "The Integration of Microcomputers 
into the Cl as sroom, " AEDS Journal, 13 (Fall , 1979 ) , pp . 113 -
14. 
75A Study of Computer Use and L iterac~ , p . 1. 
76Molnar , 1978 , p . 31. 
77James B . Gambrell and Rob ert E . Sandfield, "Comp u-
ters in the Schools: Too Much Too Soon? " High School Journal, 
62 (May , 1979) , p . 328 . 
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Dewey was a prolific writer, commenting on a wide range of 
topics and issues related to education . For the purposes of 
this study , these aspects of his writings are considered : 
1 . Education and social change 
2. The inquiry model of education 
3 . Aims and goals in education 
4 . Experience 
Educat i on and social change. Dewey believed that 
education changes to reflect c h anges in society , but 
that schools a l so change soc i e t y . In describing the way in 
which the schools respond to social changes , Dewey wrote: 
The modif i cation going on in the method and 
curricu l um of education is as much a product of the 
changed socia l situation , as much an effort to meet 
the needs of the new society that i s forming, as are 
changes in modes of industry and commerce . • Let 
us then ask after the main aspects of th e social 
movement ; and afterward turn to the schools to find 
what witness it gives of effort to put itself in 
line . 78 
Th u s Dewey saw educational changes as tied to social changes . 
However, Dewey also stressed the fact that education 
in turn influences society. He characterized education as 
" the fundamental method of social progress and reform .~ 7 9 
While he did not suggest that education a lone could be used 
to create a new social order , he did emphasize that schools 
78John Dewey , Th e School and Society (Ch ica go : Uni -
versity of Chicago Press , 1956) , p. 8 . 
7 9 John Dewey , ''My Pedagogic Creed, " in John Dewey o n 
Education , ed. Regina l d D. Archambault (New York : Random 
House , 1964) , p. 437 . 
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necessarily have an effect on society because they encourage 
particu l ar attitudes and achievements . He believed educators 
should recognize the influence schoo l s have on future society 
and encourage social consciousness and responsibility. He 
saw schoo ls influencing society in this way: 
• we may produce in schools a projection in type 
of the society we should like to realize, and by 
forming minds in accord with it gradually modify the 
larger and more recalcitrant features of adult 
society . 80 
To summarize, Dewey saw educationa l change as arising in 
response to social change; in return schools influence 
society through dispositions fostered in the students. 
The inquiry model. Dewey based this model of educa -
tion on the scientific method of inquiry . He believed edu-
ca ti on shou ld systematically train students t o think logi-
ca lly and deliberately in a manner he described as reflec-
tiave thinking. Reflective thinking is problem solving . 81 
The individual, in solving a problem that is significant to 
him, follows these steps: 
1. Awareness of a difficulty or need . 
2. Clarification and formalization of the problem . 
The general awareness of and irritation with the 
problem is focused to examine the actual condi-
tions. The problem is restated in terms that 
reflect that it is capab le of being solved. 
8 0william K. Frankena, Three Historical Philosophies 
of Education (Chicago: Scott , Foresman, 1965) , p. 153. 
8lwilli am E. Doll, Jr., "A Methodology of Experi-
ence: The Process of Inquiry," Educational Theory, 23 
(Winter, 1973), p. 60 . 
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3 • Id e ntification o f possible solutions. 
are developed and compared . 
Hypotheses 
4 . Eva luation of each solution. Each hypothesis is 
cons idered carefully and consequences are p ro-
jected . The validity and implication s o f each 
are examined. 
5. Testing the s e le c ted h ypo thesis. On e hypothesis 
is acicepted and implem e nted. Implementat ion may 
be real or imaginative . The idea i s verified . 82 
It is importa nt to note that Dewe y viewed the re a l purpose o f 
re f le c ti ve thinking n o t merely as f inding the best solution 
to a given problem , but also as development of a methode -
logy of thought.83 
This me thodology also entails t h e d eve lop ment of cer -
t ai n personal characteristics . Besides just-imp l e men ti ng the 
s t eps of reflec tiv e thinking, the individua l mu s t become less 
impulsive and more deliberat e . He must be willin g t o post -
pone action, to cu ltivate his sense o f inq uir y , and to learn 
a ll informatio n relevant to the p roblem. He must a ls o l earn 
to act i n telligentl y on the outcome o f his reflection, t o 
implement solutions pa ti e ntl y , pers i ste ntl y , and we11 . 84 
Reflective thinking , the n , i s more than j ust a problem so l v -
ing app r oach. 
li gence . 85 
Accordin g to Dewey , it i s the h ab it of intel -
82Archambault, pp . xvi -s v ii. 
83 Doll , p . 63 . 
8 4Frankena, p. 14 4. 
85John Dewey, " Why Reflec ti ve Thinking Mu s t Be an 
Educational Aim, " in J o hn Dewey on Educat ion, p . 227 . 
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Education aims and goals . Dewey objected to the two 
opposite and extreme views of how educational aims may be 
dete rmined. Some educators hold that the student himself 
determines educational activities. These c hild- centered 
teachers tend to surround the student with tools and materi-
a l s , offer no suggestion s or plans , but let him use them as 
he wants . Dewey rejected this approach, saying: 
Now such a method is r eally stupid . For it 
attempts the impossible, which is always stupid . 
There are a multitud e of way s of reacting to sur -
rounding conditions, and with out some guidance from 
experience these reactions are sure to be casua l, 
sporadic, and ultimately fatigu ing.86 
He pointed out that students cannot determine alone what they 
should do . Since they know so littl e the ir suggestions are 
very likely to be superficia l and their activities to be 
pointless. 
Likewise, he rejected the approac h that outl ines 
clearly all the expected and desired ed u cational outcomes . 
Thi s approach encourages the teacher and student to be blind 
to a ll but that which is anticipated . Dewey suggested this 
desire t o define outcomes is a result of s lopp y , l azy think-
ing and resistance to c hang e . Having fixed outcomes keeps 
the individual from taking responsibility for the o utcomes , 
relieves him of the need to examine consequences of hi s 
act i ons , and a l so allows him to avoid a carefu l examination 
86John Dewey, "Individuality and Experience ," in John 
Dewey on Education , p . 153 . 
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o f what is around him . 8 7 Dew ey summari zed : 
Love of cert a int y i s a demand fo r guarantees in 
advance of action . Igno ring th e fact th a t truth can 
be bou g ht o n l y by the adventure of experiment , dog-
ma tism turns truth into an insurance company . Fixed 
ends u po n o ne side and f i xed " princip les " - - th a t is, 
a uthoritat i ve rules --on t h e other, a re p rops f or a 
f eeling o f safety , the refuge of the timid an d the 
means by whic h t he bold prey up on the t i mid. 8 8 
I n rej ec tin g educat ion a l app roa ches that refuse to dete r min e 
any a im s a nd those that define a ll a ims, Dewey took a posi-
ti o n that de fi n ed a i ms as : 
. accep tance of r esponsibi li ty for the observa -
tions , ant i c ipations, and ar r a n gemen t s required in 
c arryin g on a function . 89 
Dewey r e j ec ted the notion that aims should be imposed 
o n education from an outside agency, such as a church or 
go vernm e nt. He also r e j ec ted th e id ea t ha t aims could be 
fi xed. Frankena po int s ou t that , in fact, Dewey often wrote 
as i f education ha s no e nd except more ed uc a tion . In sp it e 
of thi s apparent denial of any general ai ms o f edu ca tion , 
Frankena garners from Dewey's wr iting these aim s of ed u ca -
tion : t o develop and f r ee the potential o f the indiv idu a l, 
and to bring abo ut a be tter so ciety . 9° Within the framework 
of th ese large r aims , Dewey b e lieve d more spec ifi c e nds should 
87 John Dewey, "Th e Na ture of Aims," in John Dew ey on 
Educa tio n, pp . 76-77. 
88Dewe y , "Th e Na ture of Aims , " p. 80. 
8 9Jo hn De wey , Democ rac y and Educa ti o n (New York: 
Macmillan , 191 9 ) , p. 125. 
9 0Frankena , p . 1 54 -5 6 . 
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be determined by activites and needs of the individual to be 
educated.9l 
To clarify his view of educational aims, Dewey 
des cr ibed how an aim is formed. The process be gins in dis -
satisfaction with the present situation and a de~ire for some -
thing different. The men tal picture that grows to illustrate 
the improved , idealized situation only becomes an aim when 
concrete means are ident ifi ed to implement it . Past experi -
ences are e xamin ed to find patterns of cause of effect, and 
this k nowl e dge i s applied to the prese nt situation to find 
some means of effecting change . This process of identifying 
means is similar to that of the inqu iry model . 92 
Dewey elaborated on hi s id ea of aims in education by 
citing the characte ri stics of good ai ms . A good aim is one 
that: 
Grows out of an existing situation which has been 
carefu lly e xamin ed a nd is well understood . 
Is based on th e activities and needs of the indiv i d -
ual who is to be educated . 
I s flexible and can be revised as n ecessary . 
Displays intrinsic continuity ; cons is ts of orderly 
and ordered activities; conta in s a process that is 
progressively comp l eted. 
Has a forseen end . 
Is achieved through appropriate means but is not per -
ceived to cons i st only of its activ it ies ; the ai~ i s 
91 Dewey , Democracy and Education, p . 121 . 
9 2Dewey , " The Nature of Aims ," p. 7 8 . 
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not confused wi th the activity.93 
In sum, Dewey pointed out that a good aim: 
surveys the present sta te of experience of 
pupils , and forming a tentative p lan of treatmen t, 
keeps the p l an constantly in view a nd yet modifies it 
as co ndition s develop . 94 
In rejecting the two e xtreme ways of dealing with curricular 
aims, that of se l ec ting no aims and that of selecting all 
aims , Dewey took a moderate approach. He bel i e v ed aims should 
be se t but that th ey s hould be flexible to accomodate the 
l earner . 
Expe ri ence . Dewey stated t h at a ll learn ing takes 
plac e thro ugh experience. Howeve r, activity alone i s not 
ex perienc e . Exper ienc e involves ch a nge , consequences o f 
change , and consc i o u s r ef l ection on a nd understandin g of the 
relation b etwe e n the c han ge and it s co n sequ e n ce . In Dewe y' s 
view , experienc e h as t wo aspects, act i ve and pass i ve . In 
t he act ive sense , exper i ence i s " trying;" in the passive 
sense it is " undergoing ." When th e learner experiences some -
thin g , h e first ac t s u po n i t , a nd then it ac t s u po n h im in 
th e form o f co n seque n ces of th e experie n ce . The learning 
valu e of the expe ri e n ce ca n b e meas u re d by th e exten t to 
which the indiv i dual perceives th e re lat ionsip between t h e 
act and its co n sequ e n ces . By way of illust rat ion , Dewey 
cited th e case of a chi ld putting hi s finger in a f l ame . If 
93 De wey , De mo cracy and Education , p . ll B- 20 . 
9 4D e wey , De mocracy and Education , p . 1 23 . 
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the ch i ld understands that the pain is a r esu lt of his action, 
then he has experienced the act and has learned . I f , however, 
he does not realize that the pa i n was caused by putting his 
finger in the flame , then this act has not been an experienc e 
in Dewey ' s terms . 95 
Dewey ' s notion of experience brings together body and 
mind in learning. He po inted out that thi s contrasts with 
many approaches that consider on l y the mind important, a nd 
further argued that this separation of mind and body is very 
harmfu l . He cited th ese fact ors for hi s opposition t o th i s 
separation: 
The body is not considered important so it becomes a 
distraction to be overcome . Effo rt is made to sup -
press the body and to reduce its activity as much as 
possible . 
Th e acceptable uses of th e body , s u ch as s eeing , 
hearing , s peaking , and writing involve t raining the 
body in a mechanical way rather than in a way that 
fac ilitates understanding. By way of example , Dewey 
noted that children wh o lea rn to read in a very 
me c hanical way , identifying letters and r eproduc ing 
sou nds , often ha ve difficulty r ead ing aloud in exp r es -
sive , meaning ful way s . The mechanics of reading are 
divorced from th e meanin g of the words . 
More emphasis is put on sepa r a t e objects an d ideas 
than on r e lations a nd con n ec ti o n s between things . 96 
Dewey suggested this d ual i sm could b e avo id e d by i ncluding t h e 
body in learning instead of ignoring it . He believed this 
was essenti a l, as a l l l ea rning occurs as a r esul t of ac ti -
vi ty . Thu s , successful instruction must give the stude nt 
95Dewey , Democracy and_Education , p . 163 . 
96 Dewe y , De mo c r acy and Educat i o n, pp . 164 - 68 . 
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something t o do rather than something to le a rn . 97 The bas i s 
of instruction mu s t be concrete experiences th a t involve 
both mind and body of the learn e r. 
Im p lications o f Dewey ' s philosophy. A numb er of 
implications of Dewey's phi lo sophy of education can be id en -
tifi e d . Doll s tates the major curriculum im p li cat ion is 
th a t the primary aim of education shou ld be the deve l opment 
of the thought process, with les s emphasis p laced on th e 
p roduct o f education . He points out the impact th i s h as : 
Thi s e mphasis in turn, means a p ers o n a l involv-
ment in th e choosing of e nds , experienc in g of con-
sequences, and dev e lopment of alternatives not 
found in mos t curriculum or behavio r mod els . 98 
This suggests that t he major purpose of a comp ut er literacy 
curricu lum is to enable te ac h e rs t o apply th e inquiry mo d e l 
of thinking to the subject of computers in e du ca ti on . 
Th e curricu l um must be flexib l e a nd r esponsive t o 
learn e r s . Tea c h e rs must be involved in determination of 
a ims of th e computer lit e racy curriculum. Specific a ims 
aris e from th e tea c h e rs and their e xi s tin g s itua t ion , b ut 
must r emain fl e xibl e . The curriculum must inc lude a method 
of pe ri odic reconsideration of ai ms t o d etermin e if th ey 
r emai n valid or if the y s h o uld be modifi ed . Although the 
major purpos e of the c urri c ulum would r e main t he sa me , the 
curriculum must be fl e xibl e enough t o a ll ow f or c h ange s in 
shorter t erm a ims a nd a c tivities provided to attain them. 
9 8 Do ll, p . 68 . 
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Thus it becomes c l ear that the computer literacy curriculum 
canno t be p r epared in total detail in advance . The overall 
purpose can be determined , preliminary aims can be set by 
co nferring with t eachers prior to implementation, and acti-
vities to achieve aims can be devised , but this form of the 
curriculum is not final . 
Aims of th e curriculum are achieved f irst through 
activity and then through reflection on the activity . 
Activities are devised whic h address the aims and are fol -
lowed with an opportu nity to reflect on the activity . 
Reflection may be accomodated through written work or dis-
· cussions of the exper i ence . 
as a resu lt of reflection . 
New curriculum aims ma y arise 
Thus, the structure of the 
experience includes first an activity , then a thoughtful 
reconsideratio n of the activity , followed by an opportunity 
to redirect the curriculum by identifying new aims . 
Summary 
Chapter 2 has examin ed three major t opics . Th e 
first was the present state of computers in education a nd 
the call for computer literacy for teachers . Factors that 
impede computer use and teacher computer literacy were 
examined . The second topic examined was that of theoretical 
perspectives on change and innovation in education. The 
question of computers in education and teacher computer 
literacy were discussed in relation to these theoretical 
perspectives . The final topi c addressed the educational 
80 
philosophy of John Dewey and its applicabi l ity in developing 
a c urriculum for computer li teracy for teachers. Implica-
tions of Dewey ' s philosophy on t h is curriculum were iden-
ti f ied . 
Chapte r 3 
PROCEDURES 
The major purpose o f this study was to design a com-
puter literacy c urriculum for e l ementary school teachers . 
The ph ilosophical perspective developed in Chapter 2 indi-
cated the need to examine the re levant experiences, atti -
tudes and c haracteristics of teachers for whom the curricu -
lum was inte nded. For this re ason , data were collected and 
analyzed as an important step in d es igning th e c urr icu lum . 
The procedures used to conduct th e study are p r e -
sented in Chapter 3 . This c hapter i s divided into three 
sections: l) population a nd samp le, 2 ) data collection pro -
cedure s , and 3) s t a tisti ca l procedures fo r data ana ly sis . 
Populat i on and Sample 
The population o f thi s s tudy was a ll e l e mentary 
school te achers in Stoc kton Unifi ed Sc hool Di strict . This 
in cluded t eac h ers of kindergarten th r ough sixth g rade . The 
population s urv eye d consisted of all teac h e r s in nin e e l e -
mentary schoo l s . 
Th e nin e e l e me ntary schools we re se lected on the 
basis of inte r est in teacher comput e r literacy as expressed 
by th e schoo l pri ncipa l. Thi s select i on process had two 
s t eps , and was accomp li shed in cooperation with Stockton 
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Unified Sc hool District central off ice administ ration. In 
the first step, all elementary school principals were 
approached by the director of the Research and Evaluation 
Department of Stock t on Unif ied School District. Referrals 
of tbose pr i ncipals who expressed interest were made t o the 
researcher and appo intments were made to discuss participa -
tion in t h e study . At this int erview , a general overview of 
the study was given. All pri n cipa l s who were contacted 
agreed to participate and facilitate administration of the 
teacher survey . 
Data Col l ec tion 
Procedures 
Survey adm i nistration . The teacher survey was 
administered in Hay 1982. Schoo l principals provided time 
during regularly sc h eduled faculty meetings for teachers to 
comp l ete the survey . This required approximately ten min-
ute s . Participation by the teachers was voluntary and re-
sponses were confidentia l. In most cases teachers completed 
the surveys at that time, althoug h some surveys were c om -
p l eted and returned after the fac ult y meeting. Of l96 
teachers who received surveys , 149 completed and returned 
them. This was a ret~rn rate of 76% . 
Teachers in the elementary schools were of two 
types. The majority were classroom teachers , but a few Here 
spec i alists. The specialists served as resource teac~ers 
for the classroom teachers a nd gene r ally did not have a 
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regular class assignment . For the purpose of this study , 
specialists were surveyed along with classroom teachers, 
since both categor ies of teachers would attend computer lit-
eracy inservice. 
Instrumentation. Data were collected with a survey 
which was developed by the researcher. It was designed to 
gather the in formation below. Following each item is the 
name of the variable , except in the case of the first item , 
confirmtion of teacher status. This item did not enter into 
the statist i ca l treatment, but was used to eliminate any 
surveys completed by principa l s , teachers' aide s , and o ther 
non teachers . 
1 . Confirmation of teacher status . 
2 • Sex. (SEX) 
3 • Years of teaching experience. (YEARS) 
4. Number of college mathematic s course s com-
pleted . (MATH) 
5 • Previous computer related training. (TRAI~ING) 
6 . Previous c o mputer experience. (EXPERIENCE) 
7 . Attitude toward teacher responsibility for pro-
viding computer literacy instruction for 
students. (RESPONSIBILITY) 
8 . Attitude toward the efficacy of comput e rs as 
teaching tools . (EFFICACY) 
9 . Attitude toward computers in general. 
(ATTITUDE) 
10 . Commitment to learning about computer use in 
education. (COMMITMENT) 
11. Computer li teracy topics that are perceived 
impo rtant for t eac hers. (TOPI C 1 - TOPIC 30) 
Be caus e it was anticipated that some teachers would have 
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very little knowledge of computers a nd comp uter terminology, 
an attempt was made t o avo id unnecessary us e of specialized 
computer vo c abulary in the survey. Howe v e r , in pre s enting 
the computer literacy topics it was impossib le to avoid 
using at l eas t so me computer terminology . As a resu lt, 
short explanations of these terms were included in th e sur -
vey just above the compute r literacy items . 
Statistical Procedures 
for Data Analysis 
The purpose of collecting data was twofold. First , 
the data yielded a general description of the population for 
which the cu rri culum was designed . Seco n d , the data allowed 
inves t iga t ion of factors t h at helped determine co n tent a nd 
activities in the c urriculum . 
Th e su rve y results were coded a n d e n tered into a 
d ata fil e o n th e comp ut er at the University of t h e Pacif i c . 
S t a ti s tical analysis was compl eted using t h e Statisti c a l 
Package for the Soc i a l Sciences. 
A number of descriptive a n a l yses we r e nade . These 
are shown in Figure 3. In add iti on , f iv e researc h hypo -
th eses were investigated. Alpha l eve l s for the mult inle 
regression a n d corre lation analyses were set at . ~0 . 
Th e resea r ch hypotheses appear in Figure 4 . 
Item 
Sex 
Number of years 
of teaching 
experience 
Nu mber of college 
math courses 
completed 
Previous train -
ing in compu t er 
use 
Previous exper -
ience with cojpu-
ters 
Attitude toward 
responsibility of 
teachers to pro-
vide computer lit-
eracy for students 
Attitude toward 
efficacy of compu-
ters as teaching 
tool 
Commitment to 
learning about 
computers 
Computer literacy 
topics 
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Figure 3 
DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES 
VARIABLE 
SEX 
YEARS 
MATH 
TRAIN I NG 
EXPERIENCE 
RESPONSIBILITY 
EFfiCACY 
COMMITMENT 
TOPIC 1 to 
TOPIC 30 
STATIS T ICAL TREATMENT 
frequency 
frequency, mean 
frequency , mean 
frequency 
frequency 
frequency , median 
frequency, median 
frequency 
mean 
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Figure 4 
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
HYPOTHESIS 
There is a correla-
tion between number 
of co llege math 
courses and attitude 
toward computers 
There is a correla -
tion between years of 
teaching and attitude 
toward computers 
VARIABLE 
MATH , 
ATTITUDE 
YEARS, 
ATTITUDE 
There is a correla - ATTITUDE , 
tion be tw een att itude TOPIC 1 to 
toward computers and 
computer literacy 
topi cs perceived to 
be important 
There is a corre l a -
tion between c ommit-
ment to learning 
about computers and 
computer literacy 
topics perceived to 
be i mporta nt 
TO P I C 30 
COMt1ITMENT , 
TOPIC 1 
TOPIC 30 
STATISTICAL TREATMENT 
Spearman ' s rho 
Spearman ' s rh o 
multiple regression 
multiple r e gre s sion 
Chapter 4 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSES OF THE DATA 
The data and their analyses are presented in this 
chapter. This pre s entation is divided in t o two parts . Th e 
first part includes the descriptive analyses. The second 
part consists of the research hypotheses . In the latter 
part , each null hypothesis is stated, variables used are 
discussed , the results of the statistical analy ses are pre -
sented, and the decision to accept or reject the null hy po -
thesis is made. 
Analysis of the data was accomplished through the 
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences wh ich was 
avai l ab le at the University of the Pacif ic. 
utiliz ed was a Burroughs 6700. 
Descriptive Analyses 
Th e comp uter 
The majority of the respondents were female. 
Table 1 shows the frequency a nd percentage of female and 
mal e respondents . 
The respondents disp layed a wide rang e of years of 
teaching experience. The least experience was one year; 
the mo st experience reported was forty years. The averag e 
number of years of teachin g was 14. 5 . 
q u enc ies are shown in Table 2. 
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The range and fre-
Years 
1-5 
6 -10 
11-15 
1 6 -20 
2 1-25 
26 -30 
3 1 - 40 
Sex 
male 
female 
Tabl e 1 
SEX OF RESPONDENTS 
Absolute 
Frequency Percent 
no answer 
21 
125 
3 
149 
14.1 
83.9 
2 . 0 
100 .0 
Tab l e 2 
YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
Absolut e 
Freque ncy Percent 
21 14.1 
32 21.5 
37 24.8 
22 14.8 
14 9 . 4 
15 10 . 0 
3 2. 0 
no answer 5 3. 4 
149 100 . 0 
mean = 14.5 years 
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Cumulative 
Fr equency 
14.1 
35.6 
60 . 4 
7 5. 2 
84 . 6 
94. 6 
96.6 
1 00 . 0 
The majority of respondents reported having taken 
t~ree or fewer col le ge mathemat ics courses . Th e number of 
mathematics courses reported taken ranged from zero to 
more than five . The mean number of courses r eported was 
slightly more t han three. Table 3 contains a summary of 
this information . 
Number 
none 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
more than 5 
no answer 
Table 3 
NUMBER OF COLLEGE MATHEMATICS 
COURSES REPORTED 
Absolute 
Frequency Percent 
1 1 7.4 
20 13 . 4 
32 2.1. 5 
34 22 . 8 
13 8 . 7 
4 2 . 7 
13 8 .7 
22 14. 8 
~49 100.0 
mean 3 . _l 0 (n=l27) 
Cumulative 
Frequency 
7. 4 
20 . 8 
4 2. 3 
65 .1 
73.8 
76.5 
85 . 2 
100.0 
Few teachers reported they had received training 
in the use o f computers. A large majorit y indi ca ted they 
had not atte nd ed any workshops or courses related to e du-
ca tional use s of computers . Table 4 summarizes this . 
Most teachers re po rted they had n eve r used a com-
puter. Those who indicpted they had used a computer 
r epor ted whether they had used it in their own class room 
or if they h ad on l y used it outside the classroom . Of 
those who had u sed one , ve ry few indicat e d us i ng it in 
the c lassroom. See Table 5 for a summary . 
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Table 4 
ATTENDED PREVIOUS WORKSHOPS OR COURSES 
ON COMPUTER USE IN EDUCATION 
Absolute 
Respo nse Frequency Percent 
no 124 83.2 
yes 24 16.1 
no answer 1 • 7 
149 100. 0 
Table 5 
PREVIOUS COMPUTER USE 
Response 
no 
yes 
in class 
not in class 
no answer 
Absolute 
Frequency 
9.2 
11 
45 
1 
149 
Perc en t 
6l . 7 
7.4 
30 . 2 
• 7 
1 00.0 
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In general , respondents agreed that t eachers have a 
responsibility to prepare students to live in a computer 
oriented society. The median responses of thi s it em fell 
between "agree" and "strongly agree " on a four point scale 
from " strongly agree" to "s trongly di sagree." Table 6 
summarizes the responses to this item. 
Table 6 
RESPONSE TO STATEMENT: TEACHERS ARE 
Response 
Strongly 
Agree ( 3) 
Disagree 
Strongly 
no answer 
agree 
( 2) 
RESPONSIBLE FOR PREPARING 
STUDENTS FOR COMPUTER 
ORIENTE D SOCIETY 
Absolute 
Frequency Percent 
( 4) 50 33 . 6 
85 57.0 
5 3 . 4 
disagree ( 1) 1 • 7 
8 5.4 
----149 100.1* 
median = 3.11 (n=141) 
Cumulative 
Freq uen cy 
33 . 6 
90.6 
94 . 0 
94.7 
100 . 0 
*Sum not equal to 100 % due to rounding error . 
Most teachers ag ree th at computers are becoming 
increa s ingly effective at teaching students . The median 
level of agreement on thi s item fe ll slightly below " ag r ee " 
but \vell above "disagree ." Tabl e 7 summarizes the 
responses to this item . 
Commitment to learning about computers was measured 
with three variables , each related to a separate element. 
These e lements were cost (free /a t personal expense), sche-
duling (released during school hours/on own time) and time 
Table 7 
RESPONSE TO STATEMENT : COMPUTERS ARE 
BECOMING INCREASINGLY EFFECTIVE 
AT TEACHING STUDENTS 
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Absolute Cumulative 
Response 
Strongly agree (4) 
Agree (3) 
Disagree (2) 
Strongly disagree 
no answer 
U) 
median 
Frequency Percent 
20 13 . 4 
86 57 . 7 
25 16.8 
.1 . 7 
17 11 . 4 
----149 1 00.0 
= 2 . 93 ( n=l 3 2) 
Frequency 
13.4 
71.1 
87.9 
88.6 
100 . 0 
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(a one d ay session / a week long session/ a seme ster long 
college course }. The r esponde nts indicated under which co n-
ditions they would att end a tr aining sessio n on comput ers . 
The time element was a n alyzed to determine if the items 
fo rm ed a Guttman sca l e . Th ey d id not , so the element 
wa s categor i zed accordin g to h o w many of t h e conditio n s the 
respondent i ndic ated were acceptable. In for ma tion on t h e 
frequency of each of the time e l e men t s i s includ e d in 
Ta ble 8 with th e rest of the commitm e n t inf o rmation . 
Th e fina l descriptive analysis wa s related to 
the c omput e r lit e racy topics . Tea c h ers indicated how im-
porta nt th ey th ought l ea rning each individual topic was. 
Th ey se l ec t e d from t h ese responses : v e r y i mportant, im -
portant , somewhat important , not important . The ana l ysis 
was made by e x a mining the means of a l l comp ute r li teracy 
to p i cs to determine whether it was possible to rank them by 
the re l ative d egree of importance as perceived by the 
teachers . Most respo nde nts answered a l l the computer lit -
eracy t opic item s . 
wh o did not answer . 
However , each topic h ad a fe w respondents 
These were rec ode d to a value of 2 . 5 , 
th e median va lu e on t h e scale . Th e sco re s o n the computer 
literacy top i cs ref l ect the respondents ' perception of the 
i mporta n ce of each . Teac h e r s t ended to view as more impor -
tant t h ose items that in vo lv ed act u ally using the computer ; 
ite ms related to l earn ing about th e impact of comp u ters were 
rank ed as l ess important . However , al l topics were ranked 
in t he " impo rtant " to " very important " range . See Table 9. 
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Table 8 
COMMITMENT TO LEARNING ABOUT COMPUTERS: 
CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH RESPONDENT 
WOULD ATTEND TRAINING 
Response 
Under no conditions 
Only if training is free 
Both if training is free 
and at own expense 
COST ELEMEN T 
Abso l ute 
Frequency 
25 
109 
15 
149 
SCHEDULING ELEMENT 
Absolute 
Response Frequency 
Under no condit i ons 22 
Only if d u ring school time 85 
Both if during school time 42 
and on personal time 
Percent 
16 . 8 
7 3 . 2 
10.1 
100 . 1* 
Percent 
14.8 
57.0 
28.2 
1 49 100 . 0 
TIME ELEMENT 
Absolute 
Response Frequency Percent 
Under no conditions 38 2 5. 5 
Under one condition 62 41 . 6 
Under two conditions 32 21.5 
Under all conditions 17 11.4 
149 100 . 0 
* Sum not equal to 100% due to rounding error. 
Cumulative 
Frequency 
16 . 8 
89.9 
100.0 
Cumulative 
Frequency 
14 . 8 
71.8 
100.0 
Cumulative 
Frequency 
2 5 . 5 
67 . 1 
88.6 
100.0 
Ranking 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
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Table 9 
COMPUTER LITERACY TOPICS: 
RANKING BY MEAN 
Topic 
Learn to operate a simple computer . 
Understand the s tep s of a simple 
p rogram. 
Explain what a simple program doe s. 
Make modification s in a s imple 
program . 
Find errors in a s imp l e p rogram . 
Know how t o organize information 
so a computer could use it . 
Know the major uses of computers 
in education . 
Write a simple program to solve 
one problem . 
Write a simp l e program t o solve 
several similar problems . 
Use computer programs prepared by 
others . 
Determine the usefulnes s of a given 
computer program . 
Learn the history of c ompute rs . 
Be able to explain wh a t a computer 
a lgorithm is. 
Learn about different programming 
languages used in e ducation. 
Evaluate the q uality of a given 
computer program . 
Consider wh e ther computers make 
individuals more or les s depen~ 
dent on their own abilities. 
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Topic # Mea n 
9 3 .35 9 
11 3 . 262 
12 3.1 41 
13 3 . 101 
14 3 . 0 7 0 
18 3 . 040 
23 J . Ol7 
1 5 2.950 
16 2 . 943 
20 2 . 933 
2.1 2.886 
7 2 . 879 
1 0 2 . 802 
24 2 . 785 
22 2 .772 
30 2.752 
17 
18 
19 
19 
20 
2 1 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2 7 
28 
29 
Examine new applications of com -
p uters in educat i on. 
Understand the difference between 
computer h ardware and softwar e. 
Understand how a computer processes 
information. 
Learn about factors that limit edu-
ca ti onal u ses of computers . 
Identify several ways that computers 
receive i nformation. 
Learn cri teri a for selecting hard -
ware. 
Ex a mi ne how computers may person -
a li ze or de perso n al i ze educ ation . 
Know the major parts and functions 
of the hardware i n a compu t er 
system . 
De ve l op new applications of compu -
t ers in education . 
Know how comp uters store informa-
tion . 
Und erstand why computers need 
programs. 
Learn how t he human brain and a 
computer are a like and different . 
Examine the effec t s of computers 
o n society outs ide th e educational 
setting . 
Learn what happens inside a com-
puter when it ope rat es . 
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26 2 . 745 
6 2 .7 38 
5 2 .7 32 
25 2 . 732 
4 2.7 1 8 
3 2 . 634 
29 2 . 6 11 
2 2 . 604 
27 2.564 
17 2 . 537 
19 2 . 490 
8 2 . 403 
28 2.396 
1 2.332 
Analyses o f Research 
Hypotheses 
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The first and second nul l hypotheses wer e related to 
correlatio ns between attitude t oward comp ut e r s and number o f 
co l leg e math classes t ake n and years of t eac h i ng exper i ence . 
The hypotheses were: 
l . There is no correlatio n between numbe r of co l -
l ege ma th co urs es reported a n d a tti tude toward 
computers . 
2. Th ere is no correlation between year s of teach -
ing and attitude toward comp u t ers . 
Attitud e was meas ured by e ight separate items whi ch were 
summed to give a total at t i tud e score . Alpha reliability 
for the attitude it e ms was 0.75737 (S ee append ix D fo r the 
rel i abi l ity table) . The Spearman co rrelation was u sed to 
test null hypotheses l a nd 2 . Both null hypothe ses were 
re j ected since the correlations wer e significant at an alp h a 
level of 0.10 . For thi s gro u p a mor e posi ti ve attitude 
toward comp ut e rs was r e lated to having t ake n mor e college 
math courses. Also, the fewer t h e year s o f teaching , th e 
more posit iv e an attitud e t ow a rd compu te r s an individual was 
like l y to hav e . To r es tat e thi s l a tt er re lati o n sh i p , t h e 
more years an individu a l had taught , the less l ike l y h e was 
to hav e a more positive attitude t owar d computers . Table 1 0 
presents the re su lts . 
The thi rd a nd f o urth null h ypo th eses were related to 
the r elat ionship b etwee n attitude and comm itmen t a nd per -
ception of importance of the comp uter lit e r acy t op i cs. 
The se h ypo th eses were: 
Variable 
Ma th classes 
Tab le 1 0 
CORRELATIONS OF ATTITUDE WI TH 
NUMBER OF COLLEGE MATH 
CO URSES AND YEARS 
OF TEACHING 
Spearman ' s rh o Signi ficance 
0 .1 427 .055 
Years of t eaching - 0 .1 88.1 .012 
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n 
127 
14 4 
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3 . Ther e is no relati o nshi p between attitude toward 
computers and the perceived importanc e of the 
computer lite racy topics. 
4 . Ther e is n o relationship betwee n commitment to 
learning about computers and the perceived 
i mp o r ta n ce o f th e comput e r l i teracy topics . 
Th ese hypo thes es were tested with multiple regres -
sian analysis . Before pe rforming the multi ple regression , 
factor analysis was applied t o the computer lit eracy topics 
t o iden tify any un s u spec ted u nderlying pa tt e rn of relation -
ships between th e topi cs . The factor analy s is fa i le d to 
revea l any pattern i n consiste nt wi th the groupings of topics 
suggested in th e liter a ture. The computer litera cy top i cs 
were divid ed into three f ac t o r s , as follows: 
l . 
2 . 
Factor One: 
systems . 
Components a nd fun ct i on o f compu ter 
Topi c 1. Lea rn wh at h appe n s in s id e a computer 
wh e n it o pe r a tes . 
Topic 2 . Know th e maj or pa rt s and functions of 
th e h ar dwa r e in a comput er system. 
Topic 3 . 
ware . 
Lear n c rit eria for selecting hard -
Topi c 4. Identify severa l ways that computers 
receive information. 
Topi c 5 . Understand h o w a comp ut er processes 
in fo rmat i on. 
Topic 6 . Understand th e d iffere nce between 
comput e r hardware a nd software. 
Topic 7 . Learn the history of c omputers . 
Topic 8 . Lea rn h ow t h e huma n brain and a com-
puter are a l ike and are different . 
Fac t or Two : 
p uter . 
Operating a n d programmin g a com-
3 • 
Topic 9. Learn to operate a simple computer . 
Top i c 10. Be a ble to e xpl ain what a comp uter 
algorithm is . 
Topic 11. Understand the steps of a simple 
program. 
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Topic 12. Explain what a simple program does . 
Topic 13 . 
gram. 
Topic 14 . 
Topic 15. 
problem. 
Make mod ifi ca ti ons in a simple pro -
Find errors in a simple program . 
Write a simp le p ro gram to solve one 
Topic 16. Write a simple program to solve sev -
eral similar problems . 
Factor Thr ee: Applications of computers . 
Topi c 17. Know how computers store information. 
Topic 18 . Know h ow to o rganiz e information so 
a computer could use it. 
Topi c 19. 
grams. 
Topic 20 . 
others . 
Und ers tand why compu ters need pro -
Use computer programs prepared ~y 
Topi c 21 . De termine the us efulne ss of a g iven 
computer program . 
Topic 22 . Evaluate th e quality of a g iven co m-
puter program . 
Topic 23 . Know th e major uses of computers in 
education. 
Topic 24 . Learn about diff e rent programming 
langu ages used in e ducation. 
Top i c 25 . Lea rn abo ut factors that limi t edu -
cational uses of comput ers . 
Topic 26 . Examine new app lications of comp u-
ters in e ducation . 
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Topi c 27 . Deve lop new applications of computers 
in education . 
Topic 28 . Examine the effects of computers on 
society outside the educational setting . 
Topi c 29 . Examine how computers may personalize 
or depersonalize education . 
Topic 30. Consider whether computers make indi -
viduals mor e or less dependent on th e ir own 
abilities . 
Alpha reliability of each factor was calculated a nd found to 
be the following : 
Factor One 
Factor Two 
Factor Three 
alpha=0 . 844~6 
a l p h a=0.93577 
a l pha=0.90849 
An initial mul tiple regre ss ion a nalysis was made for 
both dependent variables , attitude and commitment , using all 
the individual computer literacy topics as independent var-
iable s . This was intended to find the computer lit e ra cy 
topic that was the single best predictor of attitude and of 
commitment. For at ti tude, the single best pred i cto r was 
Topic 9 (learning to operate a simple computer). That i s , 
the more positive the attitude, the more likely the indivi-
d ual was to believe learning to operate a si mple computer 
was important, For commitment the single best pred i cto r was 
Topic 1 6 (learning to write a simple program to so lv e seve -
ral similar problems). For th e multiple regression summary 
tab l es for commitment and attitude with the individual com-
puter literacy topics , see Appendix E. 
The null hypotheses wer e tested using a two step 
multiple regr ess i o n, with the three computer literacy 
1 02 
fac tors and attitude or commitment entered on the first 
step . Then these variab l es were entered on the second step : 
sex , years, of teach ing , number of mathe~atics courses , pre -
vious computer train ing, and previous use of computers . 
Table 11 summarizes the mu l tiple regression for null hypo-
thesis three . The null hypo thesis was rejected. It is 
clear that the best predictor of attitude was factor Two , 
fo ll owed by commitm e nt and p reviou s training . Of the com-
pu t er literacy topics, the ones that focused on using a 
computer and writing programs were most closely correlated 
to positive attitude t oward computers. Table 12 summarizes 
the mu l tip l e regression ananl ysis for null hypothesis four . 
Again , the null hypothesis was rejected. As with attitude, 
the best predictor of com~itment was Factor Two. Fac t or 
Thre e was the next best pred i ctor , fo l lowed by attitude and 
Factor One . 
Summ ary 
In this chapter, the descriptive analyses and the 
analyses of the null hypotheses were presented . Al l the 
n ull hypotheses were rejected. A s ummar y and interpreta -
tion of the results follow in Chapter 5. 
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Table ll 
MULTIPLE REGRE SS ION: VARIABLES PREDICTIN G 
ATTITUDE TOWARD COMPUTERS 
Variable Simple R Beta F (df=9 1 139) 
Factor One 0 . 21198** 0.04755 0.339 
Factor Two 0.50379** 0.31426 11.642** 
Fa cto r Thr ee 0 . 37117** -0.00 99 4 0 . 010 
Commitment 0.48454** 0 . 21926 6 . 750** 
Sex 0 . 09525 0 . 05334 0.569 
Years of teaching - 0.2l060** -0 . 14293 4.203** 
Math courses O. l 9345 * O. l3816 3 . 657 ** 
Previous training 0 . 28979** 0.04882 0.373 
Previous use 0.27985** 0 . . 15932 4.44l** 
Total Multiple R Square = 0.39l60 
** Significant at 
Significant at * 
T a ble 12 
. 0 1 
.lO 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION : VARIABLES PREDICT ING 
COMM ITMENT TO LEARNING ABOUT COMPUTERS 
Variable Simpl e R Beta F (d f=9 ,1 39 ) 
Factor One 0.09.674 -0.10650 6 . 257 ** 
Factor Tw o 0. 5l9 8l * * 0 . 30107 11.048** 
Factor Three 0.41532** 0.21725 4,922** 
Attitude 0 .4 8454 ** 0 . 21124 6.750** 
Sex 0.12899* 0 . 06472 0.872 
Years of teaching - 0 . 23514** -0 . 14l77 4.29 5 ** 
Math courses 0.09206 0 .005 35 0.006 
Previou s training 0 . 200l7** 0.08963 1. 31 2 
Previous use 0.2l115** 0 . 07008 0.870 
Total Multiple R Square = 0 . 41386 
** Significant at 
Significant at * 
.01 
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Chapter 5 
SUMMARY , DISCUSS I ON , CONCLUS IONS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter consists of four sec tions. In the 
first , the study and statistical analyses are summarized . 
The second section includ es discussio n of the finding s and 
presents interpretation and explanation of the findings as 
related to the review of the literature . The third sec -
tion includes a summary of the curriculum development 
method employed and an outline o f the t eac her computer lit-
eracy c urriculum. The final section is co mpos ed of re com-
mendations for use of the results of this study as wel l as 
for future research . 
Summary 
The main purpose of this study wa s to devel op a com-
puter literacy curriculum for e l ementary school t eac hers. 
The philosophical approach to the dev e lopment of the cur -
ricu lum was based on selected works of John Dewey. Data 
were collected from elementary schoo l t eac hers as a mea ns of 
gaining enough familiarity with the t eache rs, their inte-
rests and exper i ences to develop a curriculum that would be 
acceptab l e and appropriate. 
This study was not designed to be generalized to a 
l arge popu l ation . As was pointed out in Chapter 2 , the 
l04 
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philosophi ca l basis of thi s c u rriculum was develop e d o ut of 
the writing s of John Dew e y. One of the main po in ts Dew e y 
ma de was t h e i mportance of curricul um r e lating c l osely t o 
those fo r whom it was intended . Thi s c urri c ulum, then , was 
intended for a specific group of elementary sc h ool teachers . 
How e ver , because of the mann e r in which t eac hers we r e 
included in the study , th e r e was no r eason to believe thes e 
teachers were not t ypica l e l eme ntary tea c hers . Th ey were 
included in the s tudy becau se the principals in their 
sc hools expressed intere st in the id ea of teacher computer 
literacy. Th e refore , with the understanding t hat the major 
p urpose of th e s tudy was not to explain aspect s of a l arge r 
population, s ome tentative ge n e ralizat i o ns c ould be dr a wn. 
women . 
Th e eleme nt a ry schoo l teachers s u rve yed we re mai nl y 
A s ma ll numb e r of men , l ess th a n ~5 pe rc ent , we r e 
included . Thi s was interpreted as a r e fl ect ion of the pre -
ponderanc e of fe ma le elementary sch oo l teac her s rather tha n 
a n y par ti c ul ar bias in th e group surveyed . Mo st of the 
respo ndent s coul d b e accurat e ly described as e xper i enced 
teachers , since l ess th an 15 pe r ce n t of t h e total had taught 
for five or f ewe r y ears . Thus, a group of veteran female 
t eac h ers was the target of th e computer l iteracy c ur riculum. 
Rega rding th e numb er of college math e ma ti cs 
co ur ses t a k e n, ne a rly thr ee - q u a rter s o f the respondents 
reported h avi n g taken fo ur or fewer. Th e average number of 
ma t h e matics courses reported was about three . It was inte-
res ting t h at a lmo s t 15 percent of th e respondents did not 
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a n s we r thi s quest ion . Mor e r espondent s l eft thi s item unan-
swe r e d than a ny other it e m. Because the respondent s were 
ge n e rall y coope rative i n answer ing , it wou ld not seem unrea -
son able to interpret th ese no n-an swe r s as eith e r indicating 
n o ma th courses tak en or n o c lear memo ry of college math 
co u rses tak en . Thus, a l ack of r esponse to thi s it e m coul d 
have reflect e d the r espondent 's perce ptio n of h aving lit tle 
o r n o math e mati c s backgro und . Und er th e circ umstances , 
the s e case s co uld have been receded as h a ving h a d no mathe-
ma tics clas ses . If thi s were done, the mea n number o f 
math e mati cs c l asse s would have dropped to sl ightly b el ow 
three (mean = 2 . 87 ) and then nearly 80 percent o f t he 
r espondents would ha ve reported thr ee or fe wer co ll ege math-
e mati cs cour ses take n . Si nc e th e Mult i ple S ub ject Cred en -
tial , under which mo s t e l e mentary sc h oo l teac h ers teac h , 
r equi red a minimum of t wo math e mati cs co ur ses , th e teac h e rs 
appe ared t o a v e rage abo u t o n e cour se more than the b are 
minimum. F e w co uld be descr ib e d as h av ing a stron g back -
gro und in mat h e matics . 
Most o f th e t eac h ers had littl e e xperi e n ce wit h 
computer u se in e du cation. More than 80 pe rc e nt reported 
n e ver a tt e nding a n y workshop s or courses o n th e e du ca t ional 
u ses of compu te r s . Th e majority of teac h e r s said they had 
n e v e r u sed a comput er , a nd o nly 7 . 5 perce nt had u sed a com-
p u ter in t h e ir own cl ass ro o m. However , nea rl y one t h ird of 
the teac h e r s r epo rted having used a comp ut e r in some 
s ituatio n o u ts id e t h e i r c l assroom . Thu s , while t h e teacners 
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did not have much exposure to computers in educational sit -
uations , nearly 40 percent had used a computer in some con-
text. The group could accurately be characterized as mostly 
inexperienced, particularly with regard t o educational uses 
of computer s . However , a l arge part of the te achers ha d 
con tact with a computer at some tim e . 
In spite of this relative inexperience , the teachers 
overwhe lmingly agreed (90.6%) that as teachers they had a 
re sponsibility to prepare students t o live in a computer 
orien ted society . However , teachers were les s certain that 
computers actually were becoming increasingly effective at 
teaching students, although the majority (7~.1%) did agree 
with that statement . Thes e findings may indicat e some 
ambiva lence on the par t of teachers: while th ey agreed 
schoo ls should prepare students to deal with computers in 
their lives, teache rs themselves mi ght not be quite as 
anxious to deal with computers in their own professional 
lives. This might also reflect the belief that while com -
puters were becoming widespread and very useful in many 
ways, education was an ~n area in whi c h their usefulness 
was more limited. It was important to n ote that , in gene -
ral , teachers expressed agreement with the concepts of 
teacher responsibility for student computer lit eracy and of 
the usefuln ess of computers in education. 
Teachers' commitment to learning about computers was 
measured in terms of three elements, cost, scheduling and 
time. Th e majority of t eachers indic ated they would attend 
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training only if it were free , and only if they were 
released during school time to a ttend. The t ime element did 
give as straightforward a pattern , although about 40 pe r cent 
of the teachers indicated the y would attend training only 
under one of the time conditi ons . Of these time conditions , 
55 percent of the teachers sta t ed they would attend a one 
day session , 41 percent a one week session , and 23 percent 
a semester long course . In genera l, the data ind icated that 
the teachers wou l d be more likely to attend training if it 
was incorporated into their regular schedule and if t h ey did 
n ot have to pay for it themse lve s . It appeared that 
teachers were unlikely to seek out training on their own 
initiative. This findi n g , taken t ogether with teacher s ' 
agreement that they wer e responsible for preparing students 
for a computer oriented society, illustrated an interesting 
situation. In essence , teachers seemed to be waiting for 
th e necessary training to co me to th e m, rather than actively 
seeking it . Perhaps teachers did not feel pers o nally 
responsible for stayi ng ab r east of new technology , or p er -
h aps they felt the fie ld of computers was too complex for 
them to be able t o determine in wh at method to begin 
l ear ning. 
The computer lit eracy topics tha t were perceived to 
be of most importance were those related to operating a com-
puter and preparing programs . This cou ld be interpreted to 
suggest that teachers ' main concern was gaining s ome famil-
iarity with and c o ntrol over computers. Since the majority 
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of teachers were not very experienced with co~puters, they 
might be particular l y interested in direct , immedi a te use 
of the computer. In general , it seemed that teachers ' first 
concern was that they be able to operate a computer and c on -
trol in some way its workings . This then would seem a log-
ical focus for beginning the computer literacy curriculum. 
After gaining some initial skills , teachers might rank the 
remaining computer l iteracy topics differently . Sinc e th e 
perception of importance of topics was based o n widespread 
ignorance of computers, any ranking of topics must be viewed 
as tentative and flexible. However sin c e teachers saw a s 
more important those topics rel a ted to using and programming 
computers , it was appropriate to begin with these and a ll ow 
ample opportunity to change the focus of the curriculum as 
the teachers became more knowledgeable. 
Attitude toward computers was related to two s pe -
cific f a ctors, number of col lege math courses taken and 
years of teaching expe rience . Both correlations were low 
but significant. Number of mathematics courses wa s corre-
lated positively with attitude. That is , the more mathe -
matics classe s taken , the more positive was the attitude 
toward computers . Since succ e ss in using c o mputer s was 
often per c eived to be related to mathematical competence, 
teachers with more background in mathemati c s might believe 
themselves better p r epared to learn about computers than 
those who took fewer mathematics classe s . In contrast, the 
corre l ation between attitude toward comp uters and number of 
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years of teaching was negative. Thus, th e more years of 
teaching e xperienc e , the less positive was the attitude 
toward computers . More experienced teach e rs might be more 
likely to have adopt e d a preferred style of teaching, 
develop e d over the years , which they we re reluctant to 
modify with a n ew technology . Less experienced teachers 
might forsee for themselves many years of te ac hing in which 
computers would be avail a bl e , and s o view e d it as n ecessa ry 
to l e arn to use them. Whatever the caus e , teachers wit h 
f e wer ye ars o f teaching experience were likely t o h ave so me-
what mo re positive attitudes toward computers . 
Mul tipl e regr e ssion r eveale d that the single var -
iable most highly correlated with attitude was f ac tor Two , 
whi c h included the computer literacy topi c s r e la ted to ope -
rating and programming a computer . Th e o th e r two sets of 
f ac t o rs were not significant predictor s of attitude. The se 
were , in order of exp l anato r y value, c ommitment, previous 
computer use, number of years of teaching, and number of 
co ll ege mathematic s cour ses . Th e corre l a tion was pos itive 
f o r al l the variab l es except number of years of t eac hing . 
Th e finding s ugge sted that p eople with mos t positive atti -
tud e t oward computers were those who beli eve d it was mos t 
impor tant to learn to use and progr a m a computer , thos e wh o 
were most committed to lea rning about comput e r s , those wh o 
h a d some p revious computer use r tho se wh o had tak e n mor e 
college mat h emat ic s courses , and those wh o h ad t a ught fewer 
y ea r s . 
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As with attitude, the multi p le regression revealed 
that th e single variable that was the best predictor of 
commitment to learning about computers was Factor Two. 
Thos e teachers most commi tted to l earning b el i eved it was 
important to learn to u se a nd program a computer. The other 
variable s that were significant predicto r s of commitment 
we r e attitude , Factor Three , Factor One and number of years 
of te ac hing . Te ac hers who were committ ed to l earning were 
mor e likely to ident ify as importan t a ll thr ee groups of 
comput e r literacy topi cs , t o h ave a positive attitude toward 
computers , and to have taught fewer years . 
Discussion 
The following sect ion of th is c h apter reviews some 
of the ma te rial pre sente d in Chapter 2 , Rev iew of the Lite -
ra t ure . Topics from Chapter 2 are examined in light of the 
data analys i s. 
It was suggested that computer lite rac y could b e 
viewed as a hierarch y of ski ll s . In genera l, writing com-
puter p rog r am s was not id e ntified as a beginning l eve l 
s k i ll . Some authors suggested an a waren ess of the i mpact 
of computers or an understanding of comp uter systems wa s an 
app ropriate starting point for the novic e. However , the 
teachers in this study i den tifi ed ope rati ng a computer and 
writing programs as the most important in the range of com-
puter literacy t op ic s . The r ef ore , method s of s tructuring 
computer l iteracy in struct ion which were sugg ested in the 
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literature were not appropriate for this group of teachers. 
These teachers indica t ed that they felt it was important to 
begin using and controlling the computer immediately . 
It was interesting to note that the topics teachers 
believed most important for them to l earn were not directly 
related to students . In the literature it was suggested 
that teache rs should become computer li terate so they could 
help students cope with a world pe rmeat e d with computers. 
However, teachers tended to rank ~igher tho se topic s that 
related to teacher control over the computer rath e r than 
topics that expl o red the impact of computers on their stu -
dents ' lives. This certain l y did not indicate that 
teachers considered the latter to be unimportant, but rather 
that s u ch topi c s were not viewed as im portant as those that 
focused on the teacher controlling the co mputer. In 
essence, the viewpoint often presented in the lit era tu re was 
of teacher computer literacy serving as a v~hic l e for stu-
dent co mpu ter literacy. In contras t, the teachers in this 
study t e nded to see teacher computer literacy , at least at 
this stage in their computer knowledge, a s an end in itself . 
Tw o categories o f factor s were cited in Chapter 2 
as impeding teacher computer literacy. These facto rs were 
attitudes t oward computers ~nd lack of opportunity for 
training. It was suggested that many teachers had negative 
attitudes toward computers or questioned the rel eva nce o f 
comput ers in the curriculum. Based on the res p onses in 
this study, neith e r of these appeared true for thi s group of 
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teach e rs. In fa ct , the majority of teachers demonstrated 
positive attitudes toward computers an d ag r eed that t eac h ers 
were res po nsible for preparing stud e nts to live in a com -
puter oriented soc iety . In spite of thi s apparen t positive 
attitude, however, few teachers h a d received any training 
in comput er us e in education . While th is might indeed be 
rel ated to a general la c k o f learnin g opportunities , it 
might a l so be r elat ed t o th e degree of commitment o n t h e 
part of th e teachers to obtain training . The major i ty of 
tea c h e r s ind icated they would on l y at tend tr a in ing that was 
free of cost and fo r which they wer e relea se d from their 
r egular t eaching dut i es to a ttend. This suggested teachers 
might continue to have li ttle knowl e dge of compu ters because 
thi s pa rt icular learning oppo r t uni ty was not available . 
Th ey appe ar e d wi llin g to learn about comp uter s if th ey d i d 
not hav e t o i nves t th e ir own time a n d money . Thus, the 
maj o r re aso n s ci t e d f o r l ack of comp uter knowledge i n the 
literat ur e we re n ot clearly evident in thi s study . 
How ever , it was a l so s uggested that kn owledge of 
computers was ide n t i f ied as re l ated to kn o wl edge of mathe -
mati cs . Thu s , those wi t h lit tle training in mathematics 
mi ght be expected to fee l less enthusiastic about co mpu -
t e rs . For thi s s tudy, thi s appea r ed to b e true. ~lthough 
th e co r re la tio n between a ttitude and n umber of c olle ge 
math e mati cs co ur ses t aken was l ow , it wa s s ignificant. This 
sug ges t e d the wisdom of takin g a n on mathema t ica l ap9roach 
to teaching abou t prog r amming . Thi s coul d be done by 
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devising verbal rather than mathematical examples of pro -
gramming commands and providing sample programs in a wide 
variety of content areas. Fo r this group of teachers, a 
computer lit eracy curriculum should take the form of an 
inservice held during regular work hours, beginning immedi-
ately with learning to use a computer and to write programs 
while avoiding a strong mathematical approach. 
In examining the theory of innovation adoption, it 
was noted that the factors impeding innovation could be sum-
marized as reflecting one of these negative conditions: 
1. No problem has been identified or acknowledged. 
The innovation is rejected because it is not 
perceived as needed. 
2. A problem h as been acknowledged, and solutions 
sought . However, the innovation i s not per-
ceived to be the best so lu tion . 
3 . There is l ittle or no knowledge of the innova -
tion, so uses of it are not sought . 
4. Some ind i viduals have knowl e dge of the innova-
tion , perceive uses of it, but have not con-
vinced others to adopt the innovation. 
5 . The expectations o f society of what the edu ca-
tional system s hould produce have not c hang e d to 
require the innovation . There is no n eed for the 
innovation, so educat i onal resource s have not 
been allocated to imp l ement it. 
It was not the purpose of this study to directly investigate 
these conditions . However, some information arising from 
the data was informat ive . The study suggested that teach ers 
had littl e knowledge of computers. Th erefore , it w~s not 
likely that teachers would serve to inform others of the 
uses of computers in education and convince them to u se 
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computers . Nor would t eache rs be likely to know particular 
applications of computers in ed u cation and seek to hav e 
those adopted . Thus the view that innovations mi ght be 
adopted in sc h oo l s as a resu l t of new ideas brought in by 
perso nn el did not appear to hold for this grou p of teac hers. 
The majority did not know much about computers , so the third 
condition which was ide ntified as irn~edin g adontion of 
innovation did exist in this case . 
Finally, the phi l osop h y of John Dewey a n d how it 
served as a guide to the computer literacy curriculum was 
add ressed in the review of the li terature . One of the 
implications of Dewey ' s p hilosophy wa s that teachers must 
be involved in se l ecting aims of the curr i cu l um. As men -
tioned a bov e , the teachers i de ntified learn i ng to us e a 
computer a n d write programs as the primary a i m of th e c ur-
riculum. Thi s aim coincided wi th Dew ey's belief that learn -
ing take s p l ace through activ ity and experienc e . Th e 
teachers identified as mo st impo rt a nt an aim that demanded 
immediate mental a nd p h ys i ca l interactio n with a c omputer . 
Thus the basis of the curr iculum was in co n crete experien ces 
as Dewey believed was essential . It was interesting tha t 
the teachers themse l ves identified this as most i mp ortant . 
Conclusions 
Althou g h the main focus of this study wa s to design a 
computer literacy curriculum, a re l ated p urpo se was to 
illustrate the c urri c ulum design meth od used . This 
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curricu l um design method resulted in a computer literacy 
curriculum based on Dewey's philosophy and prepared for a 
specific identified group of students . In this section the 
method used in approaching the curriculum design is summa-
rized. Then a brief overview of the computer literacy 
curriculum is presented . The entire curriculum is contained 
in Appendix F . 
Method of curriculum design. The curriculum was 
developed through the following steps . 
l . Identification of need for a curriculum for com-
puter literacy for elementary school teachers. 
2 . Examination through the literature of a broad 
range of computer literacy topics and goals. 
3 . Investigation through the literature of factors 
likely to be related to acquisition of computer 
knowledge. 
4 . Identification and development of a theoretical 
perspective on innovation to provide interpre-
tation of the identified state of computer lite-
racy . 
5 . Development of a philosophical perspective for 
curriculum design . 
6 . Collection of data from the group for whom the 
curriculum was intended , including attitudes, 
experience, interests, and intention to learn . 
7 . Analysis and interpretation of the results of 
the investigation to identify aims and to guide 
development of the curriculum content and 
methods . 
B . Preparation of a curriculum characterized by flex-
ible aims , learning through activity, and 
reflective thinking . 
Important components of this approach were an understanding 
of the existing state of the content area , development of a 
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theoretical and p hilosophical approach to the topic, and 
preparation of a curriculum that was congruent with the 
philosophical approach . 
Overview of c urri c ulum . The computer literacy cur -
riculum was developed specifically for the Commodore CBM 
8032 microcomputer, 8050 di sk drive , and datasette cassette 
drive . Educati o nal p r ogra ms utilized were from Sottswap , 
available from the San Mateo Count y Office of Education. 
The curr iculum could easily be implemented using other 
mi crocomputer s , although some modifications in the mat e rials 
would be ne cessary . Because the curriculum d epended largely 
on teachers usin g the mi c rocom p uters, sufficient mi c ro-
computers were needed to allow all teachers access. Th e 
aims of the curriculum with a brief explanat i o n are pre-
se nted below. 
1 . Learn to operate a simp le computer . 
Within this aim, th e teacher learned to operate 
the computer keyboard, to load programs from the 
cassette drive and the disk drive . Softswap 
programs were l o ad ed and the t eacher us e d the 
prog ram in the same way an elementary student 
would . After running programs, th e teacher com -
pleted a Prog ram Review of each. 
2 . Understand the steps of a simple program and 
explain what a s imple program does . 
To accomplish this aim, these BASIC command s were 
presented: print , l e t, input, for . .. next , i f •.. 
th en, read, data, and random numbers. Teach ers 
completed simple exercises which incl ude d enter-
ing p r og rams using these commands. Within this 
aim, no attempt was made to prepare the tea chers 
to write sophisticated programs. Rather, the 
teacher learned an d us ed enoug h BASIC so he 
could determine wh ethe r he would li ke more 
advanced programming to be inc luded in later 
steps of the curricul um. 
3 . Find errors in simpl e programs. 
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Teachers corrected error s in p rograms and then 
entered and ran p r ograms. Th e errors were mainly 
in the BASIC syntax rather than in program logic. 
4. Make modifications in simple progra ms. 
Simple educational programs were presented . 
Teachers made specific modifications in them . 
The modifications needed were s impl e and did not 
require l engthy program modifi catio n. 
5 . Write simple programs to so lve a single p roblem 
and to solve severa l similar problems . 
Th e main emphasis in this aim was the desirabil-
ity of writing progra ms that had maximum app l i -
cation . Thus, teachers were encour aged to write 
programs that solved mo re than one prob l em. For 
example , teachers began by writing a program 
th a t averaged one stud ent ' s grades and then built 
on . ~ h is program to create o ne that would a ll o w 
the teacher to average severa l stud e nt s ' grades . 
Although the mai n emphasis was on u sin9 th e computer and 
writing programs , a secondary emphasis was put on educa -
tional us es of comput ers . This was done by allowin g the 
teachers to ru n e ducational programs in the course of lear n-
ing to operate the computer a nd by presenting educational 
progra ms as exa mp l es of programs to be modified or created . 
Thus , the teachers gained more information and were pre~ared 
to make a better in formed decision about what additional 
co mputer literacy top i cs wo uld be us eful for th em . 
Reco mm endations 
As was pointed o ut ear lier in thi s chapter , care 
s hould be t ake n in generalizing th e r es ult s of thi s st udy. 
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The study was intended to serve as a model for designing 
curriculum for a specific identified group . In that se nse, 
this study could serve to guide other curriculum designers 
in the process of tailoring l ea rning aims and activities 
to a target group . However, because the area of teacher 
computer literacy is relatively new and uninvestiqated, this 
study brought to light some interesting information that 
could guide future research. 
One area for future research could be guided by th e 
elementary teachers' apparent willingness to accept respon-
sibility for the computer literacy of their students. This 
suggested elementary teachers were willing to redefine 
th e ir teaching duties, since computer topics had not gene -
rally been a part of the elementary curriculum . A number 
of questions can be asked. Among these are : 
1. What specific computer related s kills do teachers 
believe their stude nt s need to learn ? 
2. I s th i s willingness to redefine teaching res?on -
sibilities limit ed to the topic of comp ute rs? 
Ar e teachers lik e ly to agree they h ave s imil ar 
responsibilities to teach other r e l at ive ly n e w 
topics? 
3 . Have teac her s considered how u se of conput ers 
cou ld chan9e their teaching role? Is the will-
ingness to include computers in the curr i c ulum 
related to some anticipated desirab le role 
change? 
4. What theoretical perspectives can be developed 
to explain this appa rent will ingn ess to cha n 3e ? 
5. Are e lementary school teachers mor e likely to 
accept th e responsibility for the computer l it -
eracy of th e ir students than are middl e sc hool 
teachers and high school teacher s? 
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6. Do teachers actually believe th ey will ev e r have 
t o prov ide comp uter lit eracy tra inin g for t he ir 
students? Or do they fee l they can exp r ess 
agreement without actua ll y committing t h e mse lv es 
to change since c~mput er literacy p r ograms are 
unlikely to be implemented? 
Besides this a r ea of i nve stiga ti o n, further r esea rch 
could be undertak e n which i s related to implementation of 
th e teach e r computer literacy curr icu l um. Th ese q uestions 
could b e add ress e d: 
l. Are t eacher s who express comnitm e n t a nd a pos i-
tiv e at titud e toward l ea rnin g a bout computers 
mor e lik e l y to part ici pa t e in inservice train -
ing? 
2 . How do teachers' perceptions of the relative 
impo rtan ce of various computer l it e r acy topics 
c han ge as they l ea rn about compute rs ? 
3 . Is th e re any di ffe renc e in th e res ul ts of this 
curr i c ulum and a c urri c ulum developed and organ -
iz e d in some o th er mann e r? Ca n any di ff erences 
in achiev e me nt, attitude, o r co mmitme nt to fur -
ther l earning be a ttribut e d to the type of com-
puter l iteracy c urriculum ? 
Further attempts to app l y th e th eories o f inn ovat ion 
and c h ange could be very useful in exp l ain ing a nd under -
standi ng the present state of comp uters in educat ion . As 
wa s po int ed o u t, the anti ci pa t e d computer revolution in e du -
c at ion did not come . Although factors that impe de comp ut e r 
u se were poi nt e d out by a numb e r o f ed u cat i o n a l writ e rs , 
very littl e attempt was mad e to put these factors into the 
l og i ca l framework of a theoretica l perspective . Thu s , organ -
i zing the p resent informa ti on in terms of h o w close l y it fit s 
a particular t heory of innovation cou ld p rovide ins i g hts and 
suggestion s for futur e d ire c ti o n. 
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The major purpose of this study , to create a compu -
ter l iteracy curric u lum for e l ementary schoo l teachers , was 
accomplished . At the same time, a number of related t opics 
for future study arose. The area of computer literacy for 
teachers is a relatively new one , and mu c h additional study 
is needed . 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS* 
Algor ithm 
An orde rly step -by- step procedure , li ke a reci pe , 
that consists of a list of instructio n s for accomplishing a 
desired result, or for solving a prob lem . Usually 
expressed in mathematical terms . In c ompute r prog r amm i ng , 
an algorithm i s expressed as a f l owcha r t . 
Computer 
A devise that receives a nd t h e n follows ins t ructions 
t o manipulate information . Th e set of ins tr uctions and the 
information on which the instructions opera te are usually 
varied from one moment to another . If the in structions can-
not be changed, t he device is no t a compute r . The d i f -
ference between a computer and a programmable calcu l ator 
is that the compu t er can manipulate text and numbers; the 
calculator can manipulate only numb ers . 
CPU 
Ce ntral Processi ng Unit. Th e heart o f the comput e r, 
controlling what the comp u ter does . It inc lu des three main 
sectio n s : a ri thmetic , control , and logic e l e ments . It per -
forms computations and d irects fu nctions of the system. 
Data 
Th e information given to or received from a comp u-
ter . 
Ha r d ware 
Mechanical , magnetic , e l ectrical , and electronic 
devices which make u p a computer . The physica l equipment 
that goes into a comp ut er system, consisti n g of the cent r a l 
processing uni t p l us all periph era l s . 
Input 
Informatio n go ing into th e comp ut er or into a pe r i -
phera l. The same data may be o u tput from o ne part o f t~e 
computer an d input to some other part of the comput er . 
Wh en using this word, spec i fy what the data ar e in p u t to or 
output fro m. 
*Ch ar l es H . Dougla s and John 
Selec t ed Glossary of Terms Useful in 
put e rs, " Educationa l Te ch n ology , XIX 
pp . 56 - 66 . 
l 33 
S. Edwards, " A 
Dealing with Com-
(October , ~979) , 
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Microcomputer 
A hardware configuration usually acquired in one of 
three ways: (1) by constructing several c omponents from 
individual electronic parts (as in building a stereo system 
from a kit); (2) by connecting several already - constructed 
components (as in purchasing a separate amplifier, speaker , 
and turntable); or (3) by purchasing a unit with built-in 
components (as in buying a complete stereo system in one 
package , plugging it in, and using immediately). The end -
product of the microcomputer is information . It records 
this information, processes it , puts it into meaningful 
terms, communicates it, stores it , and retrieves it when 
needed. It usually includes the microprocessing unit, a 
keyboard for entering data , a cassette tape recorder or a 
disk for storing programs, and a TV - like screen for dis-
playing results . 
Microprocessor 
An integrated circuit that can exec ut e instructions . 
It is one component of a microcomputer. It is the brains of 
the centra l processing unit (CPU) . 
Output 
Information emanating from a di s~ lay unit suc h as a 
cathode ray tube or printer . 
Peripheral Device 
A device, such as a printer, mass storage unit, or 
keyboard, whi c h is an accessory to a microprocessor and 
which transfers information to and from the microprocessor . 
Programming Language 
A format by which a programmer can communicate 
more efficiently with a computer where predetermined com -
mands will yield requested actions. BASIC is one of the 
most popular languages . 
Programs 
Series of instruct i ons to a computer which cause 
the computer to solve a problem or perform a task. 
Software 
Refers to programs and accompanying documentation. 
Software is stored on tape cassettes or disks when not 
being used by the computer. The computer reads the software 
into its memory in order to use the progra ms. 
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COMPUTER LITERACY OBJECTIVES* 
MINNESOTA EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING CONSORTIUM 
Cognitive 
Ha rdwar e 
H .l.l 
H .l. 2 
H . l. 3 
H .l. 4 
H . l. 5 
H . 2. l 
H . 2 . 2 
Identify the five major components of a computer : 
input equipment, ~emory unit, co ntrol unit, ari th-
metic unit , output equipment. 
Identify the basic operations of a computer system: 
input of data or information, processing of data or 
infor~ation , output of data or information. 
Distinguish between hardware and so ftwar e . 
Identify how a person can access a computer: for 
example, 
l. via a keyboard terminal 
a. at site of computer 
b. at any distance via telephone lines 
2 . via punched or marked cards 
3 . via other magnetic media (tape , disk ette) 
Recognize the rapid growth of computer h ardware 
s ince the 1 940 ' s. 
Determine that the basi c components function as an 
interconnected system under the control of a stored 
program developed by a person. 
Compare computer processing and s t o rage capabili-
tites to the human brain, listing some general simi -
lariti es and differences . 
Programming and Algorithms 
No te: The stude n t should be able to accomplish ob jecti ves 
1 . 2- 2 . 5 when the algorithm is expressed as a set of English 
language instructions and is in the form of a computer pro -
gram . 
*David C . Johnson and - others, 
What Is It?" Mathematics Teacher, 73 
pp . 93 -96. 
136 
rco~puter Litera cy--
(F ebruary , 1980), 
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P.l Recognize the definiti o n of " a l gorithm" 
p . 1. 2 
p . 1. 3 
p . 2. 1 
p . 2. 2 
p . 2 • 3 
p . 2 . 4 
p. 2 • 5 
Follow and give the correct output of for a simple 
a lgorithm. 
Given a simple algorithm, explain what it accom-
p lishes (i . e ., interpret and generalize) . 
Mo dify a simple algorithm to accomplish a new , bu t 
r e lated , task . 
Detect logic er ror s in an algorithm. 
Correct e rrors in an imprope rly functioning algo -
rithm. 
Develop an algorithm for solving a spe cifi c problem. 
Develop an algor i thm that can b e u se d t o solve a se t 
of similar prob l ems. 
Software and Data Processing 
s . 1.1 
s . 1. 2 
S . l . 3 
s . 1. 4 
s .1. 5 
s . 1. 6 
s . 1. 7 
s . 1. 8 
s . 1. 9 
s . 1. 10 
Id e ntify the fact that we communicate wi th c o mputers 
through a binary code . 
Ide nti fy the n eed for data to b e organi zed i f it is 
to be us eful. 
Id e n t i fy the fact t hat informat ion is data th at h as 
been g iven mea ning . 
Identify the fact that data is a co d ed mechanism fo r 
communication. 
Id e ntify the fac t that dat a is the tr a n s mi ss i on of 
informatio n via c od e d me ssage s . 
Identify th e fac t th a t dat a proc ess ing invo l ves the 
tr a nsformation of data by mea ns of a set of pre -
d e fin e d r ul es . 
Recogniz e that a computer needs instructions to 
operate . 
Recogniz e that a computer gets ins tructions from a 
progr am written in a programming language . 
Recognize that a compute r i s capable of stor in g a 
program and data . 
Recogn iz e th a t comput e rs process da t a b y sear ching , 
sort ing, deleting, updating, summar i zing , moving , 
s. 2. l 
s . 2 . 2 
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an d so on . 
Select an appropriate a ttribut e for ordering of data 
for a part icul ar task. 
Design an e l ementary data s tructur e of a given 
application (that is , provide order for the data) 
Applications 
A. l .l 
A.l. 2 
A.l . 3 
A . 1. 4 
A . l. 5 
A . l. 6 
Recognize specific u ses of computers in some of the 
following fields : 
a. medicine 
b. law enforcement 
c . education 
d . e ngin eering 
e. business 
f. transportation 
g . milit ary defense systems 
h . weather predict ion 
i . recrea tion 
j . government 
k . the library 
l . creative arts 
Iden ti f y the fact that there are ma ny programming 
languages suitable for a particular application for 
business or science . 
Recognize that the following activities are among 
the major types of application s of t h e computer : 
a . information sto r age and r e tri eva l 
b. simulati o n a nd modeling 
c . process contro l--decision making 
d . computation 
e . data processing 
Recognize that comput ers are ge n era l ly good at 
information-processing tasks that benefit from the 
following : 
a . speed 
b . accuracy 
c . repetition 
Recognize that some limiting considerations for 
u sing comput ers are as follows: 
a . cost 
b . software avai l abi lity 
c . s t orage capaci ty 
Recog nize the basic features of a computerized 
information system . 
A. 2.1 
A.2.2 
A.2.3 
A. 2. 4 
Impact 
I.l.l 
I .1. 2 
I. l. 3 
I .1. 4 
I.l. 5 
I .1. 6 
I.l. 7 
I.l. 8 
I .1. 9 
I .1. 10 
Determine how computers can assist the consumer. 
Determine how computers can assist in a decision-
making process. 
Assess the feasibility of potential applications . 
Develop a new application. 
Distinquish among the following careers: 
a. keypuncher/keyoperator 
b. computer operator 
c. computer programmer 
d. systems analyst 
e. computer scientist 
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Recognize that computers are used to commit a wide 
variety of serious crimes, especially stealing money 
and stealing information. 
Recognize that identification codes (numbers) and 
passwords are a primary means for restricting the 
use of computer systems, computer programs , and 
data files. 
Recognize that procedures for detecting computer-
ba sed crimes are not well d eveloped. 
I dentify some advantages or disadvantages of a data 
ba se containing personal info r mation on a lar ge num-
ber of people (e.g., the list might include value 
for research and potential for privacy invasion) . 
Recognize several regulatory procedur es i for example 
priv il ege to review one's own file and restrictions 
on the use of universal personal id en tifi ers that 
help to insure the integrity of personal data fil es . 
Recognize tha t mo st "privacy problems " are charac -
teristic of large information files whether or not 
they are computerized. 
Recogniz e that computerization both increase s and 
decrea ses e mployment. 
Recognize that computerization both personalizes 
and impersonaliz es procedures in fields such as 
education. 
Recognize that computerization can l ead to both 
greater independence and dependence o n one's tools. 
I.l.ll 
I. J .• 12 
I. 2 .l 
I. 2. 2 
I. 2 . 3 
I. 2. 4 
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Recognize that, whereas computers do not have th e 
mental capacity that humans do , through techniques 
such as artificial intelligence, computers have 
been able to modify their own inst ruction set and 
do many of the information - processing tasks that 
humans do. 
Recognize that alleged " computer mistakes" are 
usually mistakes made by people. 
Plan a strategy for tra cing and corre c ting a com -
puter-rela te d error , such as a billing error. 
Explain how computers make public surveillance more 
feasible . 
Recognize that even though a person does not go 
near a computer, he or she is affected indir e ctly 
because the society is d ifferen t in many se c tor s as 
a consequence of computer ization. 
Explain how computers can be used to effect the 
distrubution and use of economic and pol iti cal 
power. 
Affective 
Attitude, Values and Motivation 
V. l Does not feel fear , anxiety , or intim i dation from 
computer experiences . 
V. 2 Feels confident about his or her ability to use and 
control computers. 
V . 3 Values efficient information processing p rovided 
that it does not neglect ac c uracy, t h e p rot ection 
of individual rights, and social needs. 
V.4 Va l ues computerizatio n of routine tasks so l ong as 
it frees people to engage in other activiti es and 
is not done as an end in itself . 
V.S Values increased communication and availab i lity of 
information made possible through computer us e pro -
vided that it does not vio l ate personal rights t o 
privacy and accuracy of persona l data. 
V . 6 Values economic b e nefit s of c omputerization f o r a 
society . 
V.7 Enj oys and desires work o r play with computers, 
141 
especially computer - as s isted learning . 
V . 8 Describes past experiences with computers with posi -
tive - affect words, like fun , exciting , challenging, 
and so on. 
V . 9 Given an opportunity , spends some free time us i ng a 
computer . 
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RELIABILITY TA BLE 
Scale # of items # of cases alpha 
Attitude 8 149 0 . 75737 
Commitment 3 149 0 . 65094 
F actor One 8 149 0 . 84416 
Fa c tor Two 8 14 9 0 . 935 77 
Factor Thr ee 14 14 9 0.90849 
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Variable 
Topic 16 
Topic 9 
Topic 26 
Topic 10 
Topic 11 
Topic 4 
Topic 19 
Topic 7 
Topic 22 
Topic 30 
Topic 18 
Topic 20 
Topic 25 
Topic 23 
Topic 14 
Topic 15 
Topic 27 
Topic 5 
Topic 6 
Topic 12 
Top ic 3 
Topic 2 
Topic 13 
Topic 24 
Ropic 17 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
COMPUTER LITERACY TOPICS PREDICTING 
COMMITMENT TO LEARNING ABOUT 
COMPUTERS 
Simple R 
0.49347 
0 . 47205 
0 . 42735 
0 . 15564 
0.44613 
0.15540 
0.21337 
- 0.08880 
0.25406 
0.22742 
0 . 36230 
0 .15917 
0.33855 
0.29894 
0.42718 
0.45124 
0 . 34646 
0 .17395 
0 .11465 
0. 37194 
0 . 04192 
0 . 08587 
0.46182 
0.31486 
0 .17796 
Beta 
0. 27710 
0 . 15639 
0 . 38747 
- 0 . 29894 
0 . 30968 
- 0 .15227 
0 . 21057 
- 0.13857 
- 0.17750 
0.13440 
-0.07132 
-0.12126 
0 .13610 
-0 . 08149 
-0.20883 
0 . 1331 5 
-0. 08008 
0.03397 
- 0 . 05800 
0.05325 
0.05071 
-0. 03391 
0.06414 
-0.03417 
0 . 03130 
Total Multiple R Square 
**Significant at .01 
*Significant at . 10 
F (df=25,123) 
1.688 
1. 922* 
8 . 288** 
8 . 527** 
4.762** 
1. 693 
3 .715** 
2.270** 
3 .115** 
2 . 229* 
0.437 
1. 216 
1.168 
0 . 582 
1.281 
0 . 370 
0 . 385 
0 . 081 
0 . 294 
0.147 
0.287 
0.182 
0 . 161 
0.090 
0 . 087 
0.44783 
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MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
COMPUTER LITERACY TOPICS PREDICTING 
ATTITUDE TOWARD COMPUTERS 
Variable Simple R Beta F (df=26 , 1 22 ) 
Top i c 9 0.48162 0.20164 2 . 870** 
Top ic 26 0 . 38643 0 . 08796 0 . 541 
Topic 16 0 . 45976 0 . 12817 0 . 338 
Topic 7 - 0 . 07288 
- 0.14056 1. 882* 
Top i c 6 0.30366 0.14494 1. 832* 
Topi c 10 0.20987 
-0 . 13136 1.430 
Topic 11 0 . 42818 0.12384 o. 719 
Topic 23 0 . 24975 
-0 . 1 9758 3.235** 
Topic 24 0.37034 0 . 18199 2.317** 
Top ic 2 0 . 21 366 0.10701 1. 309 
Topic 14 0 . 39741 -0 . 24887 1.654 
Topic 1 2 0.39385 0.12680 0.766 
Topic 19 0 . 10892 
-0 . 09995 0.694 
Topic 21 0 . 38239 0.17632 2.001* 
Topic 20 0.29182 
- 0.10418 0 . 7 35 
Topic 15 0.42813 0 . 20349 0.764 
Topi c 3 0 . 10767 -0.06502 0.451 
Topi c 5 0.24995 0.07191 0.400 
Topic 29 0.09652 -0 . 06426 0.397 
Topic 8 - 0.02729 -0 . 05174 0.238 
Topi c 17 0.14226 0 . 04816 0 . 16 1 
Topi c 1 0 .09673 -0.0340 2 0.099 
Topic 28 0 . 13001 0.04877 0 . 144 
Top i c 25 0 . 32683 - 0.03758 0.095 
Topic 1 3 0.44724 0.04908 0 . 088 
Topic 18 0.34924 0.01217 0 .010 
Total Multiple R Square 0 .40495 
**Significant at . 01 
*Significant a t .10 
AP PENDIX F 
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COMP UTER LITERACY CURRICU LUM FOR 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 
Thi s curriculum is des i gned to be implemen ted as an 
inservice p rogram for e l e mentary school teachers. Ea c h 
t eacher should have acc ess to the following : 
1. Commodore CBM 8032 micro comp uter 
2. Commodore 8050 disk driv e 
3. Commodo r e data se tte casset t e drive 
4. Softswap Dis semination Di sk #~, available from: 
Sa n Mate o Office of Educa tion 
33 Mai n Str ee t 
Redwood City , CA 94063 
5 . Softswap progr a ms on tape 
6 . Resourc e books: 
Dwyer , Thomas and Margo t Critchfi eld. A Bit of 
BAS I C . Re a din g , Mass .: Addison-Wesley , 
1980 . 
Osborne , Adam and Carroll S . Do n a hu e . PET/CMB 
P e rsonal Computer Gu id e. Berke l ey: 
Osborne/McGraw-Hill , 1980 . 
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LESSON ONE 
OPERATING A COMPUTER 
Th e p urpose of this lesson is to familiarize you 
wi th t h e compu ter system you wi ll be usin g . You wil l n e ed 
the se mat eria l s : 
1. Commo dore CB M 8032 mi crocomputer 
2 . Commo dore 8050 d i sk dr i v e 
3 • Commodore d a t asette cassette drive 
4. Softswap Dissemination Disk #1 
5 . Soft s wap casse tt e 
6 . Re so urce book: 
Osborne , Adam and Carroll S . Do na h u e . PET/ CBM 
Personal Comput~r Guid e . Berk e ley: 
Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 1980 . 
A. Turni ng the comp ut er on . 
Th e switches and connectors are on th e back of the computer . 
Th e power s wit c h is on t h e l eft side as you fact th e com-
p ut e r . Turn the comp u te r o n . 
( 
When the c o mp u ter is turned one , yo u will see this on the 
scree n : 
***commodore basic 4 . 0 *** 
3174 bytes free 
ready 
152 
153 
Bel o w the wo rd " ready" is a f lashin g rectangle , ca lle d the 
cursor . Th e scree n me ssage indicat es th e computer i s ready 
for operat ion. 
B . Us ing the Keyboard 
Now type your name . The ke yboa rd opera t es i n the same ge n -
eral way as a typewriter . When you press a k ey , the letter 
on the key is di sp layed o n the sc r een . You ma y type capi t al 
letter s by holding down the SHIF T key whil e you press the 
letter key . 
Cursor Keys 
Noti ce that th e c urs o r mov es as you t ype , s t ay i ng just to 
th e right of the last l et t er you typed . The cursor may 
al so be mov ed without typin g letters . Thi s is done with 
either of th ese t wo keys: 
Press the CRSR (left/right) key severa l times . Notice what 
happ e ns. Type a word. Noti ce wh ere it is d i sp l ayed . Now 
h o l d down th e SHI FT key and p r ess th e CRSR (left / right) 
key aga in. What h appens now? Experiment in th e same way 
with the CRSR (up/down) key. Wh e n you fee l you understand 
the function of the CRSR key s , go to th e n e xt s e c t ion . 
Cl ear/Home Key 
Now press t he k ey mark ed CLR/HOME . Wh e r e does the cursor 
go? Thi s pos it io n o n the screen , the u pper l e ft corne r , i s 
called HOME . You ca n move the c ur sor from any p lace on the 
screen to HOME by p r essi ng the CLR/HOME key . Now hold down 
the SHIFT key and p r ess CLR / HOME. What happens? You can 
see tha t CLR is an abbrev i at i on for CLEAR, s o when you 
press SHIFT a nd this key you ca n clear the scr e en of all but 
th e c ur sor . Take some time now to type things on th e 
scree n , move the c ur sor around , type some more , and th e n 
c l ear th e screen. 
In sert/De l ete Key 
Type this phra se : The s ky is b l ue . 
Fi nd the INST/DEL key a n d press i t . What happens? P re s s 
it aga in a nd see whe r e t h e cursor goes . Co n tinue to press 
th e key until the entire word "b lue " is gone . Can you 
te ll n ow what the fu n ction of tbe DEL k ey is? 
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Now type t he wo r d " gray " where " blue was. Then use the CRSR 
(left/right) key to put the cursor on the l etter " g " in 
" gray ." Now hold do wn t h e SHIFT key and press the INST/DEL 
key four times . Wh at happens? You should now have four 
extra b l ank spaces between " is " and " gray ." Type the word 
" not " in the blank spaces and use the CRSR {left/right) to 
move the cursor to the end of the sentence. 
You may have realized by now that DEL is an abbreviation for 
" delete " a n d INS T i s an abbreviation for "insert ." These 
keys make it easy to add or s ubtract from words and sen -
tences without having to type the entire line over. 
Review 
You have now used a number of the different keys on the CBM 
keyboard . See if you can remember the f u nct i o n s of these 
keys . 
Key 
function without 
SHIFT 
fu n ction with 
SHIFT 
CRSR{ l eft/right) 
CRSR {up/down) 
CLR/HOME 
I NS T /DEL 
If you can ' t readily answer these , practice with the keys 
until you feel sure you know their functions . Then go on 
to the next pa ragraph . 
C. Using the Cassette Drive 
Notice that the cassette drive is plugged into th e computer 
o n the back right side . The cassette p layer doe s not have 
to be turned on separate ly . As long as t he computer i s 
turned on, the cassette drive is ready . Get the So~tswap 
cassette tape and do the following : 
1 . Open the cassette dr i ve by pressing the STOP/ 
EJECT button . 
2 • Put the cassette in , label side up . 
magnetic ta pe is facing you. 
Th e exposed 
3 . Press the REW button on the ca ss ett e dr ive to 
rewind the tape . 
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4 . Type LOAD on th e keyboard and press the RETURN 
key. The computer will respond with this 
message: 
press play on tape # 1 
5 . Pre ss the PLAY button on the cassette drive . 
Th e computer will res pond with thi s message: 
ok 
searching 
f ound p ro g ram name 
loading 
ready 
It may take several minutes for the computer t o 
find a nd load th e program . Be pati ent and watch 
the scree n to see if the computer di spla ys the 
me ssage abo ve. 
6 . Typ e RUN and pr ess RETURN on t h e k eyboar d. 
Th e p rogram will begin. Use t h e p rogram as if 
you we re a n e l e me nt a ry school student us ing thi s 
educa tion a l p r ogram. Answer a ll ques ti o n s it 
ask s you. Just to exp l or e th e pro gram, answer 
some questions incor r ec tly to see what type of 
r esponse you are given . Wh e n th e prog ram has 
f ini shed , fi ll out one o f th e Progra m Review 
forms include d with t his l esso n . 
7 . To load and run another program , first type NE~ 
and p res s the RETURN k e y . Thi s r e moves the 
previous p rogram from the comp uter ' s memory . 
Now go back to Step 4 in th ese instructions and 
p roc eed fro m ther e . DO NOT rewind t he tape or 
you will load in the f ir s t prog r am aga in. Com-
p lete another Program Review form when the pro -
gram i s fini s h ed . 
D. Using the Disk Drive 
Not i ce th at th e disk dr ive i s connected t o th e comp u te r o n 
the b ack in t h e midd le . The d i sk drive mu st be switched on . 
The sw i tch is o n t he back left side of the di sk d r ive . Make 
sure the comput er is turn ed o n an d n o di s k s are a l ready in 
t h e di s k drive . If any are , take them o ut . Tu rn on the 
disk d ri ve a nd get th e Softswap Di sk # 1. Then do t hts : 
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1. Ta ke the diskette out of its thin paper e nve-
l ope . Do not attempt to take the disk o ut of 
its black prot ec tive plastic jacket. Hold the 
disk by the l abel on th e p la s tic jacket , being 
ca r eful n o t to touch th e exposed par ts of the 
disk which are visib l e thr o ug h hol es in t h e 
j acke t . 
2. Gently slip the diskette l abe l side up into the 
s l ot in th e front of the disk drive which is 
l abe lled Drive 0. Wh en the dis kette i s p roperly 
inserted you wi ll hear a c lic k . If it does not 
s lide in easi ly, pul l it o ut and try aga in. 
3 . Pr es s down o n the door of the disk d ri ve t o 
c l ose it . 
4. On the comput e r keyboard , press the SHIF T and 
RUN/STOP key s s imultaneou s ly. Thi s causes the 
di s k drive to b e gin operation a nd l oad the pro-
gram from t h e diskette. 
5 . When the program is loaded, i t will di sp l ay a 
menu of programs. Select one as indi cated on 
the screen. Wh e n the computer displays the 
READY message , typ e RUN and p re ss RETURN. 
6 . Interact with t h e program. Wh e n it h as 
finished , comp l ete a Program Review fo rm. 
7 • Press the SHIFT a nd RUN/STOP k eys t o l oad the 
me nu a gain. Proceed t hrough Steps 5 and 6 . 
E . Turning Off th e Sys t e m 
To a void damagi ng the di s k et t es , it is important to remove 
th e m befor e turning off and o n th e equipm e nt. 
1. Re mov e a n y di s kett es a nd r e turn th e m to their 
e nvelopes. Al~ays p ut them away promptly. 
2 . Turn off th e disk dri ve. 
3 . Turn of f th e computer . 
Thi s compl etes th e fir s t l esso n . If y ou would like to know 
more about the comput er , refer to th e PET/CBM Pe r sonal 
Compute r Guide . 
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PROGRAM REVIEW FORM 
Name 
------------------------------------------
Program Name 
--------------------------------
Date 
------------------------------------------
On what s kill does this program focus? 
For what grade or grade leve l s is this program appropriate ? 
Would this program be especially useful for a pa rticular 
group of s t ude n ts? I f yes , please describe the st udent 
group and i ndicate why it would be useful. 
Are there students for who m you would not recommend this 
p rogram be us ed? If ye s , p l ease describe the type of stu-
dent and indicate why yo u would not rec o mm end it. 
How does the program respond when you give a correct 
answer? 
How does the progra m respond when you give an inc orrect 
answer? 
Is it poss i ble to d eliberately or inadv e rtantly int e rru 9 t 
the running of the program? How? 
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Wou ld this p r og ram be u sef ul as it is f o r your s tudents? If 
n ot , how co uld it be changed to mak e it more u sef ul ? 
What did yo u li ke about the progra m? 
What did you dislike abo u t t he p r ogram? 
Can you forsee a ny prob lems s tuden ts might hav e with t his 
prog ram? 
Do yo u think your students would e njoy using this ?rog r am? 
Would your stude nt s l earn f r o m thi s program? 
Addition a l comm e nt s . 
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LESSON TvlO 
PROGRAMMING: PRINT Cm-tMAND 
The purpose of this lesson is to introduc e you to 
the BASIC programming lan guage . You will practice u s ing the 
PRINT command . You will need these materials: 
l. Commodore CBM 8032 comput e r 
2 . Resource book: 
Dwyer , Thomas and Margot Critchfield . ~Bit~ 
BASIC . Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesl ey , 
1980. 
A. Turn on the Computer . 
B. Type this: 
My name is John. 
Press RETURN. 
What h appe n s? Does the comput er appear to understand what 
you entered? (Note: " enter " means to type some word s and 
then press RETURN . Pres s ing RETURN se nds your me s s age to 
the computer . 
SYNTAX ERROR indicate s that the computer was unabl e to 
understand the message it rece ived . The computer has a very 
limited vocabulary and only understands some words. 
C . Now type this: 
10 print "M y name is John." 
Press RETURN. 
What response did you receiv e from the computer? If you 
typed the line exactly as it is written above , th e comput er 
did not send you any message, and the c ur sor mov ed down to 
the next line . 
If the computer responded with a SYNTAX ERROR message or 
did anything besides just move the cu rs o r to th e n e xt l in e , 
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co mpare your line with the one above. You've made some 
typing error, so just type the line over and enter it again. 
Now type RUN and press RETURN. 
What happens? If the computer display looks like this you 
have successfully created a BASIC program: 
10 print "My name is John ." 
run 
My name is John. 
ready 
If your display does not look li ke this , go back to the 
beginning of Step C and start over . 
Compare the li ne you entered in Step B with the line you 
e n tered in thi s step . What are the differences? These 
differences are what makes one a program and one not. 
Notice the l ine in Step C h as these parts that the lin e in 
Step B did not: 
I t has a lin e number . 
It has a BAS I C command. 
vocabulary .) 
(It is line lO .) 
(Print i s in the comp ut er ' s 
D. Clear the sc r ee n by pressing SH I FT and CLR /H OME. 
Type RU N and press RETURN. 
What happens? 
program stayed 
Even though you cleared th e 
in the computer ' s memory. 
screen , your 
E . Type LIST and press BETURN. 
LIST is a way to see the program line s . 
ference between LIST and RUN? If you 
LIST your program several tim es until 
renee . 
RUN exec u tes the program. 
LIST displays the program lines . 
F. Type NEW and press RETURN. 
lv h a t i s t h e d i f -
are n ot sure , RUN and 
you see the diffe-
Now try to RUN and LI ST your program . What happens? NEW 
i s a command t h at ca u ses the computer to erase your program 
from it s memory . 
G. Enter this program . 
type one line at a time , 
(. "T o enter" t he program means to 
pressing return at the end of each 
line . ) 
10 print " this " 
20 print"is" 
30 print"fun ." 
Now RUN the program . Notice how it is displayed on the 
screen. Each word is printed on a separate line. 
H. Add a line to your program in this way . On the line 
where th e cursor is right n ow , ty pe and enter : 
25 print " a lot of " 
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LI ST the p rogram. Noti ce th e o rder of th e li nes . You can 
modify a program by adding n e w lines with new lin e numbers. 
Th e computer will put them in order according to th e l i ne 
numbers you us e . 
RUN the program. Pay close attention to the display. 
I. Now remove 
entering NEW . 
the program from the computer ' s memory by 
Then enter this program ; 
10 pr in t 5+6 
20 print 10-3 
30 print"5+6" 
4 0 p r i n t '' 1 0- 3 " 
Before you RUN th e program , see if you can guess what eac h 
line will do . Th en RUN th e program to see if you guessed 
correctly. 
Wh at does lin e 1 0 cause to be displayed? 
What does line 30 cause to be displayed? 
How are they diff ere nt ? 
You see that you ca n ca u se the compu t er to computer a nume -
rical express i on and print it by omitting q uo tation marks . 
Ho weve r, if th e numerical express i o n is enc lo sed in quo ta -
tion mar ks the comput er makes no attempt to computer the 
value . 
J . In th e programs you have written so far , each PRINT 
comm a nd causes a separate line of words or number s to be 
printed . The fol l o win g program is different . Erase th~ 
old program by e nte ring NEW. Enter this program. Be sure 
to include b lanks as show n inside the quotation marks . 
10 print " we " ; 
20 print " like "; 
30 print " to u se " ; 
40 print " compu ters . " 
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'RUN the program . 
What is th e function of th e semicolon? The semicolon 
causes the t ext within th e quo tation marks to b e pr inted on 
the same l ine with no spaces between them. 
Change the semicolons to commas. Mak e the change s by LIST-
ing the program , then u s ing the cursor control k eys , CRS R 
(left/right) and CRST (up/down) to mov e up into th e prog ram . 
Po s ition the cursor on th e semicolon in line ~0 , type a 
co mma, and press RETURN. Do the same for lin es 20 and 30. 
Th e n move th e cursor to the line b e l o w READY and LIST the 
p rogram. The program now ha s c omma s at th e ends of th e 
lines in s t ead o f semicolons. 
Now RUN the p r og ram. How is the display different with 
commas rather than with semico lon s? Th e comma causes the 
text to b e print e d in bl oc ks of ten spaces . 
K. These t erms are i mportant. Do yo u r e member what they 
me an? 
PRINT 
line numb er 
RUN 
LIST 
SYNTAX ERROR 
I f you are n o t ab l e to def ine th ese or are n ot s u re why t hey 
a re important , l ook back thr o ugh t hi s le s son . He r e is a 
r e view of the important points in thi s l esso n ; 
1. Program lines must have lin e numbe r s . 
e x ecu t es l i n es sequent i a lly. 
Th e c omputer 
2 . PRINT is a BASIC comm a nd t hat causes somethi ng to b e 
displayed on the sc re e n. 
If the information following the PRI NT comm a nd is 
e n c l osed in quotation marks , th e comput er di sp l ays 
i t exact ly as it was e nt ered . 
I f a num e ri ca l express ion with no quot a t ion marks 
follows th e PRINT comm a n d t h e compu t e r det e rmines 
the co rr ect answer a nd displays it. For examp l e : 
Thi s PRI NT statement ..• . . •.. •. ca us es thi s di sp l a y . 
10 pri nt " he ll o " 
20 pri nt " 4+ll " 
30 pri n t 5+13 
h e l lo 
4+1~ 
1 8 
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3 . Th e RUN command causes the computer to execute the 
program . 
4. The LI ST command causes the comput e r to display the 
lines of the program . 
5. SYNTAX ERROR indi ca te s the computer is un ab le to 
interpret a mes sage sent t o it . 
6 . the NEW command erases the current program. 
L . You are now ready to write some simp le p rogr a ms . 
fo llowing: 
Try the 
1. Writ e a p rogram that prints your name on o n e line , 
your ad dr e ss on th e n ex t line , and your t e l ephone 
numb e r on the third line. 
2. Write a program that p rint s an a ddition prob l e m on 
one line and it s answer on the seco n d lin e . Make 
the computer ca lcul a te the answer on th e seco nd 
lin e . 
3 , Explain what this program will do when ex ec ut ed . 
Ent e r a nd run the program to check your acc u rac y . 
1 0 pr int " A dozen is "; 
1 5 pr int 18-6 
2 0 pri nt " But a baker's d oze n " ; 
25 print " is " , 
30 print 2+3 - 4+ 2 0- 8 
SAMPLE ANSWERS FOR LESSON TWO 
l. 10 print " Charles Smith" 
20 print"2315 Pershing Ave . , Stockton" 
30 print " 466-2222 " 
2 . 10 print"The sum of 23 and 40 is" 
20 print 56-18 
3 . This program will print the following: 
A dozen is 12 
But a baker's dozen is 13 
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LESSON THREE 
PROGRAMMING: INPUT AND GOTO 
The purpose of this l esson is to extend your grasp 
of the BASIC language . In the last lesson you learned the 
use of the PRINT command as well as the use of RUN , LIST, 
and NEW. This lesson builds on that knowledge and adds 
two new BASIC commands , INPUT and GO TO . You will also learn 
about VARIABLES. You need th ese mater i a ls: 
1 . Commobodore CBM 8032 microcomputer 
2 . Resource book: 
Dwyer , Thomas and Margot Critchfield. A Bit of 
BAS I C . Reading , Mass.: Addison - Wesley , 
1980. 
A. Turn o n the computer or type NEW t o erase any p rogram in 
memory . 
B. Ent er this progra m: 
10 print " Hello ", 
20 goto 10 
Before you RUN the program, try to imagine what the prograrr. 
wi l l do . 
Now RUN the program . 
STOP key . 
After severa l seconds , press the RUN/ 
LIST the program . Look at it and see if you can determine 
what ca us es the program to go on and on without stopping . 
Would the program ever stop b y itself? 
In this 
soon as 
program 
program , line 20 causes a l oop in the prog ram. 
the computer executes lin e 10 and prints "Hello" 
goes to line 20. This sends it back to line 1 0 . 
As 
the 
The BASIC command GOTO allows the prog rammer to determine 
which statement will be executed next . 
C . Type NEW and enter this program . 
10 print "hello ", 
20 goto 40 
30 print " Computer ", 
40 print " Everybody " 
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What do you think will happen? RUN the program to see if 
you a re right . Why i s n't line 30 executed? Because line 20 
determines that line 40 will be executed next, lin e 30 is 
skipped . 
D. Type NEW and enter this program . 
10 print "Wh at is your n ame? " 
20 input n$ 
30 print n$ 
Check to mak e sure you have typed the program exactly as 
shown. Th en RUN th e program . 
Line 20 causes two things to happen. First, it makes the 
program pause and wa it for the user to enter information. 
Second, it causes the comp u ter to set aside a pla ce in its 
memory that it n ames n$ (pronounced "n-string " ) . ~vhen the 
user enters hi s name th e co mputer s tores it at the p lace in 
memory that it h as cal l ed n$ . 
n$ is a variable . 
prog ram. 
It ca n be different eac h tim e you run the 
RUN the program agai n. After the question , " What i s your 
name? " is displayed , wait for severa l seco nds . Notice that 
th e program do es not continue . Now enter some nonsense word 
as your nam e . Note that the computer accepts anything you 
e nter. It does not eva luat e the word you e nter to see if it 
is a name, but rather just stores it in n$ . 
E. Now expand this program by adding these lines: 
40 print " How old are yo u ? " 
50 :tnput y 
60 print y 
You add these lines by typing them in where the cursor is, 
under the word READY. Because each lin e begins with a num-
ber , the computer interpret s it as a program l ine and adds 
it to the program. 
LI ST th e program. Notic e that in line 20 yo u typ ed th e var-
iable n a me as "n $ " but in line 50 you left of the #$it sign 
and typed the other variab l e as " y ." Thi s i s because there 
are two types of variabl es : 
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n$ is a string variable. This means the computer con-
siders n$ to be a word of some sort . You can have num-
bers stored in string variables, but the computer 
" thinks " of them as words and will not be able to per -
form math ematical operations with them . 
y is a numberic variable . Naming the variable without 
a "$" sign indicates you intend to store numbers. 
ONLY numbers can be sto red in numeric variables. If 
you try to enter a word , the computer will respond by 
sending you this message: REDO FROM START. The program 
will not continue until a number is entered . 
In the description above , the variables were named n$ and y . 
These are just examples of variable names. As you write 
programs you can make up your own names for variables. 
Now RUN the program . Answer the first question with a word 
and the second with a number. 
RUN the program again . 
What happens? 
Answer both questions with numbers . 
RUN the program a third time . 
words. What happens? 
Answer both questions with 
The three prog r am runs you just did should show you this: 
if a variable is dec lar ed to be a string variable, numbers 
or letters can be entered . However, if a variable is 
declared to be a numeric variable ONLY numbers can be 
entered . 
F. Add this lin e to the program: 
70 print n$; " you a r e " ;y;"years old ." 
RUN the program. 
Notice how variables are interspersed in the PRINT state -
ment. The semicolons separate the variables from the part 
of the PRINT s t at e men t that is in quotation marks. 
G. Review these terms: 
GOTO direct s the execution of the program . 
INPUT requires the user to e nt er in formation and allo -
cates a place in memory to store this information . 
VARIABLE i s the name for a 
information can be stored . 
stored as variables. 
location in memory where 
Words or numbers can be 
H. Write these programs: 
l . Print your name continuously using a loop. 
program with the RUN/STOP key. 
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Stop the 
2. Ask the user to enter the day of the month , then the 
name of the month , then the year . Store this infor-
mation in variables . Then print, based on the 
information entered, a sentence like this: 
Today's date is December 10 , 1082. 
SAMPLE ANSWERS FOR LESSON THREE 
1 . 1 0 p r i n t 11 M a r y ~"J o r t h '' 
20 goto lO 
2 • 10 print"P1ease enter 
20 print"First give 
30 input d 
40 print 11 Next give me 
50 input m$ 
60 print " And now give 
70 input y 
80 print"Today ' s date 
today's date . II 
me the day of the month. 
the name of the month. II 
me the year . II 
is 91 j ffi $ ; d j n 1 II j Y i 11 • ~I 
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LESSON FO UR 
PROGRAMMING : FOR ... NEXT, IF ... THEN 
This lesson focuses on two sets of BASIC commands , 
FOR . . . NEX T and IF . . . THEN. The LET comma nd is also intra-
duced. Th ese materials are needed: 
1. Commodore CBM 8032 mic r ocomputer 
2 . Resource book: 
Dwyer , Thomas and Margot Critchfield . ~-Bit_£~ 
BAS I C. Reading , Mass .: Addison-Wesley, 
1 980 . 
A . Turn on the computer or type NEW to e rase any program in 
the computer memory . 
B . Enter this program: 
10 for x= l to 8 
20 p r int "H el l o'', 
30 next x 
40 end 
No ti ce END is put in the program to indicate the last line . 
RUN the program. 
How many times is "Hello" p rinted? 
to 15 so the line reads; 
1 0 for x= l to 1 5 
Change the 8 in line 10 
RUN the program aga i n . What i s the difference? FQR . . . N3XT 
ca uses a l oop in a program. The number of time s the loo o i s 
executed depends on the values in the FOR statement . 
C . Modify the program so tha t it has this line; 
25 p ri n t"x i s "; x 
RUN the program. This time you can see how the value of x 
changes . I t starts at 1 and increases by increments of one 
until x i s 15 . Change lin e 10 to: 
10 for x=l to 6 
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RUN the program again . Note how the value of x changes. 
D. To make this operation of the loop mor e clear, a vari-
able whose purpose is to count the loops can be added. This 
is done in the following lines: 
5 let c=O 
12 c=c+l 
13 print"loop #";c 
Add these l ines to the program . LIST the program to see how 
these lines fit into the program . Notice the variab l e is 
created in line 5 and set at 0. This is done before the 
FOR ... NEXT loop begins . The variable c serves as a counter , 
so every time a loop is executed the value of c increases by 
one . 
Now RUN the program . 
loop, t he value of x 
This time you can see that for each 
increases by one. 
E. In the program as it is now, x increases by one in each 
loop . You can control the amount by which x increases. 
Change line 10 to: 
10 for x=l to 15 step 2 
RUN this program . Notice that the message is printed only 
eight times . You control the change in the value of x by 
increasing it by two each time it goes through the loop . 
Experiment with line 10. Change it to: 
10 for x=lO to l step -l 
RUN this and observe the change in X. Practice with this 
until you feel sure you understand the function of FO~ .•. 
NEXT . 
F . Type NEW to erase the program. 
Now you will enter a program with a new BASIC command: 
10 pri nt"Do you like to program? " 
15 print"Answer yes or no." 
20 input a$ 
25 if a$="yes " then print "I do too." 
3 0 i f a $ = " no " th e n p r i n t " W h y no t ? '' 
40 end 
Using the IF .•. THEN command you can examine the word entered 
and cause different responses to be printed to correspond 
wi th the different answers. 
RUN the progra m. What happens if you enter some answer 
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other than yes or not? If you answer "I don't know ," then 
neither line 25 nor line 30 is executed, and the program ends 
without printing a response. 
G. Here is an example of a way the IF ... THEN command is 
used . Type NEW and enter this program: 
l 0 p r i n t " v1 h a t i s the c a p i to 1 o f c a l i f o r n i a ? " 
15 input c$ 
20 if c$= " Sacramento " then 50 
2 5 print " Try again . '' 
30 goto 10 
50 print very good! " 
200 end 
You ' re right. " 
Before you run the program , walk through it lin e by line to 
see if you can tell what the program does . Now RUN the pro-
gram . Try is several times, entering a number of incorrect 
answers as well as the correct answer. Do you un derstand 
why the program goes back to line 10 if a wrong answer is 
entered? If the answer entered is " Sacramento " then the 
computer executes line 50 . I f the answer is anything but 
" Sacramento " then lines 25 and 30 are executed . Line 30 
causes the program to go back to line 10. 
H. The program above can be e xt ended to ask a second simi-
lar questio n after the first is answered correctly . Add 
these lines: 
55 print " What 1s the capito l of Washington? " 
60 inpu t c$ 
65 if c$= " Olympia " then 80 
70 print "T ry aga in." 
75 goto 55 
80 print " Good work . That is right. " 
RUN the program . You now have the basic structure of a 
drill and practice program . Notice that the two parts of 
the program, lines 10-50 a nd lines 55-80 , are n ear ly iden-
tica l e xc ep t for th e question and answer . An efficient 
program would use a different programm ing technique to 
avoid repetition as in this program . You ' ll see a more 
ef f ic i e nt program in the l esson on READ a nd DATA. Fo r n ow , 
the above program is acceptable . 
I. Revi e w these BASIC commands you used in this lesson . 
FOR . . . NEXT. Thi s sets up a loop in the program. Th e 
programmer controls the number of times th e l oop is 
e x ecuted . Each time FOR is u sed NEXT must a l so be used . 
IF • .. THEN . This ca u ses the computer to check to see if 
a particul ar condition is true , then directs execution 
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of the program to different lines based on whether the 
condition is true or false . 
If you are not certain you understand the use of these com-
mands, review the programs presented in th is l esson and u se 
the resource book , A Bit of BASIC. 
J. Practice Exercises 
1 . Using a FOR ... NEXT loop, print the mess age " Good 
work!" to fill up the whole screen . 
2 . Using the IF .•. THEN command , ask the user three 
questions . Do not al low the student to go on to the 
next quest ion until the correct answer is given . 
Vary the comments made when a correct answer os 
entered . 
3 . Using the program listed in Step G , add a counter 
t o keep track of how man y tries it takes the student 
t o get the correct answer . Add a line that tells 
the studen t how many tr i es he needed to get the 
answer right . 
4 . Find the e rrors in these programs. 
A. 10 for b=l to 10 
20 print " Good !" 
30 next x 
40 end 
B . 1 0 print " Do you like math? " 
15 input a 
20 if a= " yes" then print " So do I. " 
30 if a= "no " then print " \-Jhy not? " 
40 end 
c . 10 print "Is it a windy day? " 
20 if a$= " yes " then print " Is is too windy? " 
25 if a$= "no" then print"It is a calm day. " 
30 end 
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SAMPLE ANSWERS FOR LESSON FOUR 
l. 10 for x= l to 200 
20 print " Good work! ", 
30 next x 
40 end 
2 . 10 print " What ocean is to the west of California? " 
15 input o$ 
20 if o$= " Pacif i c Ocean " then 50 
25 print " Try again , p lease ." 
30 goto 10 
50 print " You're correct. 
60 print " \<lhat co u ntry is 
border? " 
65 input c$ 
Pacific Ocean is r ig h t. " 
on Ca liforni a ' s southern 
70 if c$="Mexico " then 100 
75 print " So r ry , that ' s inc or re c t . Try again. " 
80 goto 60 
100 print " Mexico is correct. " 
110 print " vJhat state borders Ca lifornia on the north? " 
1 20 input s$ 
130 if s$= " 0regon " then 160 
140 print"Tr y t h at one again . 
150 goto 11 0 
Your answer is wrong ." 
160 print " Yes , Oregon i s on California ' s north . 
170 e nd 
Good. " 
3 . 5 let c =O 
4 . 
10 print " What is th e capitol o f California? " 
15 input c $ 
17 c=c+l 
20 if c$="Sacramento " then 50 
2 5 print " Try again ." 
30 goto 10 
50 print " Very good . You ' re right ." 
55 print " This i s how many tries you n eeded:";c 
200 end 
A. The FOR line uses the vari a ble b but the NEXT line 
uses x . 
B. The variable is d ec lared numeri c , but answer s are 
words . 
C . The input l i ne is left out . 
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LESSO N F I VE 
PROGRAM~UNG : RANDOM NUMBERS 
Lesso n Five introduces the random number function. 
This allows the computer to select numbers for you, which 
can be useful in a number of situations. For example , if 
you have a class of 30 students and you wish to pick one 
of them at random, you can do the following. Assign each of 
the students a number by having them count off from 1 to 30 . 
Then cause the computer to randomly select a n u mber from l 
to 30 for you . For this lesson on random numbers , you will 
need these materials : 
1. Commodore CBM 8032 computer 
2 . Resource book : 
Dwyer , Thomas and Margot Critchfield . A Bit of 
BASIC. Reading, Ma ss . : Addison-W es l ey , 
1980. 
A . Turn on the computer or type NEW to erase any programs 
in the computer memory . 
B . Ent e r this program: 
5 for c=l to 20 
10 let x=int(rnd(l)*10 +1) 
15 print x; 
20 next c 
For now, don ' t be too concerned with the exac t meaning of 
the expre ss ion in l ine 10, which is the random numb er fun-
ction. Just carefully enter the program. RUN the program 
severa l times . What is the larg es t number generated? What 
i s the smallest? Line 10 controls the ma xi mum and minimum 
numbers generated , which in this case are 10 and 1 . Change 
line 10 to: 
10 l et x=int(rnd(l)*20+1) 
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RUN this version of the program several times until you can 
say with certainty what a re th e largest an d smallest numbers 
generated . The largest is 20 and the smallest is l. 
B. Random numbers are frequently u se d in math drill and 
practice programs . Th e following is a program that creates 
five addition problems. The n umbers added together are 
between l and 2 0. 
10 for c=l to 5 
15 let x=int(rnd(l)*20+~) 
20 let y=int(rnd(l )* 20+l) 
25 print x; " + .. ; y ;n= ? ,, 
30 input a 
35 if a=x+y then 50 
40 p rint " Sorry, try again . II 
45 go to 25 
50 print"Correct . Good •.v o rk. II 
55 next c 
60 e nd 
RUN th e program several times . 
it works. 
Be sure you underst an d how 
C. To mak e the addi t ion probl ems mo re difficult , th e p ro-
gram ca n be c h anged to include numb e r s f rom l t o 50. In 
t h at case , lines 15 and 20 would be: 
1 5 let x=int(rnd(l) * 50 + l) 
20 l et y=int(rnd (l)* 50 +~ ) 
Ent e r these lines and RUN th e program seve r al times . 
D. Modify the program so that it prints three prob l ems 
rather than fi v e . Thi s is done by cha n g in g line 10 to : 
10 for c= l to 3 
RUN the prog r a m se v era l times. 
E . Ex erc i se 
Writ e a p rogr a m li ke th e o n e in Step B . Make it a 
mul tiplication drill for numb ers f r o m l to 10. Have 
it ge n erate 6 problems . 
SAMPLE ANSWER FOR LESSON FIVE 
10 for c=l to 6 
15 let x=int(rnd(l}*lO+l} 
20 l et y =int(rnd(l}*lO+l} 
25 print x; " time s " ;y; " = ? " 
30 in p ut a 
35 if a=x*y then 50 
40 print"try aga in. You r answer was i nc orrect. " 
45 goto 25 
50 pr int " right!" 
55 next c 
60 end 
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LESSON SIX 
PROGRAMt-1ING: READ, DATA 
Lesson Six focuses on the BASIC commands READ and DATA. 
These commands allow information to be stored within the 
program and t o be used at the direction of the program. 
Th ese mat erials are needed: 
1. Commodore CMB 8032 microcomputer 
2. Resource book: 
Dwyer, Thoma s and Margot Critchfield. A Bit of 
BASIC . Reading , Mass.: Addison-Wesley , 
1980 . 
A. In Lesson Four you wrote a program that asked the stu-
dent a question , waited for the a n s wer , and then chec k e d to 
see if the answer was correct . At that tim e it was poin ted 
out that a more efficien t program could be written using 
READ and DATA command s . The following program accomp li shes 
the same purpose as the program given in Lesson Four: 
10 print"Please answer t he following questions." 
12 for i=l to 5 
1 5 read s$,c$ 
20 print " What is the capitol of " ;s$;"? " 
25 input a$ 
30 if a$=c$ then 50 
35 print " Sorry. Try again. " 
40 goto 20 
50 print " Correct . Good Work. " 
55 next i 
70 data " California"," Sacramento" 
75 data " Washington","Olympia " 
80 data " Oregon"," Salem " 
85 data "N evada"," Carson City" 
9 0 d a t a '' Co 1 or ado " , " De n v e r " 
100 end 
RUN the program . Enter some incorrect answe r s. This pro-
gram cou ld be modified to include al l f ifty states by adding 
more data statements . The information in each data line i s 
entered in memory as s$ and c$ by line 1 5. The READ command 
auses the computer to lo ok for DATA lines in the program. 
The READ command in line 15 tells the comput er to read two 
pieces of data , so it reads the first two it finds. Then as 
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it encounters the READ command again, it reads the next two. 
B. DATA and READ commands are often used to set up multiple 
choice problems. See if you can te l l what this program 
does : 
5 pri n t " here are two multiple choice questions." 
10 pri n t " Please indicate your c h oice by typing" 
15 print " the letter to the left of the answer. " 
20 print 
22 for c=l to 2 
25 read q$ , al$ , a2$ , a3$ , c$ , r$ 
2 7 print 
30 print q$ 
35 print 
40 print " 
45 print " 
50 print " 
55 input a$ 
a . "; al $ 
b . ";a2$ 
c ." ; a3 $ 
60 if a$=c$ then 80 
65 print "T ry again ." 
70 go t o 55 
80 prin t r$ 
85 next c 
90 data " Wh at i s t h e Capito l of California? " 
95 data "Sa n Franc i sco", " Sacramento " 
100 data " Los Angeles","b "," You are correct ." 
1 05 data " T.tlh at i s the capitol of Oregon?" , " Portland " 
11 0 data ''Eugene " , " Sa 1 em " , '' c " 
1 15 data " You ' re correct . Good work. " 
120 end 
It will help you understand what goes on in this program i f 
you know what the variables stand for . Here is a list of 
the var i ab l es: 
c counter in the FOR .. . NEXT loop 
q$ the question to be asked 
al$ the f i rst mu ltiple cho i ce answer 
a2$ the second multiple choice answer 
a3$ the third multiple choice answer 
c$ the letter to the left of the correct choice 
r$ response to print when the answer given is right 
a$ the user ' s response to the question 
RUN the program . You will probably find that you ' ve made 
some errors in typing that will need to be corrected before 
the program wi l l run . Don ' t be discouraged: it ' s very 
hard to avoid making errors. After you ' ve successfully run 
the program several t i mes, LIST the program again . Read 
through it unti l you feel sure you understand how it 
operates. 
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C. Exercises 
l. Using the first program in this lesson as a model, 
write a program that uses READ and DATA coMmands to 
ask a series of questions. Ask questions that can 
all fit into the same format , as shown in that pro-
gram . 
2 . Using the second program in this lesson as a model, 
write a multiple choice program. Set the program up 
with enough data so it asks five questions, and so 
a different comment is made after the correct 
answer for each question. Remember, if you put in 
enough data for five questions, you will need to 
change the counter in the FOR . .. NEXT loop to 5 . 
APPENDIX G 
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NOTES ON STATISTICAL PROCEDURES 
Reliability 
The measures of attitude , commitment, and three 
computer literacy factors were created by s ummi ng indivi -
dual ordinal survey items . The re li abi lity of the sca les 
was assessed with Cronbach ' s a lph a , which expresses the 
expected correlation between the existi n g scale and a hypo-
thetic a l alternative fo rm of the same scale. Cronbach's 
alpha is considered a conservative estimate of reliability. 
A reliability of at least . 80 is suggested for widely used 
scales .* 
Correlations 
Spearman's rho 
between attitude and : 
and 2 ) number of yea r s 
because it is intended 
Multiple Regression 
was used to measure the correlat ion 
1) number of co llege math courses 
of teaching. This measure was used 
for ranked data .** 
Multiple regression analysis is a method of analy-
zing a problem with more than one independent var iable. 
Correlations between computer lit eracy topics (independent 
variables) and: 1) attitude (dependent var i able) and 2 ) 
commitment to learning (d ependen t variable) were assessed . 
Multiple regression is intended for use with a con -
tinuous dependent variable and continuous or discrete inde-
pendent variables. A multiple regression coeff icient is cal -
cu lated which indi cates the amount of increase or decrease 
in the dependent variable for every o ne-unit change in the 
dependent variable .** However, both the dependent and inde-
pendent var iables were discrete. Thus the standardized 
regression coefficient (beta) may be in ac curate . Ho~eve r, 
the major purpose of this analysis was to determine which 
independent variables were signifi cantly correlated wit l1 the 
dependent variable , and this is accurate. 
*Edwa rd G. Carmines and Richard A. Zeller, Relia-
bi lity and Validity Assessment (Beverly Hi ll s: Sage, 1 979) , 
pp . 43-51 . 
**George w. Gohrnstedt and David Knoke , Statistics 
for Social Data Analysis (Itasca, Ill.: Peacock, l982) 
pp . 304 - 305, 357 -3 68 . 
